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PREFACE
On October 25, 1994, in Union, South Carolina, Susan
Smith drowned her two young sons in the John D. Long Lake.
The ensuing media attention, the early search for a black
man Smith accused of kidnapping the children, Smith's
eventual confession, and the recovery of the children's
bodies shocked the small textile community.

In the

investigations leading to Smith's trial, the town continued
to endure the tragedy, despair, fear, and guilt associated
with years of family and community secrets concerning
incest, domestic violence, suicide, racism, mental illness,
and compliancy.
In Virginia, I watched as a special report interrupted
regular television programming to announce Smith's
confession.

I called home to Union, where I had attended

high school and where my parents and four grandparents had
been reared.

My grandmother's family had once owned the

land where the man-made lake had been created.

Back then,

the land was a cow pasture called Vanderford's Hill, but
with the development and opening of the fishing lake in the
1970s, the name was changed to honor the memory of John D.
Long, a lawyer who served as state senator from 1954 until
his death in 1966.

The Long family has produced a line of

prominent men who have served as lawyers, senators, and
sheriffs in the town since the nineteenth century.

John D.

Long was the grandson of John G. Long, sheriff in the town
vii
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from 1895-1901 and 1909-1913.

In his younger days, John G.

established the KKK in Union and led what local historian
has called the "great

Klan raid of 1871."

In this raid,

"probably the biggest

KKK army ever assembled in the

South,"1 eight African-American men were executed.

All of

the bodies were found on the hanging grounds, today home to
the local fair and the football stadium.
The lake was built by John D's son, John D. Long,
who was also a lawyer

III,

and state senator until he was

convicted of selling public offices, disbarred, and sent to
prison for eighteen months.

But while still a senator, he

bought the land and created the lake in memory of his
father.

A brick and concrete sign at the lake's entrance

reads,
JOHN D. LONG LAKE
NAMED BY
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
FOR
JOHN D. LONG
1901-1967
SENATOR-SPORTSMAN-FRIEND
The lake, as John D. Long III told David Finkel of The
Washington Post Magazine, would not have existed had he not
built it for the memory of his father: "After I got some
seniority in the Senate, I could get enough money for the
lake, so I got it and named it in his honor."2
The Longs have been admired by most of the white voters
in Union.

John D. Long III once won his senate seat by a

vote of 9000 to 600.

But the lake and the reason for its
viii
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existence and the tragedies that have occurred there in the
last few years have resurrected questions about race
relations in the region, questions that continue to haunt
and disturb.

For instance, what power relations remain

intact in the South and how are these relationships
perpetuated by traditional regional images of the AfricanAmerican man and the white southern woman?

How are both

regulated by a patriarchal arrangement of society?

What are

the consequences for the way a community chooses to remember
its past? or chooses to forget it?
These questions have been long-suffering ones for the
South and ones assiduously considered by the three writers
examined in this study: Katharine DuPre Lumpkin, Lillian
Smith, and Pauli Murray.

Each was profoundly concerned

about the impact white supremacy had on both individual and
collective psyches of the region, and each spent
considerable personal and professional efforts in attempting
to redefine southern identity, to reshape the region's
conception of itself.

They wanted to move the South away

from the divided, schizophrenic image of segregation to one
defined by diversity, and they joined other activists and
intellectuals who laid the groundwork for the civil rights
movement with its early emphasis on desegregation.
Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray used their autobiographies
to discuss segregation, entering the dialogue concerning
segregation by evoking a regional site that maintained and
ix
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perpetuated both the Old South in its romanticizing of race
relations and the New South in its determination to sustain
white supremacy.

They entered the graveyards of the South,

where, by the end of the nineteenth century, white
southerners sustained the memory of the Confederate dead—
using memorial ceremonies to worship a Lost Cause and to
clarify their vision for the region's future.

Lumpkin,

Smith, and Murray examined these ceremonies to analyze how
the region used sites of memory to maintain and direct
social hierarchies and worked to establish a different
meaning for these places where memory was stored.
Sites of memory, or les lieux de memoire as Pierre Nora
prefers, are places or "specific objects that codify . . .
or condense . . . national memory."

These include— among

others— monuments, symbols, flags, museums, books,
celebrations, or in the case of Union, South Carolina,
lakes, rivers, and ponds.

Thus, the Washington Monument,

the Stars and Stripes, the Smithsonian Institution, the
Fourth of July, and the John D. Long Lake are all sites of
memory.

These sites serve as a place to house national or

regional values, a place where a nation's mores are
remembered, rehearsed, acted out, or acted upon.
In this study, I examine the graveyard as one of three
connected sites of memory in the South that worked to define
the region's race relations.

The graveyard contains the

second (the southern body) while being metaphorically
x
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contained by the third (the autobiographical works
themselves— the memoirs or places of personal memory).

For

Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray, the way the white South chose to
remember and identify itself in a ceremonial way had a large
impact on how day-to-day relationships between white and
black southerners were justified.

In the graveyard, in the

memorial ceremonies, these writers found a reverence among
white southerners for the maintenance of white supremacy.
In their texts, Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray returned to the
graveyard to revise and rewrite regional identity, to
reestablish the South's understanding of itself as a region,
to replace notions of white supremacy with efforts in
cooperation, acceptance, and diversification.
The sites of memory particular to this study receive an
overview in chapter one.

This chapter examines the

graveyard (the memorials, the tombstones), the body (both
dead and alive), and the text (as a site of personal memory)
as sites where regional identity was sustained.

While

providing a brief history of the importance of memory as a
cultural tool in maintaining social identity, this chapter
also introduces Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray, focusing on
their professional lives and their accomplishments.
Chapter Two, "'His Flower-Strewn Grave,'" isolates
Lumpkin and explores the problems she faced in attempting to
represent a female voice from the South.

Chapter Three,

"Forgotten Graves of Memory," examines Lillian Smith's
xi
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revision of Lumpkin's work and her insistence on carrying
the consequences of segregation into the human body and
mind.

For Smith, the triangle of segregation, sex, and sin

divided the psyche, created a schizophrenic, alienated,
disturbed individual (and region) who had divorced mind from
body and body from soul.

The final two chapters,

"The

Graveyard" and "To Meet Her Maker," examine how Pauli Murray
used Smith's Killers of the Dream as a fundamental text in
her own analysis of race relations and how she revised
Smith's work to include and uphold the African-American body
as a site of leadership in the continued development of
American identity.
But fifty years after Lumpkin published her
autobiography, memory continues to be represented tragically
across the southern landscape.

On August 31, 1996, four

children and three adults drowned when their Sierra Suburban
inexplicably rolled into the waters of John D. Long Lake.
The victims were there to view the memorials to Michael and
Alex Smith.

Today, many people from Union want the lake

drained, want this lake, this particular site of memory,
destroyed.

They realize, as did Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray,

that memory is a malleable, supple phenomenon and that what
the collective members of a community choose to remember has
much to say about who they are.

Still, as these three

writers and other scholars have noted, what the members of a
community willingly forget can also lead to a dangerous and
xii
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destructive environment, greatly influencing what a
community believes about its past and how it determines its
future.
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ABSTRACT
This study argues that Katharine DuPre Lumpkin, Lillian
Smith, and Pauli Murray used sites of regional memory in
their autobiographies, particularly Confederate burial
sites, to discuss how segregation divided not only the
southern landscape and the southern people, but southern
minds and bodies as well.
In the southern graveyard, memory
of the Confederate South was stored in tombstones and
memorials, in Confederate flags driven into grass plots, and
in Memorial Day speeches and rituals associated with the
burial of the dead. Cemeteries housed the language of
southern memory.
Here, identity was spoken in ritualistic
form— inscribed on tombs, in texts, and in bodily memories
and messages.
Witness to numerous activities designed to commemorate
the Confederate South and to maintain the social order of
the New South, Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray created their
autobiographies to dismantle the Lost Cause versions of
southern identity.
They joined the dialogue surrounding the
rituals of regional memory by placing the dead southern body
as a site of memory within their texts; they entered burial
grounds to unearth the meaning and identity given to dead
bodies.
In the process, they retrieved forgotten memories,
participated in the return of the repressed, and searched
for messages inscribed on the bodies of southerners.
Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray used their autobiographies
to continue their work in articulating a potential new
South, a South freed from the schizophrenic nature of
segregation and open to a new era in race relations.
In
their texts, segregation is a defining metaphor for the
South, regulating not only the lay of the land, but also the
ways southerners think, how they experience their emotions,
and how they remember their collective past. Using their
texts, these three writers strive to reshape southern
memory, to remold the white supremacist past in order to
redirect the region toward a tolerant future.
In raising these issues, Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray
point to the segregated, schizophrenic nature of
autobiography, using the genre as an appropriate means to
discuss the southern experience.
Their discourse is one of
division, discussed in a format itself divided.

xv
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Who would ever have thought that a dead body, strange fruit
of the graveyard tree, could give harbor to such talkative
seed?
Zimmer, The King and the Corpse

The dead are loved in a different way.
They are removed
from the sphere of contact, one can and indeed must speak of
them in a different style. Language about the dead is
stylistically distinct from language about the living.
Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination

So I prophesied as I was commanded; and as I prophesied,
there was a noise, and behold, a rattling; and the bones
came together, bone to its bone.
Ezekiel 37:7

Attention1 First Hour!
In the Mist!
At the Flash! Come.
Come. Come!!!
Retribution is impatient! The grave yawns!
The sceptre bones rattle!
Let the doom quake!
KKK Notice, Anti-Black Thought

2
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CHAPTER I
In Memory of . . .
Even today, the Old Maplewood Cemetery in Durham, North
Carolina, remains a pertinent example and metaphor for the
ways segregation continues to divide the living and the
dead.

Pauli Murray recognized it as such in her 1956 family

memoir Proud Shoes: The Story of an American Family and
would spend her life— and her death— attempting to reconcile
what many in her society desired to separate.

She and the

other two writers examined in this study— Katharine DuPre
Lumpkin and Lillian Smith— used sites of regional memory in
their autobiographies, particularly Confederate burial
sites, to discuss how segregation divided not only the
southern landscape and the southern people but southern
minds and bodies as well.1
In Maplewood, tombstones recording the past lives of
Durham's elite stand distinguished across the cemetery
fields.

General Julian S. Carr (Confederate Soldier of

America), once mayor of the city and leader of the United
Confederate Veterans, is buried here underneath a
Confederate flag and a host of stone angels.

He is joined

by many of his comrades-in-arms, including William J.
Christian, another early mayor of Durham.

The Duke family

mausoleum is located on the highest point of the cemetery,
surrounded by a steel fence.

A visitor standing inside the

3
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4
fence can look across the mausoleum to the graves of other
leading tobacco merchants, teachers, principals,
commissioners, sheriffs, attorneys, superintendents,
postmasters, captains, and ministers of Durham.
What the visitor is unlikely to see from this angle is
the small Fitzgerald graveyard located behind the fence,
where Murray's maternal grandparents Robert and Cornelia
Fitzgerald are buried.

Barely distinguishable among the

weeds and other undergrowth, the Fitzgerald plots are more
accessible to the public in the pages of Proud Shoes, where
Murray juxtaposes the Confederate cemetery with her family's
burial ground.

Murray uses both Maplewood and her family's

adjoining graveyard to discuss in Proud Shoes the nature of
segregation, the difficulty of defining class and race
identity in the South, the possibilities offered by the
American Dream to African-Americans, and, most especially,
the possibilities offered by African-Americans to the
American Dream.
Like Proud Shoes, the autobiographies written by
Lumpkin and Smith were born from the tensions of their
times, from a segregated social structure that divided the
bodies, the minds, the land, and the language of the South.
Searching for a means to end segregation, these three
writers examine segregation as symbolized and maintained
within southern memory.

Lumpkin's The Making of a

Southerner, Smith's Killers of the Dream, and Murray's Proud
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5
Shoes: The story of an American Family, and Song in a Weary
Throat: An American Pilgrimage are sites of personal memory,
places where the authors unearth the meanings of their
culture's symbols and rituals while discussing how their own
bodies fit into the patterns of both segregation's and
integration's message.

As Murray noted during a 1959

Lincoln-Douglas Banquet, "Integration is a matter of the
mind and the spirit as well as the body."2
Born during the apex of Lost Cause ceremonies and
rituals occurring between 1880 and 1920, Murray, Lumpkin,
and Smith spent their childhoods in the South at a time
when, as Charles Reagan Wilson illustrates, death figured
prominently in regional memory.

The Lost Cause rituals

stressed the South's role in the Civil War as a noble, even
holy one, emphasizing both an affirmation and adoration of
the Confederate veterans and of the Confederate dead.

In

its early years, the movement fostered memorial associations
that maintained Confederate graveyards and established
monuments in cemeteries.
writes,

By the 1880s, as Gaines Foster

"This memorialization of the cause gradually became

a celebration of the war"; it also served as a rationale for
bolstering segregation and states' rights.

But because the

rituals were celebrated on Confederate Memorial Day and
because the early rituals stressed memory of the dead
soldiers and the early monuments were placed in graveyards,
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6
the Lost Cause movement was closely involved with southern
rites of death and memory.3
In the southern graveyard, memory of the Confederate
South was stored in tombstones and memorials, in Confederate
flags driven into grass plots, in Memorial Day speeches and
rituals associated with the burial of the dead and in other
sites of regional memory within the graveyards.

Cemeteries

were places where the language of southern memory and
identity was spoken in ritualistic form— inscribed on tombs,
in texts, and in bodily memories and messages— making
cemeteries well suited as metaphors for the South in the
autobiographies of Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray.

Smith

especially used death as a means of discussing segregation.
For her, segregation equaled death; segregation was what one
had accomplished when the coffin had been nailed shut.
But as Paul Connerton and others have argued,
collective memory also exists in the body, in the
stabilization of memory through bodily rituals.4

Not only

will nations inscribe national memory on the body of its
citizens, but they will also project on bodily memory what
is of primary importance to the society.

In Lost Cause

traditions the body— like the memorial and the tomb— served
as a site of memory, a place where habit memory (memory
stored in the movement of the body) was reenacted and
"re-presented."

In these regional traditions sites of

memory were located in symbols represented by monuments and
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7
memorials, by language describing the body, as well as by
body language that exerted a political message.

Describing

the 1903 Confederate Reunion held in Columbia, South
Carolina, Lumpkin writes that the followers of the Lost
Cause tradition showed respect to the leaders of the
Confederacy through bodily acts and rituals, positioning
their bodies in deference to the veterans:
Men doffing their hats so long as the old men were
passing, women fluttering their handkerchiefs.
School
children ahead of them, spreading the streets with a
carpet of flowers, lavishly, excitedly. There in a
conspicuous carriage, the surviving signers of the
Ordinance of Secession!
Bands playing inarch tunes
until it seemed one's spine could not stand any more
tingles.5
These traditions, as both Lumpkin and Smith emphasize, were
memorized in the body during childhood.

Elaine Scarry notes

that "the political identity of the body is usually learned
unconsciously, effortlessly, and very early."6

These

traditions not only glorified the past but also solidified
the present and provided a blueprint for the future.

And as

Lumpkin makes clear, aligning oneself with Lost Cause
principles meant pledging allegiance to white supremacy:
It was by no means our business merely to
preserve memories. We must keep inviolate a way of
life. Let some changes come if they must; our fathers
had seen them come to pass: they might grieve, yet
could be reconciled.
It was inconceivable, however,
that any change could be allowed that altered the very
present fact of the relation of superior white to
inferior Negro.7
Certainly Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray recognized the
connection between Lost Cause forms of memory as stored in
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bodily rituals and the implementation and maintenance of
segregation and discrimination.
Having witnessed numerous activities designed to
commemorate the Confederate South and to maintain the social
order of the New South, Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray wrote
their autobiographies with the intention of dismantling the
Lost Cause versions of southern identity that had melted
into what C. Vann Woodward has called "the syrup of
romanticism."8

They joined the dialogue surrounding the

rituals of regional memory by placing the dead southern body
as a site of memory within their texts.

They entered burial

grounds to unearth the meaning and identity given to dead
bodies in the cemeteries of the South.

In the process they

retrieved forgotten memories, participated in the return of
the repressed, searched for messages inscribed on the bodies
of African-Americans and, in the case of Murray, on Native
Americans.

They "reremembered" the South, illustrating

fallacies in the Plantation Myth, in the Moonlight and
Magnolia schools, in the Agrarian ethos, and even in the
agenda of such liberal southerners as Ralph MacGill and
Hodding Carter.9
Thus, their autobiographies become a third site of
regional memory, like the monuments and memorials to Lost
Cause memory and like the southern body as a place where
regional identity is contested.

They are memoirs, sites

where these writers record and recreate their memories of a
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southern life.

Like other autobiographies,

"they perform

powerful ideological work," becoming "objects of production
for the purposes of cultural critique."10

In a period when

enforced segregation remained entrenched in the region's
laws, customs, and manners, their memoirs laid out the
consequences of segregation and contributed to the dialogue
within the Civil Rights movement, particularly in the
movement's early concerns with segregation.

Like the

Agrarians, these three writers recognized the members of
their own generation as being historically significant
observers of the South's move from agriculture to industry
and as being interpreters of the region's struggle with the
transition.

But unlike the Agrarians, these writers were

prepared to address issues concerning segregation and other
forms of white supremacy and were, therefore, unwilling to
dismiss political concerns as subjects for their texts on
the grounds that these subjects were unsuitable for artistic
representation.

Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray did not ignore

the literary conventions of modernism or New Criticism;
certainly, few writers could have been more concerned about
the implications of living an alienated, divided life, one
split apart from other living beings, from a meaningful
past, or from a spiritual tradition.

And few writers could

have taken more artistic care in representing those issues
in the form of their complaint, of addressing issues of
segregation in a genre appropriate and meaningful to their
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position.

They were concerned with the organic whole of a

work of art, particularly how that whole was also made
manifest culturally and politically. The central themes of
their autobiographies address issues of division and
alienation while raising questions about both genre
construction and regional identity.
Still, the Agrarians and southern liberals played a
more visible role in the formation of southern culture.

And

they were joined by other writers who were conspicuous
creators of southern culture: the popular writers of
historical romance who included Thomas Nelson Page, Thomas
Dixon, and Margaret Mitchell.

Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray

found themselves in the uneasy position of being
artistically dismissed by the Agrarian canon formers in the
region, portrayed as either politically naive or
neurotically radical by journalists from the region, and in
competition with the popular myths of the period—
represented in such epic and romantic narratives as Gone
with the Wind and Dixon's The Clansman.11
Yet they developed a counter tradition of writing by
examining southern identity as stored in rituals of memory,
finding in these sites of memory the foundation of white
supremacy.

They used that tool— the site of memory— to

imagine a South different from the one being formulated by
white collective memory, whether that memory was promoted by
the Agrarians, by southern liberals, or by the region's
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romance writers. They read one another's work, adding or
sometimes subtracting from it, but always revising and
recasting.

Using memory, they pointed to the crippling,

divisive aspects of white supremacy and offered other
possibilities for the region based on ideals of tolerance
and diversity.

They used memory as the cornerstone of their

works, recognizing it as a significant tool of white
supremacy.

In other words, they borrowed images and

messages and rhetoric coming from sites of Lost Cause
memory, and they placed these elements in their
autobiographies, not to emulate white supremacist thought
but to dismantle it before reconstructing other
possibilities for regional identity.
Born into an atmosphere of ritual, romance, and racism,
Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray used in their autobiographies
the Lost Cause imagery running rampant in their childhoods,
acknowledging that their own historical positions provided
them with excellent perspectives from which to view the Lost
Cause South.

Lumpkin viewed her autobiography as an

examination of the culture from which she had been raised.
"From the outset I conceived of it," she writes, "as a study
of my own upbringing in a traditional, Old South home and
social environment, and how I came to reject Southern white
racial attitudes and beliefs in which I had been reared."12
Smith referred to her autobiography as "Every Southerner's
Memoir," meaning the white South, most especially the
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upper-class white South.

She wrote as a member of a certain

community rather than as an individual:

"I shall not tell,

here, of experiences that were different and special and
belonged only to me, but those most white southerners born
at the turn of the century share with each other”13

Murray

recalled that racial politics led her toward the writing of
Proud Shoes, toward using the vantage point of her
grandparents' lives to discuss the social and political
positions of African-Americans during the nineteenth
century.14

She also discussed the effects segregation and

lynching had on her own childhood: "I grew up in Durham in
the latter part of the second decade, 1915, 1920 . . .

at

that time it was simply blanketed with rigorous
segregation."

White supremacy as manifested in lynching

created, she said, "an atmosphere of overhanging terror."1S
In particular, these three writers weave the southern way of
death— the rites, rituals, and memorials devoted to death
that are instrumental in maintaining segregation and other
forms of white supremacy— into their texts to discuss and
denounce segregation across a spectrum of regional forms of
discrimination.
Like trains, buses, streetcars, and theaters,
cemeteries were contested sites of segregation.16

As one

African-American woman wrote in a 1902 article for The
Independent, the segregated cemetery highlighted awkward
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ironies present in the laws of the turn-of-the-century
South:
. . . the dead white man's bones must not be
contaminated with the dead black man's.
I know of one
of the "black mammies" that the Southerner speaks of,
in tones low and soft, who is compelled to go to the
authorities of a certain Southern city for a "pass" to
visit the grave of a man she nursed at her breast and
whose children she afterward reared.17
Earlier, this writer described the layers of absurdity
created by segregation:
There are aristocrats in crime, in poverty, and in
misfortune in the South. The white criminal cannot
think of eating or sleeping in the same part of the
penitentiary with the negro criminal.
The white pauper
is just as exclusive; and altho the blind cannot see
color, nor the insane care about it, they must be kept
separate, at great extra expense.
Lastly, the dead
man's bones must not be contaminated with the dead
black m a n 's .18
Segregation of cemeteries extended into the nation's
capital, finally becoming so bizarre that a pet cemetery in
Washington, D.C., refused to allow pets of African-Americans
to be buried with those owned by whites.19
As segregation gained momentum, the Lost Cause movement
reached its zenith in zeal and celebration in the South.
Followers of the Lost Cause maintained that the Civil War
had been a holy war and, though the South had lost, its
people had sacrificed and died for a noble cause.
Foster writes,

As Gaines

"The phrase 'the Lost Cause' became

identified with the movement within the South to enshrine
the memory of the Civil War," and by "the 1880s this
memorialization of the cause gradually became a celebration
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of the war."20

The use of rituals helped to develop the

myth and ethos of the Lost Cause.

Charles R. Wilson finds

these rituals located in the worship of the leaders of the
Confederacy, in the funeral rites of veterans, and in the
proliferation of monument dedications to Civil War memory.21
Ministers contributed to the movement by advocating
Confederate leaders as saints, while the United Daughters of
the Confederacy hung their leaders' portraits in schools
across the South.

Churches raised stained-glass images of

their heroes; hymns, written and revised, spread these
images into song.

Funerals of veterans often brought

together other veterans who served as pall bearers and wore
their Confederate uniforms to the service.22
At the dedication of Confederate monuments,

"Preachers

converted the innumerable statues dotting the Southern
countryside into religious objects, almost idols, that quite
blatantly taught Christian religious and moral lessons."23
These gatherings often attracted huge populations of
participants and in their later years grew into festive and
social occasions.24

The commemoration in 1907 of Jefferson

Davis's monument in Richmond, Virginia, brought together
200,000 people to participate in the festivities.

These

celebrations served to highlight what Wilson describes as a
"pantheon of Southern heroes, portrayed as the highest
products of the Old South civilization,

[who] had emerged

during the Civil War to battle the forces of evil."25
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ceremonies perpetuated a conservative social order, and
according to Foster, dulled "the scars of defeat while
providing a ritual model of an ordered, deferential,
conservative society."26
David Charles Sloane argues that "the cemetery [was],
by definition a place of memories [and] became a location
for the memory of the community."

According to Sloane,

"Cemetery associations took several steps to link the
cemetery to the community's memory, the most obvious of
which was to bury and honor the nation's war dead or the
place that they died."27

From the end of the war until the

1880s, most Confederate monuments were located in
cemeteries, the monuments being funereal in design.
"Southerners," Foster continues, "apparently agreed with the
historian of the Charleston LMA [Ladies' Memorial
Association] who maintained that a 'memorial of a lost
cause' should 'not be a triumphal memorial.

. . .'"

Instead, the monuments stood in cemeteries, in "cities of
the dead," where they recalled a somber, melancholy past.28
Women played an important, perhaps central, role in
rituals surrounding the burial of the dead.

They

contributed significantly to ceremonies commemorating those
who lost their lives in the war; they "were in charge of
decorating the graves with flowers and of organizing the
day's other activities."29

Though men were heavily involved

in these rituals, particularly when providing financial
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resources, "They believed that memorial projects belonged to
the realm of sentiment in which women had innate abilities
and over which they had primary responsibility.1,30 Women
were the "mourners and guardians of culture within local
communities."31
The white woman's body also communicated meaning in
death rituals.

Particularly between the 1830s and the

1930s, the image of women at the grave site "proliferated in
burial places throughout the country."

As Kenneth T.

Jackson and Camilo Jose Vergara point out, "The grieving
figure of a young woman, her head inclined, her eyes closed,
constitutes the most popular visual symbol of perpetual
sorrow" as well as of "resignation and hope."32
But white southern women found their role both symbolic
and practical in the mid and late-nineteenth century.
Besides burying the white men who lost their lives in the
war, her efforts contributed to the development of
cemeteries as public locations that held particular
significance in the creation of regional memory and
identity:
Southerners manifested tremendous pride in the "cities
of the dead" they constructed.
Memorial associations
boasted of their beautiful, dignified landscaping and
built paths or streets through them to facilitate
visits by the living.
"The first question you are
asked on entering a southern city is: "Have you been
to the cemetery?" one northerner reported.
Even when
not showing them off to strangers, southerners found
solace and inspiration in their cemeteries.33
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As dedication ceremonies and rituals became larger and more
festive by the turn-of-the-century, white women continued to
play a significant role in their position as caretakers of
the dead.

They avoided making notable changes within the

social structure, choosing to secure "white southern society
by promoting social unity and perpetuating the status quo
ante bellum"34 as preserved for the living and the dead in
markers and memorials of cemeteries.
In response to this “cult of the dead," Lumpkin, Smith,
and Murray worked to dismantle the tenets of white supremacy
employed in the region's death rituals while they also
worked to undermine other elements of racial disparity
within the region.

As a professor at Wells College in

Aurora, New York, Lumpkin taught courses on segregation and
on other economic and social conditions that disfranchised
African-Americans.

She published her autobiography The

Making of a Southerner in 1946 while serving as Research
Director at the Institute of Labor Studies in Northampton,
Massachusetts.

Born in either 1896 or 1897 to an

upper-class family from Georgia, Lumpkin lived much of her
childhood in Columbia, South Carolina, today a twenty-minute
drive from where, in the 1880s, Mary Boykin Chesnut revised
her Civil War diaries.
Also born into an upper-class white family, Smith
created and edited South Today, a journal committed to
discussing and offering solutions to the region's racial
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tensions.

She wrote often about issues of race, tying white

supremacy to national and international colonization and
racism.

In 1949, three years after reviewing Lumpkin's The

Making of a Southerner for the Herald Tribune Book Review,
Smith published Killers of the Dream, a text she referred to
as "Every Southerner's Memoir" and one Margaret Rose Gladney
calls an "autobiographical critique of southern culture."35
Yet about her autobiography and its regional basis, she
wrote as early as 1949, "The South I know cannot be the
South that any other Southerner knows, for 'the South'
exists only in the memory of each of those who lives
here,"36 indicating her reluctance to rely on notions about
a solid South in her critique of the region.

Further, the

passage illustrates that Smith viewed memory as slippery and
intangible, created in individual minds in individual
ways.37

Smith began Killers of the Dream while serving as

camp director at Laurel Falls Camp for Girls, an environment
that "became a laboratory for many of the ideas informing
Smith's analysis of southern culture."38

She closed the

camp just prior to the book's publication.
In 1952, Smith met Pauli Murray in Washington, D.C., to
discuss the opening chapters of Murray's family memoir Proud
Shoes: The Story of an American Family.

In the book's

acknowledgments, Murray thanked Smith for her assistance to
the project, for the "powerful pen [she] brought to bear
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upon the manuscript."39

Born in Baltimore in 1910, Murray

moved after her mother's death in 1913 to live with her
grandparents and two aunts in Durham, North Carolina.
teenager,

she moved to the city of New

graduated

from Hunter College. In the course of her

As a

York, where she later

academic career, she received degrees from Howard University
(LL.B.), the University of California, Berkeley (LL.M.),
Yale University (J.S.D), and General Theological Seminary in
New York.40

After establishing herself as professor and

civil rights lawyer, she became one of the first Black woman
Episcopal priests.

Her ordination gave her an even greater

sense of responsibility in the civil rights movement:

"Now

I was empowered to minister the sacrament of One in whom
there is no north or south, no black or white, no male or
female.

.

. .1,41

Murray's later memoir Song in a Weary

Throat: An American Pilgrimage was published posthumously in
1987.
Murray's, Smith's, and Lumpkin's autobiographies
articulate a possible new South, a South freed from the
schizophrenic nature of segregation and open to a new era in
race relations.

In their texts, segregation is not only an

oppressive institution in the lives of southerners but is
also a defining metaphor of the South, regulating not only
the lay of the land, but also the ways southerners think,
how they experience their emotions, and how they remember
their collective past.

These three writers strive to
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reshape southern memory, to remold the white supremacist
past in order to redirect the region toward a tolerant
future.

Their writings incorporate many sites of southern

memory, but this study emphasizes the southern
graveyard— "the city of the dead," the site where memory of
the dead was contained— as a defining metaphor for the
segregated South.

In the cemetery, these writers raise

issues about segregation, about how segregation is
maintained through rituals of memory, about how segregation
affects the metaphorical southern body, and about how
segregation creates divisions and chasms in individual minds
and in the regional psyche.
But as they move towards dismantling a discourse of
death and replacing it with a discourse of relatedness,
these writers nevertheless have varying ideas concerning how
relatedness would most effectively be practiced socially,
politically, and economically.

For instance, Smith, who

disliked using integration (with its connection to
assimilation) as a defining term for the South she
envisioned, created metaphors of the region from the
language of psychology.

She described a South free from

racial prejudices as a "new gestalt" in which many forces
combined to create a new identity.42

Each element within

the gestalt served an essential role in the definition of
region.

Smith imagined the formation of a new society, and

she eliminated from her world view the segregation of either
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mind, body, or spirit.

As she said in a speech to the

Herald Tribune Forum of 1950, "I knew that in my world, the
world I wanted to help make, there could never be signs
again that separated the mind from knowledge and truth and
beauty."43

Smith often encouraged the youth in her

audiences to fashion a new world based not on the
destructive forces of assimilation that encouraged
minorities to melt into the dominant culture, but on
maturity, acceptance, and integrity.

"I began to see," she

writes, "that in order to have unity outside of us, we must
have integrity inside our own souls.1,44
Unlike Smith, Murray spoke a more direct discourse of
integration, pointing out during a 1965 luncheon in honor of
Rosa Parks that integrity and integration come from the same
root.45

If integrity denoted a wholeness and a willingness

to find moral principle, integration meant "to make whole or
complete by bringing together all the parts."

In her

writings, Murray would bring together her African heritage
with her Native American one, would bring together her slave
heritage with her free one, her southern roots with her
northern ones, at times drawing on intense nationalistic
ideology and icons to make her points.

She wrote that

African-Americans were "guardians and defenders of the
American democratic faith," marking "a dramatic shift from
acceptance of an auxiliary role in the great drama of
American history to an independent role of moral
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leadership.1,46

In essence, as Kent Anderson Leslie writes,

"When Murray describes herself as standing 'very tall in
proud shoes,' she is describing herself as standing in the
shoes of her grandfather, and choosing to be black and
proud."47

Though Proud Shoes and Song in a Weary Throat

give language to multiple heritages, Murray speaks from an
African-American perspective.

Yet as Mae Gwendolyn

Henderson writes, the black woman writer has a unique
background from which to address multiple heritages, for "as
gendered and racial subjects, black women speak/write in
multiple voices."

The black woman writer, she continues,

speaks in tongues, participates in multivocality, her
writing addressing "the notion of commonality and
universalism as it does . . . difference and diversity."48
Lumpkin, however, addresses her audience from the
perspective of a white woman.

Still, she confronts problems

in her attempts to initiate relatedness into the region's
understanding of itself.

Lumpkin must first reject the

South as a “fairyland," must first reject the image of the
South as a place where oppression is nonexistent.

Instead,

she must choose to “awaken" slowly from this "dream" and to
acknowledge the South as a region where, as she comments in
a later interview, "You were deeply imbued with the whole
pattern of racial attitudes.

. . . [where] you soaked them

in "through the pores of your skin."49

Lumpkin seeks to

represent her body, her voice, her presence in the text, but
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initially must bow to her father's presence and to his
voice.

In the opening of The Making of a Southerner, she

resides in parentheses, she dwells behind the dash.

As she

awakens, she arouses her presence within the text, moves
from behind the dash to assume status as the subject of her
narrative.

From the position of subject, Lumpkin addresses

the realities of segregation.
Like Lumpkin, Smith listens closely to the whispers
emanating from her region and allows them a voice within her
text.

What remains inaudible or unspeakable, she puts in

the small voice of the ellipsis.

Killers of the Dream is a

tale of the gothic, a text home to the passing specter, home
to that which is evanescent, ephemeral, fleeting.

Smith

listens to murmurs from the dark, to language from beneath
the tomb.

When her text fails her, when the cemeteries of

the South fail to provide sufficient answers, she examines
other myths, borrows from India, for example, an
interpretation of the language of death— the voices of
ghosts— in the Hindu story The King and the Corpse.

She

uses The King and the Corpse, a story about a gracious king
who enters a burial ground in search of knowledge, as a
means of interpreting Killers of the Dream and of discussing
her perceptions of a masterful autobiography— an
autobiography that gathers all of the writer's various
selves and represents these selves honestly and thoroughly.
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Murray, as intellectual par excellence— as lawyer,
priest, poet, professor— also places dead bodies in her
textual landscape and moves them strategically across the
region as if she were playing chess across a vast board of
black and white squares.

She maneuvers her pieces to

reposition both the black and the white South, to prepare
and to lead the region into the decades of the civil rights
struggles.

She searches for ways to identify the region

through language outside the rigid boundaries of blackness
and whiteness.

Finally, she turns to her own body as a

source for healing and power as well as for hegemony and
influence, assuming a role as moral leader for a region and
a nation defined by democratic principles.

Seeking role

models and literary precursors, Murray looks to AfricanAmerican spiritual and literary traditions to find both
fluidity and wholeness.

From them, she learned to

simultaneously signify and sermonize, to simultaneously
signify and rectify.
If symbols of white memory uplifted and revered the
white body, they left the black body in danger, when
acknowledged at all.

This relation of symbolic bodies to

white supremacy figured into the texts of the writers
studied in this dissertation as well as in the texts of
other writers linking southern racial practices to bodily
representation.

In a comment on the effects of the southern

white woman's image on the black man, Jean Toomer— in his
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"Portrait of Georgia"— compares the white woman's hair to
the noose of the lynch mob and her body to the ashes left
after a burned black body:
Hair - braided chestnut,
coiled like a lyncher's rope,
Eyes - fagots,
Lips - old scars, or the first red blisters,
Breath - the last sweet scent of cane,
And her slim body, white as the ash
of black flesh after flame.50
In Toomer's metaphor, the white woman's body becomes the
place of execution and burial ground for the accused black
man.

Other writers made this connection between lynching

and the white woman's
practice

body.

In a piercing comment

of lynching, FrankHorne

published

on the

a poem in a 1941

edition of Phylon that wraps both regional and national
identity into the fate of the black man.

In "Niggers Ought

to Quit," Horne uses a series of symbols of American memory
and identity to invoke a disturbing image of white
supremacy:
Land of the free and
Home of the brave . . .
Nigger
dangling in a Georgia tree—
Long may he wave—
All men are created equal—
Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness . . .
Dangling nigger
in a Georgia tree
Maybe he looked
at a white woman
or kissed her
or spit in a white man's eye.51
Jacquelyn D. Hall reiterates the point, noting that though
the defense of white women was often the excuse for
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lynching,

"the myth of the black rapist was never founded on

reality"; in fact, "less than a quarter of lynch victims
were even accused of rape."52

Hall writes that women served

"as a means of communication" expressing the white
community's insistence on a white supremacist society.53

To

many white southerners, the white woman's body— signifying
helplessness while justifying racial superiority— was a
means of protecting the established social, political, and
economic hierarchies in the South.

"The attributes of a

particular political philosophy," writes Elaine Scarry,
". . . are most apparent in those places where it intersects
with, touches or agrees not to touch, the human body."54
White women served not only as excuses for lynching but
as participants, "inciting the crowd with cheers, providing
fuel for the execution pyre, and scavenging for souvenirs
after the lynchings.

. . ,"55

Often after being lynched,

the black body was shot— sometimes riddled with bullets.
W. Fitzhugh Brundage describes a lynching that occurred in
Virginia in 1880 in which Mary Marmon, the alleged victim,
actually began the firing ritual herself after the lynching
of the accused Page Wallace.

Frequently, every member of

the mob participated in the shooting of the body, leading to
victims "riddled with hundreds or even thousands of
rounds. "56
The image of the black man as rapist, as sexual savage,
played heavily in the myths of white supremacy and was often
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illustrated by representations of the black man as ape.
Winthrop Jordan traces the roots of the myth of
African-Americans as beasts to the period when slaves were
brought to America.

As a result of the myth, the images of

both black men and women were associated with sexual
aggression.

"Such stereotypes and their primary animating

energies" he writes,

"include the well-hung male and the hot

and easy female (sexual aggression). . . affinity with apes
(sexuality, historical happenstance, and supposed
physiognomic attributes).

. . ,"57

Deborah Gray White

writes that early impressions contributed not only to the
way Americans viewed black women but also to "the way black
women were forced to live under chattel slavery, and with
the ideas that Southern white men had about women in
general."58

In the 1860s, Harper's Weekly published a

cartoon titled "Cutting His Old Associates."

In this

cartoon, a freed slave examines a group of farm animals and
comments:

"Ugh! Get out.

a Man, I i s Z"59

I ain't one ob you no more.

I'se

Joel Williamson examines the stereotypes in

the Lost Cause South, noting that "many Southerners were
concluding that the essential nature of the newly matured
black was bestial, and that, unsupported by the enforced
moral behavior of slavery, the New Negro was reverting to a
native savagery."60
As with the image of the black man, representation of
the black woman suffered in a system that supported slavery,
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segregation, and discrimination.

Bell hooks writes that the

black woman suffered from an even lower social standing than
black men in hierarchies established by proponents of white
supremacy: "White people established a social hierarchy
based on race and sex that ranked white men first, white
women second, though sometimes equal to black men, who are
ranked third, and black women last."61

As hooks explains,

the implications for black women in this system are
devastating:
What this means in terms of the sexual politics of
rape is that if one white woman is raped by a black
man, it is seen as more important, more significant
than if thousands of black women are raped by one white
ma n .62
If the black woman followed codes of behavior adopted by
white "ladies," she "was usually the object of mud-slinging
by white men who ridiculed her self-improvement efforts."63
Other images of African-Americans bolstered by Lost
Cause sentiment included the figures of Mammy and Sambo.
Mammy— matriarch and nursemaid— always true, constant,
faithful and steadfast (if a bit saucy)

lived more often in

the hearts and minds of many white southerners than in the
home.

In the plantation myths of the turn of the century,

Mammy was often large and buxom, vocal and mildly vexatious.
Thomas Nelson Page described the southern Mammy in terms of
faithfulness and devotion:
Her authority was, in a measure, recognized through
life, for her devotion was unquestionable. The young
master and mistresses were her "children" long after
they had children of their own. . . .
At all times she
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was their faithful ally, shielding them, excusing them,
petting them, aiding them, yet holding them up to a
certa in accountab i 1 ity.64
The role of Mammy, as well as the roles of southern women in
general, was essential to patriarchy:

"Women and blacks

were the foundation on which Southern white males built
their patriarchal regime."65

As White argues, the figure of

Mammy was "a personification of the ideal slave, and the
ideal woman," was "an ideal symbol of the patriarchal
tradition" and "a product of the forces that in the South
raised motherhood to sainthood."

Reinforcing slavery and

the cult of domesticity, "Mammy was the centerpiece in the
antebellum Southerner's perception of the perfectly
organized society."66

White also examines how the myth of

the Mammy revealed itself as fiction, partly in regards to
the sexual politics of the Big House, where she was
vulnerable to sexual assault.67
Closely related to the Mammy, the images of Sambo and
Uncle Tom also struck chords of sentiment in the souls of
many white southerners.

In a 1945 article in Phylon,

Sterling Brown voiced his concerns about how AfricanAmericans images were being shaped by white America,
describing a monument raised by the city of Natchitoches,
Louisiana:

"An old Negro, clad in a prince-albert, stands

on a flower-decked pedestal.

His shoulders are bent by age,

his knees by servility; his head is bowed like
Chesterfield's valet; his misshapen hat is in his hand,
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doffed politely.11

The city raised the statue "in Grateful

Recognition of the Arduous and Faithful Service of the Good
Darkies of Louisiana.1,68

Brown warns his readers to beware

of representations of African-Americans that leave unspoken
the aspects of black life that were offensive to the white
observer.

And he notes that characteristics deemed

appropriate by whites and for whites differed significantly
from those deemed appropriate by whites for blacks:
Whites are idealized for dashing courage, self
assertiveness and rebellion against injustice or
subjection; Negroes are idealized for loyalty to
others, humility, and uncomplaining acceptance.
Sweet and glorious it is to die for one's country,
honor, liberty (if white); sweet it is for Negroes to
live for their white folks.69
Often the image of African-Americans suffered not only
from degradation and abuse but also from neglect or from
cultural amnesia.

"Forgetting and recollecting are allied

mnemonic functions," write Walter Melion and Susanne
Kuchler.

"Forgetting can be the selective process though

which memory achieves social and cultural definition.”70
Forgetting and recollecting are tools for shaping national
identity.

As Ernest Renan wrote as early as 1882, "The

essence of a nation is that all individuals have many things
in common, and also that they have forgotten many things.”71
In The Art of Exclusion, Albert Boime discusses this
cultural amnesia in his examination of African-American art
critic Freeman Henry Morris Murray, who traced the image of
post-emancipation black Americans in sculpture and warned
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his followers to be wary of what was absent in art.

In

1913, the same year three-year-old Pauli Murray moved to
Durham, Freeman Henry Morris Murray delivered a series of
lectures at the National Religious Training School in
Durham.

In 1916, these lectures formed the subject of his

Emancipation and the Freed in American Sculpture.

Murray

was concerned both about the image of black Americans as
presented in sculpture and about their absence in historical
monuments.

He was especially cognizant of the role of

sculpture as an historical and political storyteller
"because sculpture more frequently than painting serves
higher purposes than that of mere ornament or of the mere
picturing of something."

Murray noted that its main purpose

is to "say something" and he warned his readers, "we cannot
be too concerned as to what they say or suggest, or what
they leave unsaid."72
If creating an absence of the black body was not
destructive enough, another means white supremacists used to
define the African-American body was by separating the body
into sites of segregation.

In this manner, segregation not

only separated the African-American body from the white
population, but it also divided the body into a strict but
arbitrary lay of the segregated land, using seemingly
precise fractions of blackness and whiteness.

An African-

American might be identified as % black, as 1/256 black (in
a court case in Louisiana), as one drop black.

Names given
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to the fractionalized bodies included mulatto and sambo and
mango, among many others.73

Through slavery and

segregation, this definition of African-American identity
often served to oppress, relegating the African-American to
a particular place in society, whether on trains and buses
or in restaurants and hotels or in cemeteries and parks.74
The one-drop rule made the white woman's position on the
pedestal even more important to the foundations of white
supremacy because through her body race was defined,
requiring her to maintain sexual distance from the black
male.

But as F. James Davis argues in his recent

examination of the one-drop rule, though it was used as an
oppressive force during years of legal segregation, the rule
has often been maintained by African-Americans as a
protective tool to sustain racial pride and to protect
African-Americans from further oppression:
the overwhelming reality is that most blacks in
the United States have taken the one-drop rule for
granted for a very long time, feel that they have an
important stake in maintaining it, socialize their
children to accept it, and rally to its defense when it
is challenged.75
Though African-Americans have reworked the one-drop rule
(and the list of fractionalized identities associated with
it) into a positive source of identity and of individual and
community protection, white supremacists originally used the
breaking down of bodies to maintain segregation and other
forms of white control.

If the bodies of white and black

women were fundamental in maintaining patriarchy (as White
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illustrates), the practice of dividing the black body into
an imposing number of fractions served a similar purpose.
As long as the law defined as black anyone who had a single
black ancestor, the white male could rape the black woman's
body as a means of increasing his labor force while
reserving the white woman's body for maintaining white
supremacy.

Just as the white woman and her pedestal were

fundamental in this schematic, the black body and the grid
imposed upon it represented another source of patriarchal
control of the region. The black body was divided— as
mulatto, as mule, as hybrid.76
Examining the politics of dividing black bodies into
sites of segregation, Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray used their
autobiographies to illustrate the damage done to bodies—
both black and white, both living and dead— and to rewrite
the messages inscribed on them.

Lumpkin speaks of

southerners according to the pieces of their bodies,
according to the fractured nature of their bodies— of their
backs, their hands, and their mouths— in a way that carries
meaning in the construction of white supremacy.

Smith

speaks of white minds and bodies that are themselves
schizophrenic and segregated (and therefore dead).

Murray

recognizes the contradictions implicit in the structure— the
divisions superficially maintained by lines of race and the
conflicts those lines create within the region's
understanding of its identity— and she employs those
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contradictions to make of her own body a site of
reconciliation.

Murray not only sets up her own black body

as a site of regional identity but stretches her meaning
into national identity, allowing her body to become the
ideal new world experiment.
In reference to the body, Peter Brooks calls it "a site
of signification," where stories are told and interpreted.
When the body enters a text often and obviously, its
presence signifies an attempt to write the body into the
message, to "dramatize ways in which the body becomes a key
signifying factor in a text: how, we might say, it embodies
meaning."77

Brooks argues that the body serves as a site to

stage "climatic moments of coming-to-consciousness about
one's identity."78

For Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray, living

and dead bodies are important symbols for regional mores and
values, and they will attempt to rewrite the messages
inscribed on southern bodies.
After transforming their textual bodies into sites of
memories contrary to existing southern ideology, Smith and
Murray continue to ascribe meaning to their bodies even
until death.

The ways they choose to have their bodies

buried reflect a concern with memory as stored in the
rituals and ceremonies of death and points to death as a
construction of southern ideology.

Just as Smith and Murray

take great care in their texts to highlight the message and
meaning of laying out the dead, their plans for their own
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burials express concerns about how death articulates meaning
within the region.

However, Lumpkin's burial reflects her

own struggles with the difficulties of escaping from
patriarchy.

Her burial speaks to the dangers for women

defined by patriarchal prescripts, raising questions about
identity she had addressed over forty years earlier in her
autobiography.

THE TEXTS:

A Selected History of the Divided Body in
Southern Literature

Before Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray published their
autobiographies, other writers from the South had connected
the regional body to regional identity and had recognized
the racial implications involved in such an alliance.

The

Cavalier, the belle, and uncle and auntie images had
certainly found a stage in the plantation and the moonlight
and magnolia myths.

Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray draw from

and revise literary traditions whose themes and images— in
many ways— paralleled those being enacted in reunions,
monument dedications, and other Lost Cause events at the
turn of the century that bolstered white supremacy and
placed the black body in a position of subservience.
These three writers examined representations of bodies
located under a patriarchal system and argued that the white
woman's body was as divided and split as the African-
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American's.

Like her friend W.J. Cash, Smith concluded that

the southern mind was split— was schizophrenic— and that the
sins of white supremacy had taken their toll on the body as
well as the psyche.

For southern intellectuals,

schizophrenia became a prevalent and essential metaphor in
the discussion of how race relations had affected white
individual and collective regional identity.

Anne Goodwyn

Jones notes that the white southern woman writer worked
under a divided image of womanhood, the image of her being
both strong and weak, "sweet as sugar on the surface and
scheming within."79

Jones, in her examination of Jessie

Daniel Ames and the antilynching movement, adds that the
image allowed a woman to stand as a "moral authority,"
giving her a means to create change in the South while
remaining a lady:
From the Civil War to the present, many southern women
would, instead of rebelling, strategically exploit this
divided image so that they could think of themselves
and be thought of as ladies while undertaking even the
most radical critique of their society and actions to
change it.80
But for others, this divided, schizophrenic mind of the
South held dangerous consequences.

Virginia Durr discusses

in her memoir Outside the Magic Circle a "strange
schizophrenia" resulting from a "morbid kind of hatred and
self-pity . . . run[ning] through the Southern psyche," a
hatred consuming those who "thought the Negroes were the
ones who were keeping them from getting any land."81

Eric

Sundquist also examines the South's race relations as a
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precursor to the schizophrenic mind of the South, writing
that Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom! stood as an example of how
a southern writer represented the dividing force of race
relations in southern minds, bodies, and texts:
It [guilt and "ostentatious innocence"] divides nearly
everything in view— every pair of characters and every
pair of narrators . . . every physical and
psychological body . . . blood and memory, everything,
even the form of the novel itself.82
Satirizing ladyhood in her Confessions of a Failed Southern
Lady, Florence King puts succinctly,

"Like charity,

schizophrenia begins at home."8’
1
As well, the African-American literary tradition is
replete with images of a split being, whether in the form of
double consciousness (as discussed by W.E.B. Du Bois) or in
the search for spiritual and mental wholeness (as
represented by religious autobiographies), whether in the
tragedy associated with the divided self (as described in
Richard Wright's Native Son), in the freedom found in
difference (as related by Ralph Ellison's in Invisible Man)
or in the dual life as discussed by James Weldon Johnson's
narrator in The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man.
Johnson's narrator remarks that the white man remained
ignorant of the black man's thoughts, that the black man had
developed a complex means of dealing with both the white man
and with white racism, giving to him "a sort of dual
personality." In this dual personality,

"one phase of him
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...

is disclosed only in the freemasonry of his own race"

and the other to the white population.

"I have often

watched with interest and sometimes with amazement," Johnson
continues, "even ignorant colored men under cover of broad
grins and minstrel antics maintain this dualism in the
presence of white men."84

As Houston A. Baker, Jr., notes,

"The products of Afro-American expressive culture are,
frequently, stuttered, polyphonic, dissociative— fragmented,
ambivalent or incomplete.1,05 And it is this trope of
division, very often describing the nature of race
relations, that is relevant to this study.
This split or divided self, the schizophrenic self— as
represented in voices critiquing the South— often found its
divided condition resulting from racial laws, practices,
customs, and mores.

While the plantation fiction of the

late nineteenth century espoused an organic, ordered South
based in a "natural" hierarchy established by the plantation
system, critics of the region used the trope of division as
a means of discussing the implicit dangers in a society
maintained by racial oppression.

At least two issues

provided these critics of the culture with images from which
to draw upon as they discussed the divided South: the
arrangement of the African-American body according to the
one-drop rule and the extreme implementation and enforcement
of segregation as defined by white supremacists.
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In her discussion of plantation fiction, Lucinda H.
Mackethan writes that this particular genre had several
qualities.

First, it intended to establish the South as a

culture with "an aura of Camelot," where "what appeared was
a vision of order and grace to communicate a new myth of the
lost cause."

And, second, it gave a "nostalgic glow" to the

voices of African-Americans, "brought forward to
authenticate a version of the plantation system as
tragic."86
Two of the most prominent writers of plantation fiction
included Thomas Nelson Page and Joel Chandler Harris.
Mackethan notes that the work of Page "was to surpass all
others in forming the image of the plantation best suited to
Southern aims, Northern expectations, and his own idealistic
predilections."87

In The Old South, a group of essays he

published in 1892, Page discusses slavery and the importance
of the image of the "old-time darkie" to the white
southerner and regrets the loss of the image in the southern
landscape.

Yet, Page was also cognizant of the image as

just that— an image, created and staged and part of the
visual landscape:
One going through the South now— even through those
parts where the old-time darky was once the regular and
ordinary picture— unless he should happen to drift into
some secluded region so far out of the sweep of the
current that its life has been caught in an eddy, would
never know what the old life had been, and what the
old-time Negroes were in that life.
Their memory is still cherished in the hearts of
those to whom they stood in a relation. . . . Even
these will soon have passed from the stage. . . . 88
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In his tales, Page often reverted to these sentimental
portrayals of African-American life in the postReconstruction South and gained wide popularity for his
efforts.
Like the stories written by Page, the Uncle Remus
stories told by Harris were highly popular and widely read,
the first sketch published in 1876 in the Atlanta
Constitution and the first book in 1880 as Uncle Remus: His
Songs and Sayings.

Unlike Page, Harris grew up without the

benefits of money and of a well-connected family, resulting
perhaps in his unwillingness to withhold "human rights on
grounds of artificial distinctions."89

Nevertheless, white

southerners employed the image of Uncle Remus and Brer
Rabbit as a means of viewing the African-American body as
ideally docile and childlike.90
African-American writers attacked this image-making by
white writers.

Johnson wrote disparagingly about the image

of African-Americans in American literature, critiquing the
literature for its dependence on a certain type of AfricanAmerican more easily found in the pages of fiction than on
the national landscape:
This generally accepted literary ideal of the American
Negro constitutes what is really an obstacle in the way
of the thoughtful progressive element of the race. His
character has been established as a happy-go-lucky,
laughing, shuffling, banjo-picking being, and the
reading public has not yet been prevailed upon to take
him seriously.91
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Charles Chesnutt, writing from the perspective of an
African-American living in North Carolina after the Civil
War, provided a corrective to the black storytellers in the
works of both Page and Harris.

In his discussion of

Chesnutt, Page, and Harris, Lorne Fienberg writes that "the
best defense of the system is the one that is placed into
the mouth of one of the oppressed," particularly when a
white writer gives voice to a black narrator and then
interprets the meaning and message of the black voice.92

He

points out that Chesnutt self-consciously employed the use
of the plantation myth as a means of subverting it:

"And so

Chesnutt faced his vulnerability as a black artist by
capitalizing on a popular white literary form, writing
within it, and simultaneously subverting and reconstructing
the form."93
But as many scholars have noted, African-Americans also
reconstructed and revised the works of one another.

In

1903, W.E.B. Du Bois published The Souls of Black Folk,
partly in response to the philosophy and strategy of racial
uplift as voiced by Booker T. Washington in his own writings
and speeches.

Washington's Up From Slavery, published in

1901, advocated segregation, industrial training and limited
government participation for African-Americans.

The white

public therefore perceived Washington as a spokesman for New
South policies and presented him to the northern media as
such a representative. Du Bois contended that reconciliation
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between the North and South, while commendable, should not
come at the expense of disfranchising or of otherwise
degrading the African-American race; he argued that "Negroes
must insist continually, in season and out of season, that
voting is necessary to modern manhood, that color
discrimination is barbarism, and that black boys need
education as well as white boys."

Du Bois characterized

Washington as one who had maintained a "oneness with his
age," a man who had mastered "the speech and thought of
triumphant commercialism" voiced in the rhetoric of the
North and of the New South and that his acquiescence led to
the assumption of "the alleged inferiority of the Negro
races."94
The Souls of Black Folk established new parameters in
the discussion of African-American identity and was
"immediately perceived as the manifesto of a new black
strategy."95

While stressing education and enfranchisement,

Du Bois also examined characteristics of African-Americans
that had developed in a racially-charged climate.

He

discussed African-American consciousness in terms of its
doubleness, and he employed his metaphor of the veil to
describe the predicament and sensibilities of AfricanAmericans :
The Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil,
and gifted with second-sight in this American world,— a
world which yields him no true self-consciousness, but
only lets him see himself through the revelation of the
other world.
It is a peculiar sensation, this double
consciousness, this sense of always looking at one's
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self through the eyes of others, of measuring o n e 1s
soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused
contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness— an
American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two
unreconciled strivings, two warring ideals in one dark
body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being
torn asunder.96
Du Bois continued his analysis of African-American identity,
offering possibilities Pauli Murray would later consider in
her own development as a writer and in her own desire to
become, as Du Bois describes, a "coworker in the kingdom of
culture":
The history of the American Negro is the history of
this strife,— this longing to attain self-conscious
manhood, to merge his double self into a better and
truer self.
In this merging he wishes neither of the
older selves to be lost.
He would not Africanize
America, for America has too much to teach the world
and Africa.
He would not bleach his Negro soul in a
flood of white Americanism, for he knows that Negro
blood has a message for the world.
He simply wishes to
make it possible for a man to be both a Negro and an
American, without being cursed and spit upon by his
fellows, without having the doors of Opportunity closed
roughly in his face.97
Only two years after the publication of The Souls of Black
Folk, North Carolinian Thomas Dixon published The Clansman,
a novel that rose to fourth on the best-seller list and
represented African-Americans.1*8

Dixon's representation of

African-Americans as bestial and violent achieved a
virulence easily swallowed by the age.

In a chapter from

The Clansman titled "The Hunt for the Animal," Dixon
describes Gus, the novel's black rapist, “reenacting"
through hypnosis the scene of the rape:
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Gus rose to his feet and started across the cave as if
to spring on the shivering figure of the girl, the
clansmen with muttered groans, sobs and curses falling
back as he advanced. He still wore his full Captain's
uniform, its heavy epaulets flashing their gold in the
unearthly light, his beastly jaws half covering the
gold braid on the collar.
His thick lips were drawn
upward in an ugly leer and his sinister bead-eyes
gleamed like a gorilla's.
A single fierce leap and the
black claws clutched the air slowly as if sinking into
the soft white throat."
In this passage, Dixon plays on the fears of white
southerners who, like the author, perceived black men as
ape-like, destructive, sexually aggressive and violent, and
always in search of a white woman on whom to release their
lecherous behavior.
In 1915, film maker D.W. Griffith followed Dixon's
model when he released Birth of a Nation, a film based on
The Clansman.
screenplay.

In fact, Dixon assisted in writing the film's
Widely popular, the film created an arena for

both the display of a host of Confederate symbols and for
the critique of white supremacy by African-American
organizations such as the NAACP.

The film induced outfitted

Klan members to march in city streets while also enkindling
protests and law suits.

As Joel Williamson argues, Dixon

"was so very effective because his work said in a total way
what his audience had been thinking in fragments."

The

Clansman and The Birth of a Nation enacted a scenario white
American (particularly southern) audiences were quite
willingly to believe.

According to Williamson, the story

ran as follows:
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Somehow the Negro had caused the Civil War, and the
failure of the North during Reconstruction to recognize
the rising reversion of free blacks to bestiality
had continued to divide the nation.
But Southern
Anglo-Saxon blood had mustered its will to dominance
and had redeemed itself from Reconstruction.
Further
by 1900 it was rapidly educating the North to the true
nature of the Negro in freedom. Thus tested and
tempered by the awful fires of Civil War and
Reconstruction, North and South were reuniting, joining
together the material genius of the North and the
spiritual genius of the South to realize the promise
that God had given his chosen people, white Americans,
for all mankind.100
In The Making of a Southerner, Lumpkin describes seeing
the movie when she was in college, noting how members of the
audience "sighed and shivered, and now and then shouted or
wept in their intensity." Though she thought she had left
her own racism behind, she realizes she still had a long
road to travel:
Who knows what the picture aimed to say? Maybe
nothing— some said so— just a spectacle, with new
technigues.
Southerners, I believe, had no doubt of
what it said or what they read into it of the nobility
of our history, the righteousness of our acts, the
rightness of our beliefs. As for me, I did not know,
not at the time, that is. Except that I felt old
sentiments stir, and a haunting nostalgia, which told
me that much I thought had been left behind must still
be ahead.101
Another young southern woman was also highly influenced by
the work of Thomas Dixon, and she wrote a letter to tell him
so.

He had written first, to congratulate her on her

successful novel:

"You have not only written the greatest

story of the South ever put down on paper, you have given
the world the Great American Novel."
Mitchell, replied to Dixon,

The writer, Margaret

"I was practically raised on
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your books and love them very much."102

Her 1936 publication

of Gone with the Wind set remarkable sales records, exceeded
only by the Bible.

Three years later, Mitchell's book

inspired a movie that won twelve Academy Awards and broke
attendance records untouched since the release of Birth of a
Nation.

Though Lumpkin and Mitchell shared youthful,

positive responses to the works of Dixon and Griffith, they
shared little politically in their adulthood.

In fact,

according to Patricia Storace, Mitchell kept files on the
allegedly Communist activities of both Lumpkin and Lillian
Smith and "supported the notoriously racist Georgia governor
Herman Talmadge.1,103
Besides the popular appeal of Page, Harris, Dixon, and
Mitchell and the journalistic efforts of writers such as
Daniels and Cash, intellectual movements radiating out of
Nashville and Harlem also influenced the autobiographies of
Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray.

Between 1922 and 1925, a group

of writers from Vanderbilt published the first edition of
their magazine the Fugitive.

By 1930, Allen Tate, John

Crowe Ransom, Donald Davidson, and Robert Penn Warren joined
forces with a group of eight other white southern men and
published their manifesto I'll Take My Stand.

The Agrarians

celebrated the independent farmer as the mainstay of honor
and integrity, and they argued that the arts flourished more
readily in an agrarian environment than in industrialized
cities because the former allowed leisure time for the
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pursuit of the arts.

The Fugitive/Agrarians also figured

prominently in developing the theory and practice of New
Criticism with its emphasis on poetry and with its attempt
to evaluate a literary work based on how it succeeds as an
organic whole rather than through its context in history or
biography.

For the Agrarians and other modernists, the

split, fragmented, alienated, and divided psyche was the
stuff of industry and technology rather than the result of
segregation and other forms of racial control.
What the Agrarians failed to acknowledge in their
philosophy and in their practice of New Criticism was the
existence of the New Negro as outlined in 1925 by Alain
Locke and as represented in the Harlem, or New Negro,
Renaissance.104

In The New Negro, Locke argued that the

writings of African-Americans and the culture they wrote
about were valuable contributions to American literature.
Locke wrote that the examination of Black life by these
writers parted from stereotypical images of AfricanAmericans, parted from presenting the "mind and soul bizarre
and alien as the mind of a savage, or even as naive and
refreshing as the mind of the peasant or the child."

Locke

contended his purpose was "presenting the New Negro in a
national or even international scope."105
Acknowledging the emphasis Locke and others placed on
the value of the artist as a representative of race and
high culture, David Levering Lewis refers to the Harlem
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Renaissance as "civil rights by copyright."106

Henry Louis

Gates, Jr., in his study of the New Negro as trope,
concludes that Locke's version of the trope modified its
earlier associations with militancy and concentrated instead
on the Negro as artist in hopes that white America "would at
last embrace the Negro of 1925, a Negro ahistorical, a Negro
who was 'just like' every other American."

This version of

the trope, Gates continues, would be interpreted as "more
deserving than the Old Negro because he had been
reconstructed as an entity somehow 'new."'107
Within the Renaissance, we also find a source who
experimented with issues of division and fragmentation in
both content and form.

As Gates and Barbara Johnson point

out, Zora Neale Hurston's use of language allowed for and
even "celebrated" division and fragmentation.

For Gates,

this use of the divided voice as presented in "free indirect
discourse," this "usage of a divided voice, a double voice
unreconciled," signaled Hurston's tremendous literary
achievement.108

As Johnson notes, in Hurston's works "there

is no universalized other, no homogeneous "us," for the self
to reveal itself to."109
An examination of African-American spiritual
autobiographies provides another source of study in how
African-American women assume agency in their lives as
outside forces work to divide their bodies and their voices.
In her examination of the spiritual writings of African-
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American women, Kimberly Rae Connor asserts that black
authors often write "a narrative of personal growth and
development directed towards creating the whole self,"
creating women who "achieved a depth of self-acceptance
largely through an awareness of their cultural identities
and an appreciation of the religious faith" as practiced and
articulated in the traditions of African-American women.
Furthermore, these writers also indicated that "the search
for this sacralization of identity . . . frequently
constituted their deepest commitment," placing more emphasis
on the acceptance of their birthright than on original
sin.no

As William L. Andrews discusses, the black female

evangelists of the nineteenth century "all testified to
God's providential care for an independent black woman in a
racist as well as sexist society."111

And as Murray writes

about her own religious calling in Song in a Weary Throat,
her destiny was her birthright and had been sanctioned by
God, if not by the church:
Once I admitted the call of total commitment to
service in the church, it seemed that I had been
appointed in this direction all my life and that my
experiences were merely preparation for this calling.
In spite of my own intellectual doubts and the
opposition to women's ordination which was widespread
within the Episcopal Church at the time, I took the
faithful step. . . .U2
Murray will use her religious sanctification to discuss
identity in terms of wholeness and health and to combat
segregation's division across the body.
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The Writers and Their Works

While Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray participated in a
literary culture cognizant of the use of the divided body
and voice, these three writers also explored the
possibilities of representing the divided self in the
autobiographical genre they had chosen.

They examined the

segregated, schizophrenic, decentered nature of
autobiography, using the genre as an appropriate means to
give voice to the southern experience.

Their discourse was

one of division, discussed in a format itself divided.
Autobiography segregates the writer from the persona in
the text.

In the process of bringing a persona to life, the

writer must create a necessary division between herself and
the "body" of the text, between the author and the person
representing the author.

"Any speaking subject," argues

Philippe Lejeune, "carries within himself that double split
of addressor and addressee, and of enunciation and
utterance.1,113

The author, divided from self in the process

of articulating and enunciating the self, remains a split,
segregated being.

Murray felt this split as she worked on

Proud Shoes, a work she conceived of as a "search for
identity," a search that "crystallized and intensified in
the author, who now must clearly be both a narrator and a
participant.1,114

Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray engaged in a

discourse of segregation, questioning if their bodies of
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writing could be united with their written bodies, sometimes
leaving the problem of segregation unresolved, sometimes
providing a resolution, but nevertheless opening the
boundaries of the autobiographies by carrying the issue into
their own funerals.
Though a formalistically appropriate genre to treat
segregation, autobiography (with its divisions between the
writer and the persona of the writer)

becomes problematic as

a genre in which to discuss integration.

Lumpkin, Smith,

and Murray raised questions not only about how to confront a
segregated society but also about how to write in a genre
itself divided.

And while authorship works against the

writer seeking unity within an autobiography, time also
works against her.

The writer of autobiography must

inevitably abandon closure.

"Autobiography completes no

pictures," writes Janet Varner Gunn.

"Instead," she

continues, "it rejects wholeness or harmony, ascribed by
formalists to the well-made art object."115
In Smith's and Murray's decisions concerning the format
of their own funerals— their epitaphs, their burials, and
their sites of burial— they connect their autobiographical
selves with their living and dead bodies and, in a sense,
integrate a genre that otherwise would remain separated in
time and space from the author.

The formats of their

funerals shape a conclusion to their written life.

If their

discourse of division is a discourse of death (as when Smith
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relates segregation and death through the metaphor of a
coffin), this discourse of death also raises questions about
wholeness and health.

Ironically, it will be in their

deaths that Smith and Murray will attempt to bring together
the pieces of their culture and, consequently, will attempt
to integrate the genre of autobiography.

In their death

rites (conceived of many years after the publications of
Killers of the Dream and Proud Shoes) , Smith and Murray will
attempt to connect their dying selves with their textual
selves (with the selves they create within the boundaries of
their works).
Where Murray, Smith, and Lumpkin maintained their
strongest literary connection was in terms of segregation
and its association with death.

Segregation, particularly

as these writers wrap it into death, is a structuring
metaphor for their autobiographies as well as a source of
breakdown for the texts, particularly in the works of
Lumpkin and Smith.

Segregation as represented in the form

and content of their autobiographies breaks down an already
divided genre and further ruptures their texts.

By shifting

cultural cemeteries into their texts, by moving the dead
body into the body of their works, Lumpkin and Smith write
their works into a premature death whereby the genre becomes
incapable of communicating southern voices of racial reform,
just as segregation within the community shuts down
marginalized voices.

They draw connections between
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segregation and its deathlike manifestations across lines of
text, body, and region.
Besides the implicit divisions the genre creates
between the author and the text, "between the writer and the
'reconstituted' self," the autobiographies discussed here,
by using division as both a trope and as a form of
discourse, bend (and, at times, crack) under the
consequences of segregation.

In her examination of how the

body and the autobiographical text create meaning, Sidonie
Smith asks, "What might skin have to do with
autobiographical writing and autobiographical writing with
skin?" and then answers that skin
functions simultaneously as a personal and political, a
psychological and ideological boundary of
meaning. . . . the body of the text, the body of the
narrator, the body of the narrated I, the cultural
body, and the body politic all merge in skins and
skeins of meaning.1
Also examining the connection between skin and skein,
Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray enter fields of memory, using
autobiography as a place to create both memory and meaning
in personal and public ways.

And they find meaning in the

connection between the body (skin) and the text (skein) by
examining how both body and text are represented by memory
in a society structured by segregation.

These writers look

at body and text as sites of memory and illustrate how
memory works to maintain segregation.
But returning to an earlier point, how does this
division represent itself in the mechanics of the text?
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Lumpkin uses a series of maneuvers to write about
segregation as it leads to both the breakdown of the body
and the breakdown of the text.

She uses, for instance,

quotations, asides, and parentheses to fashion a site for
her own textual representation when she otherwise fails to
appear in her autobiography.

In the patriarchal system she

describes, the body of her father stands in for her own
body, his voice superseding her own so that it is unclear
which southerner is being made and indeed whose life is
being written.

The text floats between biography and

autobiography.

Still, Lumpkin borrows from another genre

that M.M. Bakhtin discusses as antithetical to autobiography
because of its insistence on being a closed and completed
narrative.

She writes her text as an epic, perhaps as a

response to Mitchell's Gone with the Wind.
Bakhtin contends, do not reform.

But epics, as

The epic world is

"inaccessible to personal experience and does not permit an
individual, personal point of view or evaluation."
words, "one cannot glimpse it . . .
from just any point of view.

...

In other

; one cannot look at it
it is given solely as

tradition, sacred and sacrosanct, evaluated in the same way
by all and demanding a pious attitude towards itself."

Yet

Lumpkin certainly seeks to reform, to reevaluate, to provide
a personal point of view.
And unlike autobiographies, epics are closed in time,
"the epic past is absolute and complete."

In the epic,
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"There is no place for any openendedness, indecision,
indeterminacy."

In Bakhtin's analysis, "the epic world is

an utterly finished thing . . . impossible to change, to
rethink, to reevaluate.

. . .»n7

Though autobiographies, as

Gunn points out, must relinquish a sense of completeness,
Lumpkin continues at the end of her text to search for an
ending.

She looks for an ending to her epic narrative but

cannot find it because she cannot conclude her comments on
segregation.

This structuring device of mixing epic and

autobiography allows Lumpkin to tear apart the epic nature
of the southern literary tradition (as, we will see, is
manifested in the works of Page, Dixon, and Mitchell— and in
the publications released by the Ku Klux Klan) just as she
is tearing apart the epic form.

She must pull apart this

form that relies so heavily on what Bakhtin refers to as a
"sacrosanct tradition . . . that displays a profound piety
toward the subject described and toward the language used to
describe it, the language of tradition.1,118

Lumpkin intends

to reform, intends to enter the epic discourse,

intends to

insert her personal experience, and intends to analyze the
epic traditions of southern discourse from multiple points
of view.

To achieve these purposes, she must shatter the

epic form; therefore, she forces her book to hobble off— no
epic, no boasting epic hero, no glorious epic past.
Smith draws from Lumpkin's points, but adds a
triangular structuring device of sex, sin, and segregation.
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She examines how the three as a unit, as taught by southern
culture, worked together to create divided minds and divided
bodies.

Since this division of mind, soul, and body

eventually resulted in death according to her schematic,
Smith goes to the logical place to discuss segregation.

She

goes to the cemetery, where her own image of segregation was
made manifest and where Lost Cause rituals were upholding
white supremacy.

What she finds in the graveyard are

ghosts: half-formed, shadowy, white images.

In her

autobiography, ghosts work in several ways.

First, they

demand their own sense of time, floating between the past
and the present, refusing to allow the past to die.

They

represent vague memories of lost ideals and the guilt
associated with those ideals.

They stand for southern

tradition, haunting the childhoods of turn-of-the-century
southerners with conflicting messages about love and guilt.
They haunt southern race relations, representing the
divided, split, compartmentalized psyches created by these
relationships.
Often in her autobiography, Smith discusses the effect
of these images by choosing not to discuss them at all.

She

uses ellipses to complete half-formed, barely visible
thoughts, thoughts potentially dangerous to the white
southern psyche. Absence, as represented by the ellipses,
proves problematic for the conclusion of her work.

Smith

calls for a New Man, calls for a hero to save her culture,
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but regrets that if he began to evolve at the date of her
autobiography, a million years might pass before his
completion.

Her autobiography concludes with large

questions about the meaning of identity but leaves holes,
gaps, absences, ellipses when trying to answer them.
Smith's Killers of the Dream proved highly influential
on the work of Pauli Murray.

In both Proud Shoes and Song

in a Weary Throat, Murray addresses the questions Smith
raises, deciding that in the structure of her physical and
textual body the image of the "new man" would find a home a
million years early.

In other words, she answers Smith's

call for a human being who is capable of bringing about
radical change in the region by becoming that individual
herself.

But unlike Smith, Murray's position as a minority

within the social structure presented her with certain
obstacles in using autobiography as a genre of selfrepresentation, particularly in light of the genre's
insistence on fragmentation and division.

"Shattering the

old notion of the unitary individual in favor of the split
and multi-ply fragmented subject may not always serve
emanicipatory objectives," but it may, according to Sidonie
Smith, make it difficult for an already oppressed subject
"to coalesce a call to political action founded upon some
kind of communal identity around a constantly deferred point
of departure."119

Murray addresses the oppression of black

southerners at the hands of white supremacy by raising an
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issue from which Smith and Lumpkin as white southerners were
protected: the impact of the white gaze, white violence, and
white transgression on her family.

She uncovers acts of

murder, theft, and rape against her family while pulling the
dream out of the hands of its killers, twisting her own life
history into it, and positioning herself as the
quintessential American hero, as the new woman designed to
answer Smith’s call.

She uses the divided genre to discuss

issues of division surrounding segregation, and she creates
in the genre a new woman who represents a means of political
freedom and a symbol for a New South.
In spite of Smith1s assertion that segregation was
death, both she and Murray planned their own funerals to be
sites of integration.

Here, as we will examine, they

attempted to integrate their lives, their bodies, and their
texts.

Here, they transformed the messages behind southern

death rituals; in the rituals surrounding their burials they
established their bodies as sites of memory representing
regional wholeness and health, thereby reforming southern
memory and identity.

As illustrated in the next chapter,

Lumpkin's burial left her body to be absorbed into
Confederate memory, but as Lumpkin herself had recognized
much earlier, even her birth was a baptism into the rituals
and meanings of Lost Cause ideology.
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Racial laws of the South were encoded across the bodies
of southerners, both living and dead, both black and white.
Segregation defined the African-American body as divided,
savage, morally unfit, and subordinate to white rule.

The

body of the white man served as earthly protector of white
woman and of white civilization.

His dead body was buried

in commemorated cemeteries, reborn on urban and rural
monuments and ritualized in Confederate myth and memory.
The white woman, whose body served as a reminder to white
rule, stood on a pedestal above the black male.

Lumpkin,

Smith, and Murray used both their textual bodies (and the
bodies of other southerners, particularly the bodies of dead
southerners) and their physical bodies as texts to revise
the meanings and messages inscribed on them by the tenets of
white supremacy.
The revisions they inscribe on the southern body speak
to a new South, or in Murray's broader vision, to a new
world experiment defined by tolerance and multiplicity, to a
region undivided by the grids of segregation.

In the

process, they create a new textual South, a new metaphorical
southern community distinct from the literary South created
by Page, Dixon, the Fugitive\Agrarians, and Mitchell— a
difficult task considering the academic prestige or popular
appeal these regional literary icons enjoyed.

This

community had also been fashioned by the caretakers of the
Lost Cause South, by the Klan, and by the organizers of
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Confederate reunions and memorial dedications.

The

cornerstone of this community was white supremacy.
But Lumpkin, Smith, and Murray attempt to reconstruct
this metaphorical community, to offer it a new meaning based
on egalitarianism.

To achieve this change, they must first

tear down the foundations of white collective memory.
Lumpkin and Smith find it difficult to replace this use of
memory within their textual lives.

Murray, however, will

search for her means of revision by turning to AfricanAmerican literary traditions for guidance.

She will fight

segregation first on her literary battlefield, then across
her warrior body, and finally through a body "in whom their
is no north or south, no black or white."
But before Murray began her work on her textual
battlefield, Katharine DuPre Lumpkin was observing and
participating in a celebration of war that initiated her
childhood body in the tenets of Lost Cause mythology.

Here,

in a midst of a Confederate reunion that electrified the
white population of a turn-of-the-century southern city, we
begin our look at these three writers and their
autobiographies.
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Notes for Chapter I
1. In "Between Memory and History: Les Li&ux de Memoire,"
Pierre Nora defines sites of memory as "specific objects
that codify, condense, anchor France's national memory,"
sites that include— among others— monuments, museums,
emblems, symbols, and celebrations (Repres&ntations 26
[Spring 1989]: 25). Nancy Wood describes Nora's lieux de
m&moire as "quintessentially symbolic," designed to "evoke a
set of civic values which together figure the nation." Wood
illustrates the close connection between identity and
memory* discussing identity as a site where "the singularity
and permanence of the self are asserted and repeatedly
rehearsed" ("Memory's Remains: les lieux de memoire,"
History and Memory 6, no. 1 [1994]: 124, 146).
For my
purposes, I will use social memory and collective memory
interchangeably, relying on sites of memory as a means of
discussing where collective or social memory can be found.
Scot A. French discusses social memory as "a concept used by
historians and others to explore the connection between
social identity and historical memory"("What Is Social
Memory? Southern Cultures 2, no. 1 [1995]: 9).
In the
United States of America, sites of memory might include the
Washington Monument, Arlington Cemetery, the Smithsonian,
the U.S. flag, or the observances of the Fourth of July, of
Memorial Day, or of Dr. Martin Luther King, J r . , Day.
2. Pauli Murray. "Being Good Neighbors— The Challenge of
the Mid-twentieth Century," February 12, 1959. Address
delivered to the Poughkeepsie Neighborhood Club at the
Lincoln-Douglas Banquet in Poughkeepsie, NY, p.16, Pauli
Murray Collection, The Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe
College, Boston.
3. Gaines M. Foster, "The Lost Cause Myth," Encyclopedia of
Southern Culture, v. 3, eds. Charles Reagan Wilson and
William Ferris (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina,
1989), 509-510; Gaines M. Foster, Ghosts of the Confederacy:
Defeat, the Lost Cause, and the Emergence of the New South,
1865-1913 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987); and
Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: The Religion of
the Lost Cause, 1865-1920 (Athens: University of Georgia,
1980) .
4. Not only will nations inscribe national memory on the
body of its citizens, but they will also project on bodily
memory what is of primary importance to the society. As
Elaine Scarry notes, "What is 'remembered' in the body is
well remembered." The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking
of the World (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985). Or,
according to Connerton, "Every group will entrust to bodily
automatisms the values and categories which they are most
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anxious to conserve." Thus, as Connerton illustrates, when
Germans under the Third Reich reenacted national rituals,
they performed their ceremonies:
They "re-presented" them.
Their "narrative was more than a story told— it was a cult
enacted." How Societies Remember (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1991), 117.
5. Katharine DuPre Lumpkin, The Making of a Southerner (New
York: Albert A. Knopf, 1946; reprint, Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 1991) , 117 (page citations are to the reprint
edition).
6.

Scarry, The Body, 109.

7.

Lumpkin, The Making,

127-28.

8. This phrase is borrowed from C. Vann Woodward's Origins
of the New South and is quoted by Paul M. Gaston in The New
South Creed: A Study in Southern Mythmaking (New York:
Albert A. Knopf: 1970), 185. Gaston examines the Old South
mythmaking occurring in the 1880s in contrast to the New
South creed of economic prosperity through industrial
development, arguing that the New South proponents were able
to assimilate Old South beliefs:
"Whirring cotton mills and
crimson blast furnaces were preferred to magnolias and
moonlight; the factory with its hired hands was superior to
the inefficient plantation; bustle and energy and the
ability to 'get ahead,1 rather than a penchant for leisure,
should characterize the leadership of the New South."
Still, "Unmindful of paradoxes, the New South spokesmen
subscribed with ardor to the mythical conception of the Old
South. [Henry] Grady expressed reverence for the
'imperishable knighthood of the old regime" 173.
9. In a letter to Lawrence Kubie, Smith wrote that liberal
southerners often avoided or even verbally attacked her and
she noted that those persons who continued to critique the
South were often silenced:
"The 'line1 on me is that I am
'a queer,' a fanatical 'old maid who lives by herself up on
a mountain' etc. Hodding Carter in one of his columns
called me 'a sex obsessed old spinster' . . . although he
had never met me in his life.
Ralph MacGill who wrote about
my being 'a fanatic living on a mountain in sackcloth and
ashes' has never met me in his life.
He has never met me
because he refuses to; if he finds out that the two of us
are on a program he refuses to go.
I suspect Jonathan
Daniels reacted the same way when asked to be on the NBC
show. . . . This is my story. You don't know how I hate to
tell it.
I saw Evelyn Scott smothered to death (one of our
early and best southern writers) and I saw her go into
paranoia.
Ah, maybe she would have gone, anyway; I don't
know. But I saw this happen, watched her turn even against
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her best friends believing that they, too, 'were against
her.' W.J. Cash, whose book certainly was no shocking in
any sense of the word but was one step forward for a
southerner, committed suicide, afterward.
Cason committed
suicide.
People have hoped I would; well— I don't know . .
. guess I'm too curious about what will happen next here on
earth!
No southerner has ever, since the Civil War, spoken
out as I have and insisted on staying here. This is what
they hate so.
If I'd only leave" (Margaret Rose Gladney,
ed., How Am I to Be Heard: Letters of Lillian Smith [Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1993], 219).
10. Leigh Gilmore, Autobiographies: A Feminist Theory of
Women’s Self-Representation (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1994), 10-12.
11. They would have also been aware of the tremendous
popularity of movies about a romanticized South.
Dixon
helped to write the screenplay for Birth of a Nation (1915),
a movie based on his best-selling novels.
Until 1939, Birth
of a Nation was the biggest box-office hit of all-time,
until that is, Gone with the Wind was released in1939.
In
the 1940s, the romanticized South continued to be a boxoffice draw, with Disney's Song of the South coming in third
in ticket sales during the decade (David Barraclough, Movie
Record Breakers [Secaucus: Chartwell, 1992], 8-20.
12. Katharine DuPre Lumpkin, "Vita— Notes," Southern Oral
History Program, University of North Carolina Library,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 7.
13. Lillian Smith, Killers of the Dream (New York: Norton,
1949; reprint, New York: Norton, 1994), 21, 27 (page
citations are to the reprint edition) .
14. Pauli Murray, Proud Shoes: The Story of an American
Family (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1956; reprint,
New York: Perennial, 1987), viii (page citations are to the
reprint edition). Murray also found the Joseph McCarthy
investigations to be significant factors in motivating her
to write her family memoirs.
15. Leonard interview of Pauli Murray, 10 November 1978,
Pauli Murray Collection, The Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe
College.
16. Even recently, in the town of Thomasville, Georgia, the
deacons from Barnetts Creek Baptist Church asked Jamie L.
Wireman (Caucasian) and Jeffrey Johnson (African-American)
to exhume their child from the church's whites only
cemetery. Wireman and Johnson buried their infant daughter
Whitney next to her white grandfather in the church's
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graveyard.
At the time of burial, the deacons of the church
had not realized Johnson was black, but three days later
asked the family to remove the child from her burial ground.
After receiving a great deal of publicity, the controversy
was momentarily assuaged when the deacons apologized to the
family, only to be reopened when the Wireman and Johnson
asked for permission to be married in the church and were
refused. A reporter covering the story for The New York
Times wrote that " . . . cemeteries remain bastions of
segregation in the Deep South and elsewhere." Cemeteries,
he continued, housed "one of those invisible lines in
Southern life that no one seemed to care to cross." The
rural areas of Georgia have urban company in their struggle
with segregation and its manifestation in cemeteries and
graveyards.
Atlanta has had its own problems.
In the
stammer of 1995, NBC News reported an unusual incident of
"white flight" in one of the city's cemeteries.
White
bodies were being exhumed as the cemetery began the process
of desegregation. Rick Bragg, “Just a Grave for a Baby, But
Anguish for a Town," The New York Times, 31 March 1996, 4.
17. Qtd in Gerda Lerner's Black Women in White America: A
Documentary History (New York: Pantheon, 1972), 168.
18.

Ibid., 167.

19. Stetson Kennedy, Jim Crow Guide to the U.S.A.: The
Laws, Customs and Etiquette Governing the Conduct of
Nonwhites and Other Minorities as Second-Class Citizens
(1959; reprint, Westport: Greenwood Press, 1973), 85. Other
scholars discuss the segregation of cemeteries as typical of
northern burial practices.
Kenneth T. Jackson and Camilo
Jose Vergara write that though the South had passed laws
regulating segregation in cemeteries by the end of the
nineteenth century, "burial grounds above the Mason-Dixon
line, were, in fact, almost as segregated as those in the
Old South" (Silent Cities: The Evolution of the American
Cemetery [New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1989], 67 and 26-27).
In regards to the South, scholars note that
segregation had become an active, legal, and prominent
institution early in the twentieth century. Joel Williamson
cites 1889-93, 1897-1907, and 1913-15 as years when
segregation laws burgeoned, noting 1897-1907 as particularly
fertile years.
C. Vann Woodward writes that Jim Crow laws
developed from the displacement of African-Americans after
Radical Reconstruction, when white southerners publicly
promoted and symbolized their views on African-American
inferiority.
As Woodward notes, segregation “extended to
churches and schools, to housing and jobs, to eating and
drinking . . . to virtually all forms of public
transportation, to sports and recreations, to hospitals,
orphanages, prisons and asylums, and ultimately to funeral
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homes, morgues, and cemeteries" (The Strange Csireer of Jim
Crow, 2nd ed. [New York: Oxford University Press, 1966), 74.
Howard N. Rabinowitz writes, "The policy of separate and
unequal treatment of the races had become firmly entrenched
in the South by the turn of the century" The First New
South, 1865-1920 (Arlington Heights: Harlan Davidson, 1992),
141.
20.

Foster, "The Lost Cause," 509.

21. Wilson, Baptized.
In the early years of the Lost Cause
cult, death— as Wilson and Foster note— lived vividly in the
white South's imagination.
Foster asserts that during the
post-War years, southerners "seemed fascinated with death."
Wilson writes that "the Lost Cause was a cult of the dead,"
that "every time a Confederate veteran died, every time
flowers were placed on graves on Southern Memorial Day,
Southerners relived and confronted the death of the
Confederacy." The cemeteries where southerners created
their memory and identity were, as W. Lloyd Warner describes
in his discussion of cemeteries, "collective representations
. . . of the community's basic beliefs and values about what
kind of society it is" and "where each fits into the secular
world of the living and the spiritual society of the dead"
Yankee City (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963) , 361.
22.

Wilson, Baptized, 18-36.

23.

Ibid., 29.

24.
In The Making of a Southerner, Lumpkin describes
feminine participation in Lost Cause celebrations and her
own memory of their festive atmosphere. Referring to the
Confederate Reunion held in Columbia in 1903, Lumpkin writes
that flowers were plentiful in the month of May, "letting us
literally strew them on the path of the old men and smother
our carriages and floats with them in the parade."
In
Lumpkin's text, this event reaches almost epic proportions:
"Veteran," open sesame to everything, free of charge,
nothing excluded, the city theirs.
Band music all
afternoon on the capitol grounds— martial arts— old
Southern songs-and Dixie! Ever so often, Dixiei . . .
Roll of drums; blare of trumpets, then the first high,
clear notes of Dixie! All the gathering surging,
scrambling to their feet-clapping, stamping, cheering,
singing.
In time it ended.
It must end from sheer
exhaustion. (119)
These turn-of-the-century celebrations, while more festive
than earlier memorial observances to the living and dead
soldiers of the Confederacy, also promoted images of white
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manhood and womanhood that served to maintain the social
order.
"Defeat," Foster asserts, "no longer seemed like
death, but rather had become something to be transformed
'into pillars of support for future manhood and noble
womanhood1" (Ghosts, 125). The male soldier, raised as a
courageous leader, stood ready to lead the South
victoriously into a new era. His lost cause body, dead and
buried, had risen again across southern towns in the form of
monuments erected to his memory.
His body assumed a place
on a pedestal, serving as protector of the white community.
As Anne F. Scott noted, the white woman's body held a
prominent place of its own on metaphorical pedestals across
the South.
"If talking could make it so," Scott opens The
Southern Lady: From Pedestal to Politics, 1830-1930,
"antebellum southern women of the upper class would have
been the most perfect examples of womankind yet on earth."
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), 4. Other
scholars have discussed or drawn upon this metaphor. W.J.
Cash alludes to the image of the southern lady as "the
South's Palladium . . . the shield-bearing Athena . . . the
mystic symbol of nationality . . . the lily-pure maid of
Astolat . . . the pitiful mother of God."
Anne Goodwyn
Jones refers to the figure as "a marble statue, beautiful
and silent, eternally inspiring and eternally still . . . .
the core of a region's self definition"; Catherine Clinton,
as "a symbol of gentility and refinement"; Pete Daniel, as
"the repositories of white virtue." W.J. Cash, The Mind of
the South (New York: Vintage, 1991), 86; Anne Goodwyn Jones,
Tomorrow Is Another Day: The Woman Writer in the South 18591936 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1981),
4; Catherine Clinton, The Plantation Mistress: Woman's World
in the Old South (New York: Pantheon Books, 1982), 17; and
Pete Daniel, Standing at the Crossroads: Southern Life in
the Twentieth Century (New York: Hill and Wang, 1986), 57. A
more recent image of the southern belle appeared in a 1972
U.S. Air advertisement in which a United States map replete
with images of American iconography featured the belle
straddling the Mississippi River. The mighty river's
current flowed from underneath the woman's skirt into the
Gulf. Here, the belle represents the South as both a site
of white dominance and as a site of passion, another aspect
of belle identity. Advertising has historically taken its
toll on the image of African-Americans. As recently as
1993, AT&T ran an ad in its internal magazine Focus
featuring a world map with people talking across the
continents.
The exception was Africa, where an ape made the
call.
In their introduction to Nationalisms and Sexualities,
Andrew Parker, Mary Russo, Doris Sommer, and Patricia Yaeger
discuss this position of woman as national symbol and note
that the symbol does not necessarily mean that women have
had access to the political structure of the nation:
"This
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trope of the nation-as-woman of course depends for its
representational efficacy on a particular image of woman as
chaste, dutiful, daughterly, or maternal" Nationalisms and
Sexualities (New York: Routledge, 1992), 6.
Bell hooks writes that during slavery the white woman's
position on the pedestal had placed the black woman in
peril, for if the white master sexually forced himself on
the black woman, his wife was likely to use the slave as a
scapegoat for her anger. (Ain't I a Woman: Black Women and
Feminism [Boston: South End Press, 1981]).
Fannie Lou Hamer
articulated her concerns about the position of women in the
mythological constructs of the region.
In her 1971 speech
to the NAACP Legal Defense Fund Institute, she spoke
poignantly about the ways white women treated black women:
You thought you was more because you was a woman, and
especially a white woman, you had this angel feeling
that you were untouchable.
You know that? There's
nothing under the sun that made you believe that you
was just like me, that under this white pigment of skin
is red blood, just like under this black skin of mine.
Hamer continues, "So we was used as black women over
and over and over.
You know, I remember a time when I
was working around white people's house, and one thing
that would make me mad as hell, after I would be done
slaved all day long, this white woman would get on the
phone, calling some of her friends, and said, "You
know, I'm tired, because we have been working," and I
said, "That's a damn lie." You're not used to that
kind of language, honey, but I'm going to tell you
where it's at.
So all these things was happening
because you had more.
You had been put on a pedestal,
and then not only put on a pedestal, but you had been
put in something like an ivory castle.
So, what
happened to you, we have busted the castle open and
whacking like hell for the pedestal. And when you hit
the ground, you're gone have to fight like hell, like
we've been fighting all this time . . . But coming to
the realization of the thing, her freedom is shackled
in chains to mine, and she realizes for the first time
that she is not free until I am free. The point about
it, the male influence in this country— you know the
white male, he didn't go and brainwash the black man
and the black woman, he brainwashed his wife too. . . .
He made her think that she was a angel. Qtd in Lerner,
Black Women (610).
If the white woman's body represented the identity of
the South as white southerners defined it, it also became a
site and sign of racial purity.
Regional laws and mores
established that racial purity be maintained through the
body of the white woman. While white men maintained control
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over and ownership of their children, the child's race was
determined by the mother, making it imperative for the
maintenance of white supremacy that the white woman abstain
from sexual relationships with black men.
In this context,
segregation became even more necessary as a means for white
southerners to maintain social order and control.
"Whites
of all classes defended segregation as the only way to
prevent 'social equality,'" argues Rabinowitz, and "what
they meant by the term," he continues, "was not merely
integration, but eventual intermarriage or 'amalgamation'"
The First (168) .
25. Wilson, Baptized, 24.
I am heavily indebted to Wilson
and Foster for much of my information concerning the Lost
Cause.
26. Foster, Ghosts, 144.
Foster adds that the Lost Cause
tradition helped the white South move through conflict
created by industrialization, labor movements, and racial
tensions while maintaining states' rights, segregation and a
strong Democratic Party.
H.E. Gulley argues that the
impetus for the proliferation of monuments included the
rising death rates of veterans, a more prosperous economic
atmosphere for white southerners, the growth of the Lost
Cause tradition, and "a perceived need to promote social
stability among white southerners" ("Women and the Lost
Cause: Preserving a Confederate Identity in the American
Deep South." Journal of Historical Geography 19 [1993]:
128) .
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themselves to form a nation" Benedict Anderson, Imagined
Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of
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In her guest for higher education, Murray ran into both
racial and sexual discrimination. The University of North
Carolina denied her admission based on race in 1938.
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1944.
In "The Negro Woman in the Quest for Equality,"
Murray spoke forthrightly about the double discrimination
she suffered from both Jim Crow and Jane Crow: "Negro Women,
historically, have carried the dual burden of Jim Crow and
Jane Crow. They have not always carried it graciously but
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their men a partnership in a pioneer life on spiritual and
psychological frontiers not inhabited by any other group in
the United States" (Pauli Murray Collection, The Schlesinger
Library, Radcliffe College), 1. She also authored or co
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millions of black women were leaving the South in search of
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in the United States [1918; reprinted, New York: Negro
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aroused by his mixed blood" (“The Myth of the Mulatto
Psyche: A Study of the Works of Jessie Fauset and Nella
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created supposed inferior flaws within the mulatto.
Sondra
O'Neale writes that
the 'tragic mulatto' figure is the homage that white
male authors have paid to the black female character,
but the foil for that stereotype has always been the
loutish 'mammy,' whose ignorance and religiosity serve
to allay his suspicions of his own banality.
("Inhibiting Midwives, Usurping Creators: The
Struggling Emergence of the Black Woman in American
Fiction" in Feminist Studies: Critical Studies, ed
Teresa de Lauretis [Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1986], 146).
74. As Davis points out, Walter White, NAACP president from
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one-drop rule solidified by the Plessy decision of 1896, a
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University Press, 1991], 7-16).
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76. At times, the black woman's body was satirized by
artists employing the concept of ladyhood. An examination
of music produced during the late nineteenth century unveils
one such example.
In 1896, Barney Fagan wrote "My Gal's a
High-Born Lady," described on the cover as "The New Coon
Hit" and "A Swell Colored Affair in Verse in Song." Edward
Ayers writes that over 600 coon hits were published between
1896 and 1900, many performed in minstrel shows. The words
to "My Gal is a High-Born Lady" read as follows:
Thar' is gwine to be a festival this evenin'
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And a gatherin' of colored mighty rare,
Thar'11 be noted individuals of prominent
distinctiness
To permeate the colored atmosphere
Sunny Africa's Four Hundred's gwine to be thar,
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Thar' will be a grand ovation, of special
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And I press the ruby lips of baby mine?
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This high born gal of mine!
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CHAPTER II
His "Flower-Strewn Grave"
KATHARINE DUPRE
LUMPKIN
DEC. 22, 1896
MAY 5, 1988
epitaph
Elmwood Cemetery
Columbia, S.C.
Nowhere in her autobiography is Katharine DuPre Lumpkin
born.

She is sometimes awakened, often uprooted, once

baptized, but never born.

Her baptism occurs at the 1903

Confederate Reunion held in Columbia, South Carolina, where
sites of memory provided an altar for the worship of the Old
South.

Veterans united in memory of their lost cause

marched in parades behind bands, floats, and flower girls.
Confederate flags flew across the State House, down streets,
out windows, up poles.

"Dixie," played by musicians

throughout the city, established a festive mood, interrupted
only by a stream of orators glorifying Dixieland's fallen
soldiers and aging veterans.

The State, the capital city's

largest newspaper, assiduously covered the event, describing
it throughout the week as "dashing in the extreme," as "an
atmosphere that kissed and caressed [the veterans] as
pleasantly as any zephyr that ever swept across the
Southland."1

The nights, wrote one local writer, were as

striking as the days, Main Street "brilliantly illuminated

79
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with thousands of vari-colored incandescents and as light as
high noon."2
like . . .

The nights, recalled Lumpkin, "looked

[a child's] dream of fairyland,1,3 an example of

what she referred to as a "child's dream replica of that
alluring bygone day."4
Lumpkin's emphasis on the South as a fairyland— as a
land created and recreated by poets, by orators, by
journalists, and by other professional and amateur
storytellers— permeates The Making of a Southerner and
defines the language of memory she reconstructs and
dismantles in her autobiography.

For her text, Lumpkin

pulls material from these sources, quoting them abundantly
but suspiciously.

Often these sources borrowed their

language from the epic tradition, alluding to warriors—
tragic but brave— and to land and its people— tested but
persevering.
By using quotation marks to present epic language, a
language (to borrow a phrase from Bakhtin) of tradition,
Lumpkin gives a voice to its speakers while simultaneously
dissolving that voice.

Her quotation marks, besides serving

as an indicator of direct quotation, also question, suggest
doubt, serve as marks of misgiving and skepticism.

Regional

memory, as Lumpkin discusses it, is fabricated and fluid,
assembled and forged by the creators and protectors of
memory, by the organizations developing in the 1890s to
preserve memory, by her family members in their roles as
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supporters of those organizations, and by the curators of a
Charleston museum "replicating" slavery in their exhibits.
In The Making of a Southerner, she depicts this Lost Cause
memory as a constructed mnemonic, rather than as an epic
past, a past— to borrow again from Bakhtin— "absolute and
complete" with no room for "openendedness, indecision,
indeterminancy.1,5
Those responsible for maintaining the memory of the
Lost Cause wrapped their emphasis

on memory into an epic

past, using such epic conventions

as recounting the tale of

a warrior-hero who faced an honorable death for his people,
as describing the land as splendid if not divine and the
people as tried but true, and as alluding to Greek and/or
Biblical places and events.

This epic emphasis was a

primary component of the rhetoric of the reunion.
Notice how a stress on memory is tied into the epic
narrative in the description of the Old South by James
Armstrong, a colonel from Charleston:
Tonight we keep a tryst with memory. Mysterious
memory, with what magic wand do you open the portals of
past, to reveal the faces and forms the long, long,
ago; the scenes which gladdened our youthful fancy,
when hope's happiest ray beamed upon us? Oh, those
halcyon days when you, comrades, basked in the balm and
beauty of this sunny southern clime. The bosky woods,
which rang with horn of hunter and bay of hounds: the
beautiful river where you launched your boats; the
historic bay, shining like a shield, upon which the
golden lances of the sun were broken.
. . .s
This passage typifies the lofty language used by speakers at
the reunion while also illustrating another epic convention:
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reference to a remote time and place.

These are the

"halcyon days" of "long, long ago" that occurred somewhere
in a "sunny southern clime."
Another speaker during the reunion, introduced as
Lieutenant General C.I. Walker, also exercised epic
conventions in his description of the veterans.

Here,

Walker alludes to heroic men and deeds, to the ancestral
warriors of the past:
We are living, thank God, in an era of peace, and no
effort of mine would be given to ripple its quiet.
But
they, our sons, will be better men, better citizens of
this great country if they can look back and point to
the glorious deeds of ancestors who not from prejudice
or in passion but from a sincere conviction of duty
dared to do what the Confederates did from 1861 to
1865.
It is not the rightness nor the wrongness of the
principle, but that they had the high manhood which
enabled them to face death for what they knew to be
right.7
Lumpkin was surrounded by the epic conventions used to
perpetuate southern memory and regionalism.

The use of

these conventions by white southern writers and orators
provided them a means of discussing race, of maintaining and
strengthening the region's stance on white supremacy.

These

conventions gave the architects of culture the tools to
place the white South in the context of a grand history,
filled with warriors of giant proportions who accomplished
superhuman deeds.

White supremacy provided the foundations

on which to build the southern epic.

On this foundation,

columns were added— and verandas overlooking scattered
magnolias and mossy oak-lined paths to the Big House.
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Thomas Nelson Page, Jr., one of the region's most
prolific writers in this vein, spoke about the absence of a
regional epic.

In 1892, during the annual meeting of the

Grand Camp of Confederate Veterans of Virginia, he addressed
the need for a written history of the South, lamenting the
days of old when the warrior found an audience for his tales
of manhood in the form of a bard.

He connects the South to

those epic times, making the connection through the
construction of race:
In the early times of our race— that great race upon
which all modern history seems to have depended— it was
customary for the heroes, after their return from war,
to have some bard appear before them to tell the story
of their sacrifices and their glory.
Somewhat in this
way, perhaps, I and those whom I represent— that class
of young Southerners of whom I can claim to be one— may
hope to be associated with the sacrifices and the glory
of the Southern soldiery.8
Page was not alone in asserting this connection between
ancient epic heroes and the Confederates; in fact, he was
borrowing from a tradition previously established by the Ku
Klux Klan, whose name itself is drawn from the Greek kyklos,
or circle.

The Klan drew organizational personas from

images of the "Exalted Cyclops," "The Great Titan," and the
"Grand Dragon."

Texts released after 1900 particularly

glorified the earlier, post-War Klan.

In this Lost Cause

atmosphere of the turn of the century, "white supremacists
romanticized and popularized the early Klan as heroic
defenders of white civilization."9

Writing a Klan history

in 1902, Mary Woodson Jarvis described in vivid epic terms
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the debates in Congress leading to the Civil War.

In her

book The Conditions That Led to the Ku-Klux Klans, Jarvis
pulls directly from these epic traditions and blatantly
insists on connecting the early war debates with the
struggles of epic Greece:
Titanic battles were fought on the hustings, and on the
floor of the United States Senate, between Federalists
and States Rights giants, Abolitionists, and Free
Soilers, with the profound legal acumen of Justinian,
and the eloquence of Cicero.10
This emphasis on giants is connected to those who maintain
super-hero strength.

In an document titled "The Practice of

Klanishness," issued in 1918 by Imperial Wizard William
Joseph Simmons, the Klansman was ordered to "place [himself]
on the lofty heights . . .

of reciprocal fraternal

fellowship" to "catch the vision of the larger life that
will impart to [his] soul super-human strength."11
Writers of Ku Klux Klan history and myth were masters
at borrowing from another epic convention: establishing time
and place as remote and uncertain.

Perhaps no greater

example of this quality occurs than in the renaming of their
provence as the Invisible Empire, an empire so remote it
cannot be seen, yet so universal it cannot be entirely
comprehended, "a mysterious borderland from the Empire of
the Soul."12
Thomas Dixon, Jr., carried on the torch of this
popularized tradition in The Clansman: A Historical Romance
of the Ku Klux Klan.

He pulls from the tradition by
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dividing his text headings into books, reminiscent of The
Odyssey, The Iliad, The Divine Comedy, or even Milton's
Paradise Lost.

He also uses his chapter titles to create an

epic tone in his book: "The Clash of Giants" and "The Man of
War."

Certainly D.W. Griffith, in his adaptation of The

Clansman, used these epic elements of Dixon's work, as David
Selznick did with Mitchell's in the filming of Gone with the
Wind.

Richard Harwell notes that a pamphlet distributed

during the first showing of The Birth of a Nation would have
been equally well-suited in discussing Gone with the Wind.
The pamphlet cited historian Rupert Hughes in his evaluation
of The Birth of a Nation as "the epic of a proud brave
people. "13
Mitchell was disturbed by the liberties Selznick took
with her novel, concerned that the moonlight and magnolia
school of thought would override her attempts to establish
the South as a region less romanticized than other novels
and movies had presented.

Still, it is difficult to

overlook her assertion to Dixon that she loved Dixon's books
and was reared on them.

It is also difficult to overlook

the impact Mitchell's novel must have had on Lumpkin.14
In 1939, the year before Lumpkin began her research and
writing for The Making of a Southerner, Gone with the Wind
had been released as a major epic movie, three years after
Mitchell had published her best-selling novel.

Her

publisher, The Macmillan Company, issued a press release in
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June of 1936 for the novel, advertising Mitchell as a writer
steeped in the tradition of Lost Cause mythology:
Margaret Mitchell says the reason she chose the Civil
War period to write about is that she was "raised on
i t ." Almost from babyhood she was accustomed to
hearing her elders tell of Sherman's approach to
Atlanta, of the burning and looting, and the refugees
fleeing, of battles and sieges and of General Lee.
It
was not until she was ten that she found out that
General Lee "had been licked," and that the war ended
long before she was born.15
In another promotional piece, Macmillan referred to Mitchell
as a daughter of the South who had "made a thorough study of
the conditions during the war and during the period of
Reconstruction."16

These public and promotional

descriptions of Mitchell resonate in Lumpkin's analysis and
promotion of her own work.

In an outline of her project,

Lumpkin wrote her publisher that she was born and "nurtured"
in the height of Lost Cause influence by members of a
patriarchal line who "were the carriers of the typical
southern tradition."17

As noted earlier, in her text

Lumpkin refers to this nurturing as a type of baptism, as an
initiation and immersion into the ideology of Lost Cause
tradition.
But Lumpkin would make distinctions between her text
and many others written by

authors examining the region. "I

projected my book," she writes, "to fill a gap which I
believe exists in books on the South."
she argues, "has attempted
Making of a Southerner." 28

No other text, as

to do what I have in mind forThe
Besides content, Lumpkin
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distinguishes her text by her own particular use of the epic
tradition; she layers the epic into her autobiography, using
epic conventions to refer to traditions established in
southern memory, to show where those conventions fail to
represent the region, and finally to undermine the epic
nature of southern history and myth.

She examines these

metaphorical southern communities in her text, writing with
them etched into her own memory.

Like Mitchell, Lumpkin

returns to the Georgia soil to begin her epic tale, but
would create an almost mock epic with her narrative,
confusing the hero with the heroine, forgetting to bury the
hero, illustrating that a change in culture— a change that
touches on the culture's most taboo elements— might be more
ordinary than tragic, more mundane than earth-shattering.
And her epic hungers for an ending, for a means of
concluding with grace and courage.

It waits for a

conclusion to segregation but never completely finds it, not
at the end of Book Six, not in a twenty-year passage between
the events of that last book and a small chapter she calls
"Time of Change," not in the Afterward she published in
1981.

Lumpkin concludes her Afterward with a note of both

doom and optimism, stating that her optimism results from
the progress made by nonviolent protesters, knowledge which
"etched in [her] memory" provided her with "a lift of
spirit."19

Again, she turns to memory as a means of

creating and maintaining dialogue about (and hope for) the
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region’s understanding of itself and its adherence to
segregation.

She revises the region's earlier use of memory

as a cornerstone of white supremacy and searches for a means
to locate memory in a dialogue about southern diversity.
In her autobiography, Lumpkin painstakingly illustrates
how the mnemonics of Lost Cause memory settled in the mind,
body, and soul of the white southern child.

She remembered

nothing of the Lost Cause before 1903 although she was
certain its images must have surrounded her.20

But the

reunion solidified her memories, gave them a starting point,
a place of initiation: "In 1903 I was verily baptized in its
sentiments," she writes in The Making of a Southerner.21
The mood of the three-day reunion was religious and
celebratory, as were many of Lumpkin's experiences in the
Lost Cause tradition.

She refers to her absorption of its

principles as "drinking it in,"22 as a bodily act of
communion designed to teach and to transform.

Here, she is

what Bakhtin refers to as a body in action, "the body of the
human race as a whole, being born, living, dying the most
varied deaths, being born again.

. . .1,23

Lumpkin's body is

marked in a civil and religious ritual of communion, then
baptized in the traditions of both; her body becomes a site
of Lost Cause identification.

She is immersed, dipped in

its ideology, renewed, purified and cleansed in its
doctrines.

Her body matters here; her body is "dipped deep

in the fiery experience of Southern patriotism,"24 at once
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solemn and sacred.

Religious and civil ceremonies were

important in her family, her mother teaching her to pray and
her father teaching her "to love the Lost Cause."25
body participated in the rituals.

Her

As Lumpkin writes, "I

joined in, beating my hands together and jumping to my feet
like the others to stamp them on the floor."26 As Paul
Connerton illustrates, social memory is located in
commemorative ceremonies that "prove to be commemorative
only in so far as they are performative" and, as he
continues,

"performativity cannot be thought without a

concept of habit; and habit cannot be thought of without a
notion of bodily automaticisms.1,27 Lumpkin's body tingles,
absorbs, drinks, jumps, beats, sings, recites, and shouts.
It is baptized, dipped, immersed. Her body participates in
communion with Lost Cause memory— "A child would never
forget,"28 she writes.

Her body serves her as a place of

memory, as a site of regional and religious memory.29
The religious connotations associated with the Lost
Cause perhaps proved particularly effective, for as
Connerton writes, "Nowhere is this explicit claim to be
commemorating an earlier set of founding events in the form
of a rite more abundantly expressed than in the great world
religions.1,30

Lumpkin's body absorbs both region and

religion, being baptized in the region's myths.
Lumpkin uses the Confederate Reunion of 1903 to anchor
this blend of bodily acts, religious meaning, and regional
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memory.

Held the week of Memorial Day, the reunion of 1903

was dedicated to the memory of Wade Hampton, a celebrated
Civil War general who had died the previous spring.

He was

buried across from the State House, in what would become the
heart of the reunion grounds.

Lumpkin uses his dead body as

a site around which to wind her text.
central to her text, but
autobiography

His dead body is

not because she

spends much ofher

discussing him— certainly, she doesn't— but

because his body represents the Lost Cause; his body lies in
state and defines the state; his body is the body of the
epic hero, the military leader leading his people out of
"bondage" and into glory.

In both a literal and

metaphorical sense, "This is the place where encounters
occur," where

as Bakhtin noted, an event

extraordinary

importance . . . revealing the character,

'ideas,' and 'passions' of the heroes."31

"acquires

Loved and

respected by much of the white population of South Carolina,
Hampton overthrew the Reconstruction government and served
as the state's governor from 1876-1879 and as a United
States Senator from 1879-1891.

However, at his death, the

press concentrated its attention on Hampton's reputation as
a military leader, the headline of The State announcing,
"Wade Hampton Summoned Before the Great Commander of the
Infinite Hosts."32

The State circulated stories of how

Hampton "faltered" near Petersburg only to kiss his dying
son before returning to battle and of how a veteran isolated
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in his room for three years rose up to attend the general's
funeral.

"Wade Hampton," a writer observed, "is gathered

unto his fathers."

The patriarchal plural refers not only

to the great commander of the infinite hosts but also to the
earlier warriors in the Hampton line buried next to him in
the cemetery at Trinity Episcopal Church.33
Flowers blanketed Hampton's funeral.

The press

acknowledged the memorials, adding its own tribute to the
general:
The flower gardens of South Carolina and all of her
greenhouses have been robbed of their choicest blossoms
in order to be used in the making of tributes for the
hero's bier. . . . some were heard to say that no
deceased president had ever been honored as Wade
Hampton was being honored in this respect.34
Lumpkin and her family honored the tradition, often visiting
Hampton's "flower-strewn grave" on Sunday afternoons.

In

her autobiography, Lumpkin utilizes the general's dead body
as a metaphor for the patriarchal South remembered and
celebrated in reunions, in parades, in funerals, in
oratory.35
Lumpkin used images surrounding Hampton's death and
those of the reunion a year later to structure her
autobiography, to illustrate why an upper-class female
writer from the South finds it difficult to write with
ownership, finds it difficult to shape the events of her
life even in the context of her own narrative of those
events.

Hampton's body is central to her text, just as it

was central to the reunion.

His textual body lies in the
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middle of her work but is also situated in the middle of the
reunion, next to the state house, in a capital city located
in the center of the state.

His body and the way it is

remembered are central to the tone and atmosphere of the
reunion, an event closely connected to and protected by the
state:
Under the shadow of the State House dome on the Capitol
grounds was a huge "bivouac tent"— a circus tent—
ninety feet in diameter, they said.
Six hundred
veterans would be sheltered there, overflow from
people's homes.
Everyone talked of it; patrolled day
and night by militia units; army cots provided from the
Armory; only half a block from Convention Hall;
information bureau but a stone's throw; General
Hampton's grave a hundred yards away. Mr. Gantt,
Secretary of State, not being satisfied, had the Negro
convicts install a lavatory. General Frost, Adjutant
General, pitched some smaller tents like a company
street to bring back "old times." They called it Camp
Wade Hampton.
Hardly a yard, inside and outside the
bivouac, but was hung in bunting. On its highest pole
floated a grand banner— "of course the emblem of the
Lost Cause."36
How Hampton will be remembered by the white population of
South Carolina matters a great deal to Lumpkin.

His memory

establishes her own; his memory overshadows her and makes
her almost voiceless early in her text.

His memory becomes

very much tied into the way she remembers her own father.
Hampton is another patriarch, another father: Father of the
State.

Lumpkin was born the twelfth child to William and
Annette Lumpkin on December 22, 1897, in Macon, Georgia.37
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Several years later, her family moved to South Carolina,
where she lived until returning to Georgia to attend college
at Brenau.

In 1919, she earned her Master's degree at

Columbia University, writing her thesis on professional
women of the South.
For the next five years, Lumpkin worked as the national
student secretary for the YWCA, struggling with the problems
of segregation and its impact on both black and white
members of the organization.

Leaving the Y in 1925, she

continued graduate studies at the University of Wisconsin,
receiving her Ph.D. in sociology and achieving minors in
labor history and international relations.

With a post

doctoral fellowship, she published The Family: A Study of
Member Roles in 1933 .38

Later, she published Child Workers

in America, coauthored with Dorothy Wolff Douglass, and in
1940, The South in Progress.

By this point, she had

launched preparations for The Making of a Southerner,
addressing one of its themes in the foreword to The South in
Progress.

"Southerners who try to know the South as it is,"

she writes
have no small task on their hands. The old fund of
knowledge to which many of us fell heir as children
is very different from the new stock accumulated in
more recent years from the researches of scholars and
from the experience of men. We must examine and
reconstruct our ideas on southern history and problems,
never an easy thing to do.39
Like Mitchell, Lumpkin described the early days of research
for her autobiography as ones requiring intense study, ones
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in which she unraveled the layers of myth in her knowledge
of southern history.

But Lumpkin indicates that a

reconstruction of ideas had to take place outside the domain
of a patriarchal influence.

In her autobiography, she

refashions and reconstructs herself, and as she reconstructs
her life, she attempts to represent the turn-of-the-century,
white, upper-class southerner.

As suggested earlier,

Lumpkin credits the generation of her birth as giving her a
particularly significant perspective from which to address
issues of cultural transition, as a means of focusing the
significance of the dates of her childhood on the images and
messages she received from Lost Cause ideology.
William Lumpkin, the author's father, was a major
influence in Lumpkin's "culturally conditioned"
understanding of race and segregation.40

Even for his time,

he was especially involved in the rituals, myths, and
ceremonies of the Lost Cause.

His daughter writes that few

towns in South Carolina dedicated Confederate monuments
without his participation.41

When he ran for U.S. Senate

seat against Ben Tillman in 1908, he traveled the state
delivering speeches championing the dignity of Confederate
veterans and the virtue of southern womanhood.
William Lumpkin taught his children to revere the Lost
Cause, involving them in Confederate organizations such as
the Children of the Confederacy.

Education, with an

emphasis on debate, rhetoric, and history, was a substantial
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part of Lumpkin family life.

Once a week, the family played

a game designated the Saturday Night Debating Club.

Serving

as both teacher and judge, he presented his children with a
variety of topics, emphasizing those that chronicled
southern history and creating, as Lumpkin writes, a
sanctuary for Lost Cause sentiment:
How the plaster walls of our parlor rang with tales of
the South's sufferings, exhortations to uphold her
honor, recitals of her humanitarian slave regime,
denunciation of those who dared to doubt the black
man's inferiority, and, ever and always, persuasive
logic for her position of "States Rights," and how we
must at all times stand solidly together if we would
preserve all that the South "stood for."42
His children's home schooling in these matters proved
successful in teaching them to articulate the concerns of
Lost Cause sentiment.

An overview of the speakers in the

reunion of 1903 indicates his triumph.

His daughter

Elizabeth, an extremely popular speaker at Confederate
events, welcomed the veterans in the opening ceremonies of
the reunion.

Describing her presence as exalting, The State

printed her entire speech, including an appeal to the
younger women of South Carolina:
Daughters of South Carolina, for our fathers' sake
we should love and honor these old men. My father
fought beneath the Confederate flag.
And though
without that glory to crown his dear head, I would love
and honor him above all men; still, with that heritage
he gives me he must needs be a thousand
fold greaterto
me. And there is one regret concerning the men we may
love and marry— they cannot be Confederate soldiers.4
Both Elizabeth and her brother Morris were acknowledged at
the 1903 reunion by the veterans for their use of oratory to
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the glorification of the Lost Cause.

According to local

reports describing Morris's address to the veterans, "He was
called to the stage and in a truly eloquent fashion
delivered an oration which brought tears to the eyes of the
veterans."44

In The Making, Lumpkin writes of her brother's

pride when a veteran pinned a badge on him,

welcoming her

brother as an honorary member of the U.C.V.
William Lumpkin himself made a surprise stage
appearance at the reunion, playing the part of a soldier at
a campfire.

The stage darkened before the show began, "as

if some fairy had dropped a huge candle snuffer over the
lights."
together.

In the light of a fire, a group of men huddled
One soldier rose, a "quaint reminder of the days

long ago. . . ."45

As the soldier began a tale about the

war, the lights brightened, illuminating the image of
William Lumpkin.

This scene, according to one source,

was

the highlight of the evening, the beginning of the end

of a

reunion passing into "the land of memories."46
In her autobiography, Lumpkin borrows the inflated
language from the press, from the speakers, and presumably
from those participating in the event, interspersing her
impressions as a child of five into that language.

For

instance, when Elizabeth delivered her speech, a headline
from The State read, "Were Waiting for Her," referring to
the veterans as they anticipated the arrival of Elizabeth.
Lumpkin describes the scene, tying her own childhood memory
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into the language of the press, writing, "The newspaper
said:

'The veterans were waiting.1 So was I waiting."47 She

borrows the language of the Lost Cause to mark its influence
on her and eventually to revise its meaning.

If the press

occasionally compared the event to a fairyland or to a Greek
civilization, so much more, she shows, the event's impact on
a child watching her family members perpetuating the myths
and being highly praised for their actions. The State
recorded that after the evening's festivities, the reunion
passed into the land of memory.

It is the memory of the

reunion and the land it creates that concerns Lumpkin when
she borrows the phrase to close her chapter.

The making of

a southerner Lumpkin describes is the making of a child
through the language and rituals of the Confederacy.
Her autobiography is an attempt to sift history, to
find a South where the white woman's body signifies
something more than a relic of the southern past and an
image of southern nationalism.

In the South of her

father(s)'s making, Lumpkin can have no autobiography, no
identity outside of his shadow.

Until her father dies in

the body of her text, Lumpkin speaks primarily in fragments,
in asides, in parenthetical phrases, in marks of
punctuation, while the makers of the Lost Cause tradition
speak in primary voices.

When Lumpkin describes a visit to

Atlanta made by Nathan B. Forrest, leader of the Ku Klux
Klan, she employs this method of residing as a speaker in
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the parenthetical information and in the quotation marks.
Meanwhile, she gives the primary subject, verb, and object
to the safeguarders of the Lost Cause.

For instance, in the

following passage, Lumpkin describes Forrest's visit to
Atlanta during the elections of 1868:
Some say it was just before the 1868 elections that
General Nathan B. Forrest paid a visit to Atlanta— "on
insurance business," it was claimed. There, we are
told, he went into quiet conference with General John
B. Gordon and certain other prominent men.48
Lumpkin questions the motives of Forrest's visit in the
information she supplies after the dash, in the quotation
marks, and in the parenthetical clauses "it was claimed" and
"we are told."

After the dash, she places "on insurance

business" in quotation marks.

The marks are intended to

raise doubt, a doubt emphasized further when Lumpkin asserts
"it was claimed."

Lumpkin's points are made in the

quotation marks and in the parenthetical information, while
the subject of this passage remains the caretakers of Lost
Cause memory.

They do the acting; they do the speaking.

In

a more specific sense within the context of the
autobiography, they do the making.

Nevertheless, Lumpkin

rescues her voice from complete suffocation by placing it
within the parenthetical elements of discourse.
In her autobiography, Lumpkin must integrate her voice
with the autobiographical genre in which she has chosen to
frame her discussion of her own making; she will have to
make whole, to integrate, that which slavery and segregation
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divided, then buried.

She must refashion her body, giving

it a voice that speaks of other possibilities concerning
national and regional identity.

But she must first

overthrow her identity as defined by the fathers of the
region and create one that allows her to speak fully in her
own voice.
Still, her father's training had not been lost on her.
When asked in grammar school to participate in a debate
posing the question "Are Negroes Equal to White People?"
Lumpkin defeats her opponent who argued the pro position.
With the help of her family, she developed an argument that
incorporated the Ku Klux Klan, the Bible, slavery, and
segregation, a position that proved popular to her young
audience:

"How I advanced it," she writes, "with resounding

fervor amidst a burst of applause from all the children in
the room but my opponent."49

Besides providing tradition

and lore for school activities, the Klan gave structure to
her childhood games.

She and other children formed a Klan

of their own, cutting their robes out of sheets and sewing
red crosses down the front.

They met in a secret basement

and pretended it was the "deep, silent forest around the
hour of midnight on a moonless night"; they created scrolls,
recorded rituals, oaths, and constitutions their parents
helped them develop, and they discussed the punishments of
pretended, ungovernable African-Americans.

"It was a truly
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serious game," she writes, "and in a sense we were serious
children bent on our ideals."50
In the Lost Cause mythology that educated Lumpkin, the
abuses of slavery vanish.

She was taught only one

interpretation of the Old South: "a child's dream replica";
an imaginary landscape of obedient slaves and kindly
masters; of "pleasant," "fertile" fields; of "lush" and
"abundant" meadows.

In her autobiography, she both

constructs and dismantles this "child's dream replica": From
her more experienced perspective as an adult, Lumpkin
examines locations that store southern memory, that create
fairylands and replicas of the South.

She compares the

myths of the replicas created at sites of memory (during
funerals and reunions, in written and spoken rhetoric, in
museums and memorials) with those she considers more genuine
to her later knowledge.

Throughout The Making of a

Southerner, Lumpkin places objects, people, names, places,
events, and stories into quotation marks when she questions
validity, when she questions the way these reminders are
represented in southern mind and memory.
Addressing issues of racial stereotyping, Lumpkin
allows the language of others to flow into her own but
distinguishes their voices with quotation marks.

She

employs quotation marks when referring to her grandfather's
slave "Runaway Dennis," questioning if a slave (whose body
has been stolen) could be a runaway; she uses them when
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describing the myths of slaves as insolent, thriftless,
uppity or sassy, and again when noting the slave owners'
evaluations of their slaves:
The way free Negroes behaved, according to Father,
merely showed they were even more "ungrateful,"
"irresponsible," "childish," than slave owners had
thought. Where indeed was the "gratitude" they should
feel for their former masters, who had fed them,
clothed them, cared for them when ill, borne their
idiosyncrasies in patience, comforted them when
troubled, "taken care of them" in every way?51
At this point in Lumpkin's text, the language is not
entirely double-voiced, yet it does begin to reflect
Bakhtin's "potential dialogue," his "concentrated dialogue
of two voices, two world views, two languages."52

From the

parentheses, from the marks of quotation, Lumpkin speaks to
and about the language of the Lost Cause.

She dissolves the

language, weakening it by bringing its statements into
question.

The quotation marks serve as signposts warning

the reader to question the interpretation, to examine and
reexamine meaning, and to be aware of the shifting nature of
language.

She calls forth images of the plantation myth—

the "mammy," the "big house," the "big" planters— placing
these in quotation marks, indicating her resolve to present
these images in different terms, in ways that undermine the
spoken and written epic of the South and expose the white
supremacist's agenda of defining and evaluating history and
civilization in terms of race.53

Her father's mammy was not

a mother, as her title might indicate, but a slave to a boy
whom she called "master."

The family's home was merely a
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farm house, as were most of the slave-holding homes in the
area.
As Lumpkin describes, she believed the planters in her
romance reading were prototypes for the members of her
family.

As a child, she blended the two images into one

idealized portrait of plantation life:
It is of these planters that I, as a child, used to
read in romantic Southern stories, filling my mind with
their exotic luxuriousness.
I certainly heard father
tell of life as it was on his own plantation.
It may
seem strange to have missed the difference.
Somehow
the two pictures became blurred and blended until later
years.54
Lumpkin illustrates how her childhood education concerning
slavery and segregation changed as she matured.

She

recreates Old South history in the language she originally
heard it but indicates her doubt concerning its accuracy by
employing extensive use of quotation marks and by
establishing history as narrative, with the story only as
trustworthy as the storyteller.
Throughout her description of the romance of the Old
South, Lumpkin indicates that her knowledge is based on
storytelling and mythmaking.

She allows her elders to talk

across her tongue, to be heard in the language of her text.
She grants them a voice in her narrative; they are, in fact,
the primary voices early in her autobiography.

Yet even as

her elders reminisce about the South of their childhoods—
the southern dream replica of their own memories— Lumpkin
questions the accuracy of their recollections by alerting
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her readers to the narrative nature of memory, by
consistently referring to these memories as stories.

As

stories, the memories serve to reiterate tales of an
organic, hierarchal— and happy— plantation society.

It will

be her own voice, developed later in her text but constantly
speaking in asides early on, that will question the accuracy
of the stories, find facts wanting, and establish a
different way of imagining southern culture.
Still, these stories are powerful.

Lumpkin

acknowledges their capacity for creating a universe in which
she, too, seems to become a victim of Reconstruction,
attacked by carpetbaggers and scalawags.

"Thirty years

after reconstruction," she writes, "I, a child, must still
feel it.

Seeing the faces of the older men suffuse with

emotion when some untoward thing stirred their hardly buried
memories, I, too, would feel namelessly oppressed.1,55
Again, memories are played out on social bodies, in the
faces of the old and the emotions of the young.

Memories,

like dead bodies, are buried and resurrected, repressed and
remembered.

Lumpkin allows a voice for the language of Lost

Cause burials, opens her text for language developed around
memories of the dead, but she denies its authoritative
position, illustrating again and again where it fails to
interpret the dynamics of race.
In describing her father's depiction of race
conditions, she challenges his memory by questioning his
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ability to recall events accurately, writing, " . . .

his

notions ran in this wise - if Father's mind was a
reflection.

. . ."56

If, as Lumpkin uses it here,

emphasizes not only the possibility of error but also its
probability.

When her father tells the children a story

about riding with the Klan, he entertains Lumpkin and her
young comrades, who judge the tale "funny to the extreme."57
But when she asks if her father's actions frightened the
victim, Lumpkin allows for nothing concrete, only that her
father "seemed to think it did."58

She refuses to speak in

this case for African-Americans and their own experiences
with the KKK, refuses to interpret their feelings, actions,
and reactions.

She allows only the language of patriarchy

to tell the story, but she brings it into question with
words such as notions, If, and seemed.
One of the sources Lumpkin uses to quote from this
language of patriarchy was written by her father.

In 1906,

William Lumpkin published "Old Time Georgia Christmas" in
The State, answering the newspaper's call for holiday essays
reflecting Christmas traditions in various states.

The

paper reprinted the article at William Lumpkin's death in
1910.

For her autobiography, Lumpkin borrows from her

father's essay much of his rhetoric in describing the Old
South, including descriptions of the mammy and Runaway
Dennis.

In "Old Time Georgia Christmas," her father wrote

of Dennis:
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Old Dennis was the runaway negro on the plantation.
He had no wife or family and was quarrelsome with
the other negroes, and when he would have a racket and
the overseer would send for him to come up to his
house, Dennis would take to the woods.
I was always
afraid of a runaway "nigger" and they used to make us
children be good by telling us "Old Dennis will get
you." After Dennis would run away my mother would
usually take up his case with my father and the result
would generally be that word would be sent through the
negroes to Dennis to come in and he would not be
punished.59
Lumpkin repeats her father's description of Dennis, at times
using his very words and phrases.

She acknowledges that her

father was no doubt frightened by Dennis, but she concludes
that her father would have known— even as a small child—
that he would one day own him; thus, she draws a distinction
between her father's tale and her later understanding of it,
noting that her father had the privilege of determining the
fates of people he would one day own:
As a boy would, he probably had ideas as to how he
would handle a runaway Negro when he was master. . . .
young Will grew up knowing in his conscious mind that
these black people on
his father's
place belonged to
his father, and would
one day belong to him.60
Later in her text, Lumpkin compares Dennis to the complex,
bold participants in the underground railroad, placing the
runaway slave in the context of African-American heroes and
heroines.

She recognizes Dennis as a courageous resistor

rather than as a laughable stereotype dependent on the good
will of a cliched, benevolent master and mistress.
Her father also describes
a highly respected foreman

Jerry, a

and preacher

slave who served as
on the Lumpkin
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plantation.

He discusses the slave's use of memory within

the plantation system:
Uncle Jerry was strong and eloquent in his preaching
and some of the white people always attended the Sunday
afternoon preaching. He could not read but my mother
would sit on the back porch Sunday morning, or in the
dining room if cold, and Uncle Jerry would stand on one
side, bareheaded, while my mother would read to him a
chapter from the New Testament.
He would go to his
church, read the whole chapter from memory, take his
text from one or more of the verses, read and preach
his sermon.61
Though she repeats the story softly, romantically, in
her autobiography, Lumpkin remains skeptical of its source:
"The story goes . . .

for what it is worth— that Jerry

surmounted the difficulty by reason of a phenomenal
memory."62

Later, she concludes that perhaps Jerry could

read all along and was merely pretending illiteracy to
bypass the laws of his time:
And so he may have gone through his weekly make-believe
of learning that Bible chapter by heart at one or two
readings from my grandmother.
I do not say it was so,
but it easily could have been, and it would have been
very like what other slaves sometimes did in order to
hug at least to themselves this seemingly precious
right to read the printed word.63
Lumpkin does not pretend to be able to discriminate between
Jerry's persona as a slave (with his phenomenal memory) and
his abilities as a minister (with a learned ability to
read).

She simply questions the persona in the dreamy

plantation world of her forebears.

She recognizes that

perhaps Jerry, trapped in this make-believe sphere of
benevolent masters and loyal slaves, creates an act that
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allows him to survive— even prosper— in an society designed
to keep him a slave.64
Lumpkin continues to question the Lost Cause
representation of the South by building into her
autobiography another replica of the dreamy, fairy tale
world of the slave South.

This site of southern identity,

this repository of southern memory and meaning was located
in a museum in Charleston, South Carolina.

On a visit to

the city (characteristically, she doesn't provide a date),
Lumpkin walked down cobblestoned Chalmers Street and entered
the Old Slave Mart, or what she refers to as a "museum of
slavery," a slave market turned historical relic.65

The

museum had closed for the day, but Lumpkin perused the
souvenir shop and questioned the caretaker about the
museum's holdings.

With its candy and postcards, Lumpkin

noted that the shop seemed "almost gay."

Confirming its

airy tone, the caretaker said the building displayed "only
pleasant reminders."

"We don't go in," she emphasized, "for

slave horrors"66
About her family's memory of slave markets, Lumpkin
writes, "The slave market I know was relegated in our
thoughts to a twilight zone, vague and but faintly
recollected, and it was rare for us to turn to this vague
shadow in remembering the old days."b7

Much of Lumpkin's

text will be devoted to reviving the "faintly recollected,"
to throwing light on the shadows of southern memory and the
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way it created identity for her generation and the one
preceding it.
In her autobiography, both she and the caretaker of the
museum realize the exhibits are only interpretations, that
the curators could easily have displayed slave horrors as
well as slave crafts.

In The Making of a Southerner,

Lumpkin transports her reader to the antebellum period when
the market sold human beings instead of "colonial belle
goodies."

She relies on eyewitness accounts; displays

advertisements from the market; exhibits the tables, the
auction block, the interviewing booths.

Where the museum

places stereotyped images of slaves such as Aunt Cylla and
Uncle Pink in the display booths, Lumpkin shows slave owners
inspecting the nude bodies of their prospective slaves.

She

notes that the market was sparse and ugly; often cruel, but
more likely indifferent and commercial.

She portrays the

auction of a slave woman and her three children, the way the
auctioneer "was absorbed in a transaction to which he was
entirely accustomed, and for whom it was nothing more than a
means of carrying on legitimate business."68 She displays
advertisements from Charleston announcing the sale of more
than one hundred slaves, including young children who had
lost their mothers.
In a series of "awakenings," Lumpkin begins to unravel
the implications of memory as replicated in museums, in
reunions, and in funerals— the implications that white
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supremacist thought was both natural and justified and that
all races benefitted from such a position.

The first

awakening occurs at her family's home in South Carolina, a
home that had previously provided her with "a warm sense of
plantation authenticity.1,69 Another model, another child's
dream replica, this home was a place where white supremacy
reigned as both romantic and natural, where the upstairs
playroom took on the airs of a ballroom, where the separate
kitchen reminded one of the lazy, lovely days of chivalry
and romance.

For Lumpkin, however, the image is shattered,

and shattered abruptly, when she witnesses her father
beating a black woman cook in the kitchen.

As she describes

the scene in the text, her angry father— his grip firm and
his face enraged— delivered "blow upon blow" across the
black woman, her body "twisting and turning as she tried to
free herself."70

In this scene, not only is Lumpkin's

innocent view of plantation life shattered but bodies and
minds surrounding her are also shattered.
shattered.

Her world view is

Her mental image of the region is shattered, is

segregated, is divided by color and power in a way she had
never before comprehended.

She must separate herself from

her father, detaching herself from him in space and in
language, moving her body away from his presence while
watching the black woman struggle to move her body away.

"I

could see her," Lumpkin writes, "writhing under the blows of
a descending stick wielded by the white master of the house.
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...

I could hear her screams, as I was certain they could

be heard for blocks.1'71 Her father no longer represents a
paternalistic protector but an avenging master.

She watches

him assume his role as white master, assaulting the black
woman with impunity.

In Lumpkin's childhood eyes, William

Lumpkin is no longer father; he is the white master; Lumpkin
is no longer her father's child, but an indeterminate child
of the third person.

She is simply a child inheriting the

traditions of a white master.

And as she attempts to hold

together her vision of the world, she moves away from the
attack: "Having seen and heard," she writes, "I chose the
better part of stuffing my fists in my ears and creeping
away on trembling legs.

...

I could merely try to forget

the thing— a child wishing to feel at one with her
surroundings."72

Here, as Lumpkin indicates, memory— memory

in opposition to that maintained by white collective memory-becomes emotionally treacherous and must be forgotten
rather than retained.

Amnesia becomes imperative for

emotional survival.
The "inevitable" had happened; she had witnessed the
atrocities instituted in slavery and carried into
segregation.

Lumpkin writes that the white child begins to

understand the signs of segregation at this inevitable
moment when the dangerous reality of white supremacy for
African-Americans shatters the placid myth of white
supremacy for the white child.

The child recognizes the
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distinctions drawn by its society along lines of color and
grows aware of its place in the scheme: "Thenceforth, I
began to be self-conscious about the many signs and symbols
of my race position.

...

I found them countless in

number."73 She cites signs such as "For Whites" and "For
Colored" as literal examples, but also symbols such as the
"buzzard's roost" in theaters, the rear of buses and
streetcars, the Jim Crow cars of trains.

These segregated

sites separate African-Americans from mainstream economic
opportunities enjoyed by the white establishment.

These

sites are repressed, controlled and contained, but also
hidden, as the slave horrors are hidden in the slave museum.
The sites exist behind space designated for the dominant
population (as in Jim Crow cars) or in places so far above
as to be virtually out of sight (as in the "buzzard's
roost").

About segregation, one scholar has written that

part of its "emotional logic" was that "unlike slavery, it
made a world in which black people were nearly invisible."74
By representing the assault in her text, Lumpkin makes the
act visible, the sounds audible, the blows painful.

She

makes repressed memory conspicuous, retrieving an "ever so
faint memory."75

And she makes the invisible body visible;

she acknowledges the body's role as reminder of the region's
social structure, as a walking memorial to the dominant
class, gender, and race hierarchies of the region.

The

three bodies placed in this scene represent the structure:
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the violent white father, the black and beaten female
laborer, and the trembling white daughter (who is encouraged
to forget the act, but who chooses to remember and later
record it).

One body Lumpkin mentions just before

describing the assault is noticeably absent from the attack
even though the victim calls to him for help: the sheriff.
As a child, Lumpkin fears the sheriff will indeed take
notice:

"Although I waited with incredible trepidation— how

unnecessarily I could not know— nothing was heard from the
sheriff."76

As Lumpkin the narrator discerns, his absence

further indicates the willingness of the region to sanction
the crime.

Lumpkin uses his absence— makes his absence an

important part of the scene— to further validate her point.
The assault and her reaction to it are also connected
to the ways in which both the black woman's body and that of
her own are represented in the text.

Lumpkin seldom appears

in the first half of her autobiography.

And in this assault

scene, she disappears on "trembling legs."

Because her

family refuses to discuss the incident, Lumpkin places it
into another, less accessible realm of her memory.

In her

text, the body of the black woman is relegated to a
forgotten past.

Her body becomes a repressed memory in

white consciousness.

As with the slave museum, the horrors

remain hidden; the abuses, overlooked.

As with segregation,

the black woman's body resides in a concealed location,
buried in white consciousness.
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In Lumpkin's work, this abuse of black bodies often
leads to their fragmentation, to a system in which the body,
to borrow from Sidonie Smith, "offers itself up, in bits and
pieces, in its blood, immune system, organs, in its
topography, for use in constructing the social environment
and assigning persons to their places in that
environment."77

In her representation of the beating,

Lumpkin again allows the language of the slave owner to
assign a particular meaning to the body of the AfricanAmerican, to create division on the body through the abuse
of the body and through its segregation.

Again, she puts

the words of white supremacists into quotation marks as she
examines the meaning of her own life in the context of the
Sandhills where, she wrote her publisher, her family "went
in quest of [their] lost plantation."78

Bodies are

ruptured, shattered, reduced to their parts, as in "prime
field hands" who/that work the land and "white teeth
gleaming" and "happy voices" that are seemingly joyful with
the circumstances of deriving an income from that land.

The

body as a whole is concealed, with only its laboring parts
and its imagined alliance with white notions of "the happy
darkie" conspicuous.
In The Making of a Southerner, Lumpkin underscores how
the Klan and other Lost Cause patriots assign meaning to
women's bodies, both black and white.

Her father, she

writes, avoided making certain comments in the presence of
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his wife that might have affected her position as carrier of
virtue and innocence, a practice that granted him power,
prestige, and "authority."

Her mother's body and the

deference shown to it were reminders,

"symbols reminiscent

in a hundred other ways of a bygone day."79

From its

position on the pedestal, the white woman's body served
nonetheless to support and dignify others, to buttress and
to honor the plantation hierarchy.

Though her mother stands

on the pedestal in The Making of a Southerner, Lumpkin
seldom acknowledges her presence.

She is "faintly

recollected," lives in the shade of this text, away from
where Lumpkin is throwing light.

She remains a symbol,

embodying her husband's ideology, but she does not— for
Lumpkin— assume the same degree of responsibility for the
patriarchal abuses of African-American bodies for which
Lumpkin's father must answer.
Indeed, it is her husband, Lumpkin's father, who takes
center stage in well over half of Lumpkin's autobiography,
rendering it unclear just which southerner is being made.
Until her father's death, Lumpkin is separated from her
autobiography.

Just as she is segregated from black

southerners, from her own birth and from her body, from her
family and the secrets it maintained, and from her forgotten
memories, Lumpkin is hidden in the pages of her life
history.

Even though her mother is highly educated,

Lumpkin's intellectual history must be told from the
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perspective of her father, from the patriarchal line of the
Lumpkin family.

Until her father's death, the making of a

southerner has been the making of her father and the
influence of the father's making upon the daughter.

Lumpkin

cites the date of his birth, but not the date of her own.
Further distancing herself from her life history, she
occasionally refers to herself in the third person, as in
her titles "the making of a southerner" and in "a child
inherits a lost cause."
Oddly, her father dies unexpectedly in one sentence of
the text and is seldom mentioned again.

She doesn't

mentioned where he died or what killed him, just that "while
away on a trip,
died."80

[he] was taken ill and a few days later

As with Wade Hampton, The State reported Lumpkin's

death in a front-page story, even though he had lived in the
state only fifteen years.

In a description of Lumpkin's

life, the reporter credited his speeches commemorating the
veterans and celebrating the southern woman: "He has ever
been active in perpetuating their memory and was a member
both of his home camp in Georgia and Camp Hampton in
Columbia."81

That his daughter, who had devoted much of her

autobiography to her father's life, virtually ignores his
death signifies a turn in meaning of The Making of a
Southerner.

Instead of following her older sister's

imperative to the daughters of the South Carolina to honor
the dying veterans, Lumpkin places almost no significance on
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her father's death, does not mention throwing flowers on his
grave, does not describe the burial, does not donate so much
as a paragraph to his memory.

Her text turns away from her

father here, just as her body turned away from him during
the assault on the black woman.

By ignoring the death of

the father-warrior-statesman, Lumpkin reconfigures her own
use of epic.

The burial of the dead father disappears while

leaving an opening, as we will observe later, for the
emergence of a new Eden inhabited by intelligent,
courageous, progressive community of women she refers to as
Eves.
Until her father's death in the text, Lumpkin's
emphasis had been on the making of a southerner.

But from

his death forward, she shifts her focus by asking what it
means to remake a southerner.

This shift in emphasis

finally allows Lumpkin to become the subject of her
autobiography.

After her father's death, Lumpkin refers to

her continued growth as a remaking, as a refashioning.82
She takes more control of her account, redesigning its
meaning, speaking more forcefully about her own perceptions
of race relations.

Yet, her identity will still remain

abeyant, asleep, suspended until a series of awakenings
offers her a different vision into her identity.
With her father's death, Lumpkin and her family find
themselves alone in South Carolina near the Sandhills,
rolling hills of sand located in the center of the state
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formed when the Atlantic Ocean reached into the state's
interior.

Lumpkin describes the area as "desolate," as an

area hostile to the production of crops.83

She acknowledges

that the land serves as a metaphor, that her home was
actually not located in these hills, but near them:
place was not in the real Sandhills.
called it by that term.
of it."84

"Our

I should not have

But it came to be the way I thought

She blames the error on the "winds of heaven"

that blew sand across the borders of the county, bringing
with it a dry and desolate atmosphere.

Lumpkin describes

the inhabitants of the region in language representing her
lack of understanding of their poverty, depicting them with
"pasty faces, angular ill-nourished frames, straw-like
hair."85

Many years will pass before she completely

understands how her own privilege participates in their
poverty.

Her "sojourn" in the Sandhills does little to

reconcile her to either her white or to her black neighbors.
But her journey there will ask her to challenge the stories
and myths of her childhood.
In the Sandhills, Lumpkin struggles to integrate her
understanding of the life of black laborers as told by Lost
Cause myths with the issues that confront her among black
laborers in this desolate area. She had expected to find the
black workers "jolly," contented and musical, workers both
entertaining and respectful.86

She had expected to find the

"'gay chatter of happy voices'" and "'white teeth gleaming
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with happy grins.'"87

She thought that while their "hands"

labored, their voices would be cheerfully at leisure,
relaxed in the pleasant language of the novels clinging to
her memory.

She discovers that while she had divided their

bodies into pieces, the laborers had nonetheless remained
whole, responding to their situation in a pragmatic way:
remaining civil, but reserved and somber:
One can but guess what I had expected to see as I
watched our field hands.
But certainly not these
somber strangers coming and going who seemed not to
care whether they worked for us or someone else, and
who, besides, seemed like people carrying some kind of
burden with which they were preoccupied. 8
As she notes, Lumpkin had misread the nature of labor
in the context of southern farms and fields.

She describes

one incident in which she "tried [her own] hand at picking
cotton" but abandoned the work, discouraged by the
"'backbreaking' labor it required."89

Though the work

seemed easy, it required a constant, monotonous "bending and
picking."90

The labor is signified on her body, on her

metaphorically broken back.

As her body breaks, the myths

surrounding her culture's heritage bend, yielding to insight
about the nature of the cotton economy in the Lost Cause
South; she begins to understand the way the cotton economy
breaks the back of its laborers and the way her own
acquiescence to the system contributes to its abuses.
Yet, she presses this memory out of her consciousness,
as she represses much of her Sandhills' experience, "ready
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to forget [the people] and this ill-begotten country."91

As

she points out, her isolation extended beyond boundaries of
race, also affecting her understanding of low-income white
southerners.

Separated from her school peers by money,

education, manners, clothes, food, and language, Lumpkin
writes that only their youth provided a common meeting
ground: "There was everything, it seemed, to keep us
separate and hardly anything to bridge the gap save out
common childhood.1,92

These differences disturb her,

producing in her insight into her background.
though," she writes,

"It was as

"I had a prearranged advantage in a

race which made me always win."93
Examining these separations of class more closely,
Lumpkin worked temporarily in a shoe factory during the
1920s, where she encountered how the economics of
segregation demanded that white laborers stay in "their
place," separated from the wealth of the upper class.

In

this environment, her body became mechanized, controlled "by
a larger machine that ran all the smaller ones.

. . ."94

She learned that a few southern investors profited by
keeping the majority of southern workers in poverty.
Her body and those of the other workers, now part of the
industrial landscape, assumed their places as
"instruments . . . moved helplessly by a larger machine that
ran all the smaller ones at which we worked, and which was
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operated by some remote control, a vast over-all mechanism
that was not geared to human consequences."95
But, as she writes in her autobiography, before she
begins as an adult to form more complex views concerning
capital and labor, Lumpkin begins her early collegiate years
maintaining the belief system of her childhood.

When she

arrived at Brenau College in 1912, she still held fast to
the mythical knowledge from her youth, denouncing those who
would allow African-Americans equal access to education and
believing that lynching had an appropriate role in the
preservation of the virtue of the white southern lady.
While a student at Brenau, she attends several showings of
D.W. Griffith's A Birth of a Nation, absorbing the "haunting
nostalgia" of Lost Cause images and history:
Here the Klan rode, white robed. Here were romance and
noble white womanhood.
Here was the black figure— and
the fear of the white girl— though the scene blacked
out just in time.
Here were the sinister men the South
scorned and noble men the South revered.
And through
it all the Klan rode. All around me people sighed and
shivered, and now and then shouted or wept, in their
intensity.96
Lumpkin enters Brenau with a reverence for the white South
and leaves remaining enamored with the Klan.

But she has

another awakening into racial consciousness while employed
as a tutor on campus.

An active participant in the YWCA,

she attends a leadership conference where she and other
southern women listen to a lecture by Miss Jane Arthur, a
professional African-American woman from Charlotte, North
Carolina, and a staff member of the YWCA.

Lumpkin is not so
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much disturbed by the fact that an African-American woman is
lecturing as she is by the way her own leader refers to her
as "Miss Arthur," acknowledging the speaker as a woman
deserving respect and consideration.

The naming of the

speaker requires Lumpkin to think of her in different terms,
to bring her into consciousness rather than relegate her to
a forgotten past:
If our leader, in proposing it, had just called the
person "Jane Arthur," our sense of foreboding would not
have been so great. Well, surely, let a "Jane" or a
"Mary" speak to us, if needs must, and that could be
the end of it; we could go away and forget a "Mary" or
a "Jane." We had known and forgotten tens of thousands
of Negro Marys and Janes.
But never a "Miss Arthur."97
In this early step towards integration, segregation
(previously resulting in the loss of memory) begins to lose
its amnesic effects.

No longer possible to forget, to

repress, or to bury, Miss Arthur lives vividly and
decisively in the minds and memories of the members of her
young audience.
Lumpkin witnesses steps taken on other fronts, citing
the effects of World War I on black veterans returning home
determined to end segregation.

As both a staff member of

the YWCA and as a graduate student at Columbia University,
Lumpkin listens as African-Americans voiced their views
concerning segregation.

With clarity, these students

separate their own views from those Lumpkin had learned in
her childhood of the Lost Cause South:
They continually held our discussion to facts, which
they were versed in. Hitherto my Southerness had
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protected me from the devastating potency of facts.
Here I found no escape from them, nor did one side of
me wish to escape but drove my mind open to take the
consequences.98
Lumpkin realizes that her own conflict concerning racial
issues was significantly different than the one black
southerners were fighting.

She had been determined to

separate fact from fiction in discussions of racial
inferiority or superiority, but the African-American
students had already studied the facts.

Their struggle was

in changing the narrative of the myth and to survive and
prevail over its consequences for their lives.

Lumpkin

continues to question the validity of the Lost Cause myth,
still uncertain where to divide fact from fiction.

However,

these other students were working to change the content of a
myth they had never found valid.

When Lumpkin realizes how

white supremacy has blinded her, she understands how the
myth has endangered the lives of those African-American
students who had given no credence to its tenets:
And yet one day it struck me with stunning force that
these men and women were plainly unconcerned with the
problem I faced.
I might be wrestling with inferiority
of race, but not these Negroes.
To them it was
nonexistent, only a fiction, a myth, which white minds
had created for reasons of their own. A vicious myth,
to be sure; one with a history, which could and did
wreck havoc in the life of their people, but a myth
pure and simple just the same.99
Acknowledging the existence and persistence of the
myth, Lumpkin once again turns to the body as a source of
representation and, in this case, of transformation.

Again,

she turns to language, in this case to the embodiment of the
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Word, to resume her representation of the body and her
transformation of identity.

She reexamines her vision of

the Word in relation to Christ, but also in relation to her
own body and to the southern body as a cultural force.

In

part, her move (like many who joined the civil rights
movement) from Christianity as defined by Lost Cause
ideology to Christianity designed to care for the
underprivileged occurred as a reaction to the Social Gospel
of the 1920s and 1930s, particularly as that movement
identified inequities created by industrial growth and
racial boundaries.100

She envisioned, like many of those

around her, a "new epoch," an apocalyptic moment.

When, she

asked, would "the new day mankind hoped for begin to
dawn?"101
The moment arrives for Lumpkin in the Incarnation; the
Word becomes flesh when Miss Arthur rises to speak to the
white southern students.

Lumpkin compares herself— and her

fellow students— to Eve who, in the Garden of Eden, had
eaten of the Tree of Knowledge.

But in this instance when

woman disobeys a seemingly "universal law," no disastrous
consequences occur from her rebellion.

Lumpkin's "Lost

Cause termed sacred"102 had begun to melt.
And as she relates the activities of Miss Arthur,
Lumpkin continues to transform the image of the AfricanAmerican body.

Miss Arthur's body becomes a site of power;

she stands in front of an audience that must see her as
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whole and unbroken.

"What she talked about," Lumpkin

writes, "was not of such great consequence: what mattered
was that she entered the door and stood before us."103
the Word and the flesh are the same.
flesh.

Yet,

The Word becomes

Lumpkin is using Christian iconography to express

the change in perception of Miss Arthur's body.

No longer

divided into laboring pieces, the African-American body
stands as a message of strength.
Lumpkin reshapes her own body into a site of southern
diversity that encompasses race and class, writing that it
was her acknowledgment of a diverse South that completes her
refashioning:
It took the years of the twenties to show me how
diverse were Southerners, and how different the strains
of Southern heritage that had been handed on, for
instance, by the white millions whose forbears never
owned slaves, and also by the Negro millions whose
people had been held in slavery . . . .
As it came
about, it was this different South that in the end drew
me towards my refashioning, even as my Old South
receded ever farther into history.104
The Making of a Southerner, as the title suggests, is
an intensely self-conscious work.

Both Lumpkin and her

father are made by the social forces surrounding them, but
they are also made by Lumpkin herself.

This text is about

the making of a southerner through autobiography, about the
making of an autobiography, about Lumpkin's reconstruction
of herself by piecing her body together through language.
In other words, Lumpkin illustrates the obstacles faced by a
writer who attempts to alter the discourse of a white
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regional memory grounded in white supremacy and maintained
by segregation.

She must first attend to the body, to

integrate the pieces of self divided by the social neurosis
manifested by segregation.

Her own body will be reborn,

will take on new blood, will be made whole, will no longer
tremble.

She removes the hands she once used to cover her

ears, and she listens to the casualties of oppression.

The

Word, in both a theological and linguistic sense, intrigues
her, opens for her an avenue in which to "refashion" herself
and to reenvision other possibilities for the meaning of
African-American bodies.

"I was a young person," she

writes, "able blandly to assume that the Word could be made
flesh and dwell among men.
never seen it in the flesh.

Except, of course, that I had
Until I saw it, it had not

remotely occurred to me what this might be thought to
||1 0 5
mean.”
__ -

_ —

Both the transformation of body into language (the
writing of autobiography) and the transformation of language
into body (the Incarnation) create a means in Lumpkin's work
for reconstruction and redemption in both regional and
theological terms.

Her message is one of apocalyptic

redemption, as well as a re-imagining of regional redemption
as defined by the Redeemers of post-Reconstruction, who
referred to redemption as putting African-Americans back in
a subservient place.

By placing her body and the bodies of

other southerners in meaningful ways throughout The Making—
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by consciously placing them in the margins and behind the
parentheses and by showing them as broken, divided, and
abused— Lumpkin rewrites their inscribed messages.
Redemption no longer signifies the end of Reconstruction and
the reestablishment of white rule, but the whole and
complete presence of black bodies in places of power.
Lumpkin uses the social gospel to validate her position.
Referring to the biblical concept of the body of Christ as
emblematic of and contained in the Word, Lumpkin places the
bodies of southerners into language, into her autobiography.
Then by forcing the language back into the body, the Word
back into speaking flesh, she seals her own message of
redemption.

Lumpkin draws on language to recreate her

identity, uses her autobiography to establish her vision of
meaning across southern bodies, reformulates the meaning of
her blood and refashions her forebears.

She places herself

in the context of a society defined by diversity and
difference instead of one maintained by white rule.

"It

took a fresh reading of our past," she writes, "to find
buried there not a little that told of the strivings of
these various Southerners after a different South."106
Lumpkin rereads the past where she first heard it
spoken: at regional sites of burial.

In her own translation

of the southern past, she goes beyond Lost Cause death
rituals of her childhood, focusing instead on the cause of
the lost, on "the destitution, the drabness of life, the
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spiritual and material exploitation, which was the lot of so
many."107

She finds this new reading of the past at the

doors of segregation:

"And the South being the South, where

could such a beginning of knowledge eventuate except at the
barriers which had so vigilantly erected to segregate
Negroes?"108

Her conversion reaches deep within her,

occurring even within her blood: "Change was in my blood.
could see it now.

I was in truth its offspring."109

I

The

nature of her change, her emphasis throughout her text on
the power of communion (itself a ritual defined by the
transformation of body and blood) , changes not only her
interpretation of her past but also reflects a change in her
body, most specifically in her bloodline.

Previously, she

had acknowledged her father and his Lost Cause principles as
her progenitor.

She was baptized in these principles.

But

by this point in her text, she has a new father, the
benevolent Father of the Social Gospel, a figure who
represents change.
blood.

The change is made on her body, in her

Connerton argues that "the value of blood is that it

is a sign . . . the blood relation is crucial in the
mechanics and ceremonies of power."

Continuing, he writes,

"If blood proves membership of an ancient group, that
membership must also be visibly displayed.1,110
displays her blood.

Lumpkin

It represents her change, her movement

towards refashioning herself.

No longer bound by the

principles of Lost Cause sentiment as her childhood baptism
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demanded, she is open now to a diverse South, composed of
many people and many ideas.
Still, Lumpkin acknowledges the consequences of white
collective memory, asserting that the doctrine of Lost Cause
sentiment "made us who were our fathers1 children inheritors
of a very strange confusion."111

She has difficulty ending

the text as she waits for the changes to occur, as she
awaits for the arrival of a new heaven.

Book Six, "And a

New Earth," opens with the recognition that five years have
passed while she was still making changes.

She ends her

autobiography with a chapter titled "Time of Change," noting
that after the passage of two decades "the old life goes
on," and "the old ways still mold the lives of Southern
children.1,112

And thus her epic ends without pomp and

circumstance, without glory or honor.

In fact, her epic

falls apart (as she intends) because it no longer speaks
about the solidified past, but emphasizes innovation and
change.
In 1980, Lumpkin added an Afterward to her
autobiography.

In it, she remained hopeful for the future

and expressed surprise at the steps towards desegregation
taken since she published The Making during the 1940s.
Nevertheless, she remained discouraged by the segregation
and poverty still widespread not only in the South but in
the nation at large.

With these problems still haunting

regional and national identity, the text continues to wait
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for change, Lumpkin relying on the memory of progress to
keep her spirits lifted.

Her text unravels the epic

tendencies of white collective memory but still searches for
a means of closure.

As a white author writing about

regional concerns, Lumpkin spent prodigious textual effort
in removing herself from the chords of white supremacy and
in establishing a new meaning for her body and a forum for
her voice.

She ignores the death of the ruling patriarch,

allows her body to move towards the center of the text, and
listens to the voices of African-Americans.

Lumpkin

searches for a way of representing a diverse South but finds
she can only point to it in The Making of a Southerner.

She

cannot remove the obstacle of continuing segregation from
the layout of her text, nor can she fully remove the damage
(the splits and fissures)

it caused.

Segregation breaks

down the work, further fragmenting a genre already defined
by its splintered parts.
These tensions that haunt her text also create problems
in bodily representation, perhaps best represented at her
own grave site.

In 1903, school children gathered at

Elmwood Cemetery in Columbia during the week of the reunion.
The children had gathered under the guidance of the UDC to
spread flowers and wreaths on the Confederate graveyard
located in Elmwood.

The State called the event "one of the

most complete observances of this almost sacred ceremony. .
. . second only to that of two years ago when the noble
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Hampton himself led the way to the place where the heroes
lie buried."113
Seven years later, in a plot just a few feet away from
the Confederate cemetery, William Lumpkin was buried, joined
by his wife in 1925.

The writing on their stone

reestablished William's significance as a veteran and his
wife's position in relation to William:
William Wallace Lumpkin,
Born Oglethorpe Co. Ga. 1849,
Died Columbia, S.C. 1910
A Soldier of the Confederacy
Annie C. Morris
Wife of
William Wallace Lumpkin
Born Meriwether County, Georgia 1856
Died Columbia, S.C. 1925
Eighty-five years to the week after the Confederate reunion,
Katharine DuPre Lumpkin was buried in Elmwood next to her
father.

As in her life, the ambiguities and contradictions

of the Lost Cause tradition followed her into death.

Though

her marker provides only her name and her dates of birth and
death, she is buried under the Lumpkin family name, beneath
her father's Confederate marker and within a few feet of his
Confederate comrades.
Her own marker records only the dates of her birth and
death, citing December 22, 1896, as her birth date, although
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she maintained her birth was in 1897.
her birth in Oglethorpe County.

No records remain of

That the date of her birth

is uncertain would perhaps have been of little concern to
Lumpkin, who never acknowledges her birth in her
autobiography.

Her story is one of rebirth, of a

refashioning of self and of culture.

But as she makes clear

in The Making of a Southerner, her story is also one of
failed promises, of hesitant new heavens, and of a timid new
earth.

Today, her body lies unobtrusively next to the

fathers and followers of Confederate nationalism and Lost
Cause convictions.
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CHAPTER III
"Forgotten Graves of Memory"
LILLIAN SMITH
December 12, 1897-September 28, 1968
"Death Can Kill a Man;
That Is All It Can Do To
Him; It Cannot End His Life.
Because of Memory. . . . "
epitaph
Laurel Falls
Lillian Smith reviewed The Making of a Southerner for
the New York Herald Tribune, praising the book for its
honest approach to white supremacy but noting it lacked an
analysis

of

whatshe believed

to be a central defining

triangle

in

thesouthern race

relations: sex,sin, and

segregation.

Two years later, in 1949, Smith published

Killers of the Dream, a work she called her autobiography as
a southerner, a work using segregation as a defining
metaphor for the southern condition.
If Lumpkin layers the epic into her autobiography,
Smith layers the gothic.

Killers of the Dream is a ghost

story, set in graveyards alive to displaced ghosts, in
coastal swamps on a "trembling" earth, in "tombstones
stiffened" in the mind.1

"Everywhere," Smith writes, "there

were ghosts wandering through our everyday lives."2

The

ghosts are "breathing symbol[s]"3 of a segregated South
divided and haunted by a system that harms not only the
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African-American children it seeks to diminish but also the
white children caught in its contradictions.
Like Lumpkin, Smith draws from the cultural work of the
Ku Klux Klan, particularly in the way the Klan used ghosts,
cemeteries, and other gothic images to represent itself.
According to popular belief and to its early historians,
Klan members assumed the roles of ghost and ghoul in order
to represent themselves as dead Confederate soldiers.
According to Mary Woodson Jarvis' 1902 account, Klan members
met their victims with "icy hands, forged from iron, or
severed from the elbows of some skeleton, and consequently
denuded of all flesh . . . extended in greeting from beneath
. . . ghostly robes," the victims "believing that the ghosts
of the Confederate dead were stalking abroad in the land."4
Another of the Klan's early historians published a
letter by James R. Crowe, one of the charter members of the
Klan, that established the ghost persona as representative
of the Confederate dead and the Klan's den as a supposedly
haunted fortress:
. . . our regular den was made in the old residence of
of Dr. Benjamin Carter.
The house had been wrecked by
a tornado, only one room left, and that was hidden by
the debris of a large building. The house was supposed
to be haunted, this served our purposes well, as we
played upon the superstitious, and made them believe
we were the spirits of dead Confederates.5
In fact, ghosts, ghouls, and goblins were each names of
various branches within Klan hierarchy.

The 1908 Revised

and Amended Prescript of the Ku Klux Klan listed the body
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politic of the order to "be known and designated as
'Ghouls"’ and the Grand Giant of the Province as responsible
for appointing his Goblins.
gothic tones and images.

And orders from the Klan struck

One order announced that "the

horrible Sepulchre and Bloody Moon has at last arrived."
Another was littered with ghosts, beginning its announcement
in an uncovered grave:
Shadowed Brotherhood! Murdered
heroes!
Fling the bloody dirt that covers you
to the four winds!
Erect thy Goddess
on the banks of the Avernus.
Mark
well your foes! Strike with the red hot
spear!
Prepare Charon for his task!
Enemies reform! The skies shall
be blackened! A single Star shall
look down upon horrible deeds!
The
night owl shall hoot a requiem o'er
Ghostly Corpses!
Beware! Beware! Beware!
The Great Cyclops is angry! Hob
goblins report!
Shear and lash!
Tar and feathers! Hell and Fury!
Revenge! Revenge! Revenge!
Bad men! white, black, yellow, re
pent!
The hour is at hand!
Be ye ready!
Life is short!. J.H.S.Y.W.!!!
Ghosts! Ghosts! Ghosts!
Drink thy tea made of distilled hell,
stirred with the lightning of heaven,
and sweetened with the gall of thine
enemies!
All will be well!!!
By order of the Great
BLUFUSTIN.
G.S. K.K.K.6
Nevertheless, the Klan was not using these images
merely to frighten.

The organization's use of ghosts was

also a means of memory, a way of referring to the
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Confederate dead.

Those who published the revised

prescripts dedicated their service "to the shades of the
venerated dead."7

In this sense, the ghosts and ghouls

served as reminders of the Confederate dead, just as the
monuments and memorials did in Lost Cause celebrations.
The dead body, then, served two functions in white
collective memory, being both a tool of fear and a tool of
memory.

In both instances, the use of the dead body was

intended to maintain white supremacy.
Smith borrows from this gothic tradition as exploited
by the Klan, but revises the meaning of the dead body within
its tradition, just as she revises the meaning of the dead
body within other Confederate traditions of memory.

She

takes her reader to the site of collective Klan and Lost
Cause memory: to cemeteries home to the southern dead,
haunted by ghosts of the past— ghosts who represent white
supremacy.

But unlike Lost Cause proponents and those of

the pre-World War I Klan, Smith is writing in the late 1940s
when desegregation had become a major focus of civil rights'
advocates.

Her immediate concern is how segregation is

wrapped into regional conceptions of identity, particularly
in how that identity is shaped by regional definitions of
sex and sin.

In examining these issues of identity, Smith

turns to the dead body and reestablishes its meaning within
the context of racism and oppression.

She identifies the

dead body as a site of segregation, an object nailed in a
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box and separated from other human beings.

Instead of being

a site of white collective memory, the dead body in Smith's
text becomes split, fractured, ghost-like, vague, and
incomplete.
In Killers of the Dream, memory is almost as elusive as
the ghosts themselves.

In fact, one means Smith uses to

represent memory is through the textual ghosts she scatters
between the pages of her autobiography.

Like the ghosts,

memory is certainly fleeting, deceptive, and unreliable, but
more importantly, it is where the schizoid nature of the
individual and the culture is made manifest.
repressed, forgotten, amnesic.

Memory is

It divides the individual

from her past, her actions from her thoughts.

In Smith's

text, memory refuses to solidify the individual and the
region (as it does in Lost Cause celebrations), but is
fractured by the tenets of white supremacy— more immediately
by the practice of segregation— and like the regional
psyche, body, and land, memory is split.
Smith regarded segregation as an international problem
as well as a national and regional one, comparing the
institution to its "twin brother" colonialism and writing in
an article for Redbook that segregation was an apt symbol
for describing the modern condition:
As a writer, my special point of view, my personal way
of looking at life, has been determined by my
experiences with segregation— which is far more than
a social or economic or political problem.
Segregation
is a symptom of a dehumanizing way of life that
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springs from our loss of vision of the human being
and his future.8
Smith hoped to contribute to the process of creating a
new South, of instituting a way of life to replace the laws
and practices of segregation.

Though she disliked the

concept of integration as a foundation for the future, she
was concerned with teaching people how to live peacefully in
a multi-cultural society.

Smith believed that integration

was dangerously close to assimilation, a term signifying
absorption.

She was searching for language that opened the

region to the possibilities of a multi-cultural, mutuallysupportive environment.

She preferred to use desegregation

as a more appropriate term, but sometimes referred to the
new era in southern race relations as a gestalt, as a
complete whole— as "a new coming together of multiple
forces"9— with each element of the culture serving to give
identity to the whole but with none of the elements being
absorbed by the others.
Smith lived out her possibilities for this new gestalt
in her camp, Laurel Falls,

located in Clayton, Georgia.

Though the camp became what Jo Ann Robinson has referred to
as a "living work of art," Smith focused much of her energy
toward "the inner growth of girls, seeking to come to grips
with the emotional, biological, and social forces at work in
their lives."10

They discussed, she continues, issues

"little girls dared not broach anywhere else: their bodies,
their fears, their sense that not everything their parents
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did and said was right."11

In these cabins in the north

Georgia mountains, Smith developed a new type of southern
community, a space where southern girls could discuss such
pertinent issues as those surrounding the atomic bomb,
segregation, and colonialism or such culturally taboo issues
as those surrounding masturbation and the sexual images of
black men and white women.

On the grounds of Laurel Falls,

the campers learned drama, sculpture, dance, and poetry;
they learned athletic skills involved in swimming and
horsemanship.
The camp becomes particularly important within the
context of Killers of the Dream, becomes a site where young
southern girls were encouraged to develop ideals upholding
human rights, to strengthen their bodies, and to sharpen
their philosophical and political minds.

In Smith's

autobiography, the camp is contrasted with the plantation
home, the Big House, which represents a site of segregation,
a place where the cultural forces of segregation are mapped
and implemented in the southern family.

Smith uses both the

cabins of Laurel Falls and the plantation home to discuss
cultural identity: the cabins as a means for discussing the
possibilities for an equitable race and gender climate in
the South and the plantation home as a site for reliving the
tragedies, chasms, and adversities created by white
supremacy.
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In Killers of the Dream, a text she calls ''Every
Southerner's memoir,"12 Smith examines the implications of
white supremacy, using memory as a springboard into race
relations.

She visualizes memory, trcinsforming it into

spatial objects, writing, for instance, of the "forgotten
graves of memory,"13 where she gives memory a body,
sometimes buried and forgotten, but just as often haunted
and disturbed by the southern experience.

This body moves

ghostlike between the present and the past.
Like Lumpkin's work, Smith's Killers of the Dream finds
as much significance in the repression of memory as in its
outward display.

Where Lumpkin uses quotation marks to

indicate the presence of regional amnesia, Smith uses
ellipses to make note of it.

Where Lumpkin uses quotation

marks to bring into question the language of the southern
past, Smith uses ellipses as a ghostly, metaphorical, half
formed presence of southern memory.

Like the ghosts that

haunt her text, the ellipses often represent incomplete,
irrational, mythical, or forgotten memories.

The ghosts

represent the intrusion of the past onto the present and the
ellipses mark their damage in language.

In Smith's text,

the ghosts of the southern past are always present, but
often inarticulate.

In her introduction, Smith includes the

use of ellipses to refer to her text as a site where memory
is initially repressed but finally restored: "The book
brings it back: the ruthless games . . . the protectiveness
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of those who loved us . . . the smells— how stubbornly they
cling to everything.1114

In this case, as in others, the

book acts as a site of memory, as a psychological tool used
to retrieve, or to create, memory.

For instance, as the

book recalls the ruthless games of the above passage, the
reader fills in images for those games (one thinks of
Lumpkin pretending she were a member of the Klan) with his
or her individual experiences.

The book begins to act as a

therapeutic tool, retrieving painful and displaced memories.
As the text brings to consciousness the "protectiveness of
those who loved us," Killers of the Dream (like Lumpkin's
work) throws doubt onto that protectiveness, forcing the
reader to question how adult protection could have created
splits in the southern child's psyche.

Here, as in

Lumpkin's work, Smith is using Freudian concepts concerning
memory and trauma as an artistic device, as a means for
establishing dialogue about the consequences of memory as
perpetuated in Lost Cause sentiment.

Using ellipsis marks,

Smith is able to discuss memory in terms of its repression,
noting what has been left out or forgotten and for what
reasons.

She is able to let memory, as represented in Lost

Cause traditions, play havoc with her text as, she argues,
it will play havoc with southern minds and bodies.
Smith chooses the ghost as a site where dialogue about
absence will take place.

In describing southern ghosts, she

discusses the "physical setting for the tangled dreams and
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anxieties" and again uses ellipses to unite past and present
fears in an unspeakable but widely-recognized context.

The

ghosts of haunted language, the ellipses floating in and out
of memory, speak softly to their listeners:
Green cypress blowing through the memory, held firmly
to the past by its dark old knobby knees lost in brown
water . . . rivers that go underground and creep up
miles away . . . earth that shakes as you walk
carefully on it, in swamp and edge of old moss-shadowed
lakes.15
The South as a landscape is recalled, perhaps reimagined, by
memory.

The landscape is frightening, gothic, and murky—

though what goes unrepresented in this passage is meant to
promote even more fear: the space where trees disappear into
the swamp water and where rivers return from the
underground.

In these sites of horror, these pieces of the

unspeakable, Smith's text speaks most forcefully.
Constructing a home for the ghosts of white supremacy,
Smith brings to her text the haunted house, or the "Big
House," the domestic plantation that represents in Killers
of the Dream the foundation of segregation.

Like much of

what haunts Smith's text, the home is compared to the
cemetery: "A number of old southern homes are maintained,
like mausoleums, and opened at stated intervals for the
devout to visit."16

Here, children learn to interpret the

symbols of segregation and the complicated rules of living
in a segregated society.

They learn to read their

landscapes, to differentiate between the backyard as a place
set aside for blacks and the front yard as a site for whites
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only.

This house is a graveyard, a place where ghosts

reside, a place where ghosts are manufactured by the
politics of regional race relations.
Smith believed segregation resulted in a split within
the white southern mind and body, in a divided— "trembling"-landscape, in a landscape shaken and shattered by the rules
and customs of segregation, in a landscape haunted and
tormented by segregation's consequences.

She believed

segregation served to divide people and to provide a
physical and emotional space that traumatized the children
of the region.

The divisions implicit in segregation served

as a catalyst for split psyches, shattered memories,
fractioned bodies.

For Lumpkin, the psychic split occurs

when her father beats the family's black cook; for Smith,
the split comes from the trauma of race relations, from the
divisions created in the white southern mind from
contradictions in family and religious life and from
confusing sexual experiences.
In her autobiography, Smith refers to the segregated
South as "a culture split into a thousand pieces."17

She

opens her book with a reference to the "pieces of a small
Deep South town" wandering by her.18

She believes her own

mind and body have been split— have been schizophrenically
divided— by segregation and she informs her readers of the
dialogue within herself concerning segregation and its
impact on her life history:
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I wrote [Killers of the Dream] because I had to find
out what life in a segregated culture had done to me,
one person; I had to put down on paper these
experiences so that I could see their meaning for me.
I was in dialogue with myself as I wrote, as well as
with my hometown and my childhood and history and the
future, and the past.1
In the midst of this divided culture sits her childhood
home, a "home that gathers memories like dust."20

Unlike

Lumpkin, who focuses on her father's role in socializing
her, Smith analyzes her childhood by reexamining her
mother's role in teaching her southern mores.

She refers to

her mother and to other southern women as mirrors
"reflecting life outside the home, inside their memory,
outside the home," and to herself and the other children as
"spectators entranced by the bright and terrible images we
saw there."21

In a speech on autobiography she delivered at

the University of Florida in the early 1960s, Smith pointed
out that woman has served as a mirror figure for man since
Eve first confronted Adam.

But the horror in the above

passage is not only that woman conspicuously reflects the
outside world but that even her memories are open to the
public, accessible to small children who sit fascinated and
horrified by the show.

The southern woman's transmission of

memory moves through her body and into her thoughts.

Her

memories become public property, obscenely available.
Through her mother, Smith learns the nuances of segregation,
the spoken and unspoken rules.

Her mother's body serves as
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a stage set, as a sort of mnemonic peep show where the body
exhibits the terrors of white southern memory.
One instance Smith finds particularly unsettling and
one that establishes the home as a significant location for
the establishment of race relations occurs when an
apparently white child named Janie is found living in the
African-American community and is brought to the Smith
household to begin a new life.

As she introduces the event,

Smith positions the reader in her home, making certain the
reader is able to understand how her family life is
pertinent to the white southern experience, how her family
life represents the typical southern experience:
I should like to preface the account by giving a brief
glimpse of my family hoping the reader, entering my
home with me, will be able to blend the edges of this
isolated experience into more full life picture and in
doing so will see that it is, in a sense, everybody's
story.22
After several weeks of boarding Janie, the Smiths and the
rest of the white community discover Janie is indeed an
African-American and send her back to her original home.
While acknowledging Janie must have suffered greatly from
the sudden changes. Smith focuses in her autobiography on
her own memory of the event, repressed for thirty years
after the fact.

Janie becomes "a symbol of buried

experiences that [she] did not have access to."23

In her

home, she witnesses the arbitrariness of segregation and its
impact not only on Janie but also on Smith's own parents in
whom she has lost trust.

Furthermore, when Smith asks
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questions about Janie's removal, her parents refuse to
answer her, suppressing the possibility of dialogue about
racial issues and creating an atmosphere where the unspoken
was often more meaningful than the spoken in relation to
signs and their meanings:

. . w e learned far more from

acts than words, more from a raised eyebrow, a joke, a
shocked voice, a withdrawing movement of the body, a long
silence, than from long sentences.1'24

The body's actions

dictated and established meaning within the boundaries of
segregation, teaching children codes of behavior through a
symbolic language of its own.
Again using domestic space as a meeting point for race
relations, Smith discusses the Association of Southern Women
for the Prevention of Lynching, describing the activities of
their members in domestic terms that revise the
stereotypical role of white, upper-class women.

Jessie

Daniel Ames and other leaders of the movement used the image
of the southern woman as a position from which to speak
about lynching, rejecting the notion that lynchings were
carried out to protect white women.

Not entirely pleased

with the association's impact, Smith writes that their
"housecleaning of Dixie"25 proved useful but inadequate.
Borrowing domestic terminology to describe the early actions
of association members, she writes that these women "bake[d]
the first pan of bread" in their efforts to eliminate
lynching, but instead of challenging the patriarchal system,
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they merely cleaned a place or two with their "mops and
brooms."26
Though Smith uses domestic imagery here to make her own
point, she maintained that the white woman's duty of
preserving the home perpetuated white supremacy and
compounded the neuroses of a segregated society.

Still,

Smith points to the patriarchal system as the source of
neurosis.

She refers to Paul as "that great misogynist,"

arguing that "the patriarchal protest against the ancient
matriarch has borne strange fruit through the years."27
According to Smith, the difficulties in joining segregation
to other national and religious beliefs proved emotionally
shattering to white southerners who espoused firm beliefs in
Protestant theology and in the American Dream, where an
emphasis on egalitarian individuality loomed large.

She

examines three southern relationships and the ways they
produce angst and anxiety, referring to the relationships as
ghost stories developing out of the southern experience.
First, she studies the relationship between white men and
black women, then moves to the lives of the children borne
of those relationships and finally to white southern
children's relationship with their black nurses.

Smith

writes that these relationships, created out of slavery and
continuing into the system of segregation, "haunt the
southern mind,"28 splitting it into neurotic pieces.

They

are representative of "little ghosts playing and laughing
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and weeping on the edges of the southern memory.

. . ."29

The mores of sex are central to these relationships:
"Whenever, wherever, race relations are discussed in the
United States, sex moves arm and arm with the concept of
segregation.1,30
Segregation, as Smith wrote in an article for Datebook,
was a learned practice, memorized in the "muscles of the
body."31

White children's sexual understandings of their

bodies found a teacher in the customs of segregation:
"Signs put over doors in the world outside and over minds
seemed natural enough to children like us, for signs had
already been put over forbidden areas of our body."32
Certainly, children were not the only portion of the
white population unbalanced by the customs of segregation.
Smith creates a ghostly, insane picture of the white
plantation matriarch in her depiction of Miss Sue, who
"floats" through town childlike and dreamy, trapped in
memory.

In Miss Sue, Smith establishes the southern woman

as a shadow, as a specter indicative of the consequences of
white supremacy, as a warning to southerners who continue to
live in the past.

"You would watch her, bemused," Smith

writes, "not certain after a moment whether it was Miss Sue
or your own strange notions walking down the road beyond
you."33
Throughout Killers of the Dream, Smith allows
appearances by the insane to create southern identity.
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ghosts represent haunted ties between the past and the
present— the inability of those living in the present to
release the past— the insane embody ties between the
mythical, illusive, neurotic mind that cultivates racism and
the broken, split minds of Smith's readers.

Insanity

developed out of the dynamics of the ghost relationships
learned in the segregated home, and it led, according to
Smith, to further segregation.
was the segregated mind.

For Smith, the insane mind

It was the mind split, divided in

a "massive schizophrenic withdrawal."34

Using imagery

Lumpkin found useful in The Making of a Southerner, Smith
calls these memories developed in Lost Cause childhoods a
"never-never land" that leads to "collective madness."35
The segregated South served as a home for the insane, served
as an asylum housing people whose minds had been splintered
by the segregated system:
A culture split in a thousand pieces. That is
segregation.
I am remembering: a woman in a mental
hospital walking four steps out, four steps in, unable
to go further because she has drawn an invisible line
around her small world and is terrified to take one
step beyond it . . . A man in a Disturbed Ward
assigning "places" to the other patients and
violently insisting that each stay in his place . . . A
Negro woman saying to me so quietly, "We cannot ride
together on the bus, you know.
It is not legal to be
human down here."
Memory, walking the street's of one's childhood . . .
of the town where one was born.36
Memory is a literary space Smith uses to examine past
events, interpret them, and illustrate their consequences
for individual psyches and for the regional mind.
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In Smith's text, the black man and the financiallyoppressed white woman also felt the social and sexual
consequences of the patriarchal system.

In lynching

rituals, sex as manifested in the white male's consciousness
found an outlet on the body of the black man:
. . . there have been too many lynchings in the South
of this nature where the Negro— a stranger to the mob
who lynched him— has not only been shot but his body
riddled with bullets (each person in the group killing
this lifeless body again and again) , for us not to
understand that the lynched Negro becomes not an object
that must die but a receptacle for every man's damnedup hate, and a receptacle for every man's forbidden
feelings.
Sex and hate, cohabiting in the darkness of
minds. . . . That, sometimes, the lynchers do cut off
genitals of the lynched and divide them into bits to be
distributed to participants as souvenirs is no more
than a coda to this composition of hate and guilt and
sex and fear, created by our way of life.37
If the white upper-class, southern woman served as a vessel
that contained southern virtue, purity, and strength— as a
porcelain vessel, steel magnolia, or lily white maiden— the
black man served as a receptacle for fears concerning sexual
and social boundaries.

Each lynching, Smith notes, shakes

not only the land of Dixie but "shakes the whole world,"38
adding to the "trembling," haunted character of the region
and carrying its ramifications across the earth.
The under-class white woman fell victim to another
angle of chauvinism inherent in southern white supremacy.
Her survival demanded she work long, difficult hours as a
farm laborer while attempting to maintain a code of
womanhood inaccessible to her and, in fact, used against
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her.

Smith compares the woman's body to the land in her

discussion of how female laborers suffered under the system:
Only a people aggressive, wasteful and greedy could
have stripped the soil and the forest of richness as
did these southern settlers. Taking what they needed
from it, then throwing it aside, uncaring what happened
to it, was an outward expression, an acting out, too
often, of their secret feelings about women.
The
gullied land of the South, washed-out and eroded,
matched the washed-out women of the rural South whose
bodies were often used as ruthlessly as was the
land. . . .39
Held hostage to and raped by masculine power, the woman's
body and the land it represents sustain another consequence
of white supremacy.
Therefore, the body serves as a site of representation
of the South's segregated, violated land and of its
segregated, violent social and political structure.

It

serves also as a site of memory, recording the mixture of
sex and segregation within the habitual memory of the
muscles.

It serves as a site of learning, where young

children read and interpret the movements of parental
bodies.

Body language, as Smith describes it, is not only

how the body sends messages of meaning but how language is
actually posted on signs across and above the body, signs
linking sex to segregation.

Eventually, the signs become

obsolete as the white body carries itself in habitual motion
to places in the landscape where access is guaranteed:
What white southerner of my generation ever stops to
think consciously where to go or asks himself if it is
right for him to go there1 His muscles know where he
can go and take him to the front of the streetcar, to
the front of the bus, to the big school . . . into the
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best his town has to offer its citizens. These
ceremonials in honor of white supremacy, performed from
babyhood, slip from the conscious mind down deep into
muscles and glands and become difficult to tear out.40
Bodily memory moves whites smoothly across planes of entry.
In Smith's analysis, white southerners use the black
body as a means of controlling memory.

As long as regional

memories carry fear or guilt, the black body serves as a
site to eradicate them.

"One is not satisfied, 11 Smith

writes, "that 'the enemy* be dead; one must tear up and
mutilate until nothing is left to remind one that a person
once existed."41

With the mutilation of the body comes the

mutilation of the memories of slavery and segregation:

"It

was as if one must destroy the very memory of a
relationship, tearing every fiber of it out of one's
life."42

Yet, the mutilation of memory here is superficial.

The memory, in Smith's view, becomes inaccessible, becomes
repressed and leads to the further shattering of the self.
Smith searched for a means to create a new, progressive
environment in the South based on desegregation and
ultimately leading to the wholeness of the individual.
During the years she was writing Killers of the Dream, Smith
also owned and managed Laurel Falls Camp for Girls in
Clayton, Georgia.

She directed the camp from 1925 until

1948, closing it the year before Killers was published.
Margaret Rose Gladney writes that Smith "created and
sustained the camp as an educational institution whose
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primary objective was always the growth of individual
children into whole, mature human individuals."43
Located in the mountains of North Georgia, the camp had
an approximately one to three counselor-to-camper ratio,
taught such arts as ballet, silver smithing, pottery, and
writing and encouraged participation in various sports or
sport-related activities.

Smith hired college graduates as

counselors, some holding advanced degrees; occasionally, she
hired prestigious artists to teach their specialties in the
camp.

Gladney, who sees the camp as an microcosm, as an

experiment towards the world Smith hoped to see developed in
the South, notes that the new society was gender-specific:
Through the camp, she also came close to creating the
world she wanted to live in, a world where every child
could experience esteem, where individual creativity
could be encouraged by a supportive community, where
old ideas were questioned and new ones explored, and
where differences could be appreciated.
Not
surprisingly, it was a world composed almost
entirely of women, and Lillian Smith was in
charge.
In this new vision of the region, Smith draws on
gendered issues, establishing a new arrangement for the
region's white children, a society designed for them based
on intellectual, philosophical, and athletic sorority. The
camp fostered discussion on ideas relevant to the southern
condition.

Believing that sex and sin— as defined by the

church and passed on through the family— and segregation— as
dictated by the majority of white social and political
institutions— had resulted in the creation of a confused and
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neurotic southern culture, Smith allowed and promoted
discussion of taboo issues, including masturbation, Jim
Crow, and the symbolic nature of lynching.

Political

discussions examined the United States' use of the atomic
bomb.

At the end of World War II, one camper asked Smith,

"Do you think we would have dropped it [atomic bomb] on
white people?"45
A gymnasium located across from the campers' cabins
provided space for theater and dance.

Smith often used

images of statecraft in her descriptions of southern
culture, describing the southern town as "a fine stage-set
for Southern Tradition to use as it teaches its children the
twisting turning dance of segregation."4b In Killers of the
Dream, she describes one play the campers created and
performed after reading The Little Prince.

The play

introduced such characters as Southern Tradition, Religion,
Science, and Conscience, whom the Prince carried with him
into the world of experience.

As Smith explains in her

autobiography, the play illustrated to the children how they
had learned their values and emphasized to her how the camp
served to bring southern children to a point of recognition
about their heritage and their own possibilities for change
within it.
In the play, a conflict occurs when the Prince decides
to change tradition by playing with children of all races,
religions, and classes.

The white campers creating the play
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struggle with the implications of change, with the idea that
segregation would have to be destroyed for the change to
occur.

Religion, having earlier bowed to the wishes of

Southern Tradition, finally chooses to help the Prince in
his goal.

After much debate and soul-searching, the play

concludes with the children of the world playing peacefully
together.
In her text, Smith points to serious childhood games as
a means of maintaining collective cultural memory.

With her

camp, she introduces another possible route into southern
identity.

She offers the campers of Laurel Falls a world

unlike the Plantation Big House, unlike the domestic
mausoleums of their childhood socialization.

In the cabins

of Laurel Falls, these upper-class female campers were
taught through discussion, practice, and education the
advantages of building bridges to the future, bridges that
Smith hoped would heal the divisions created by white
supremacy.

For Smith, human progress depended on the

ability of human beings to bridge the chasms between the
past and the future, to both revive and recall memory where
necessary, and to reexamine how collective memory drove
chasms through both collective and individual minds of the
South.
She was disappointed in the literary community's
efforts in building bridges, particularly the positions of
the Fugitives as a defining force in the meaning of southern
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experience.

Referring to their philosophies as ones that

belonged to the Middle Ages, Smith criticized the Nashville
group for failing to acknowledge the dehumanizing effects of
slavery, segregation, and sharecropping and for ostracizing
writers searching for a fresh means of approaching the
twentieth century.

"No writers in literary history,” she

wrote, “have failed their region as completely as these
did.”47

She continues her denunciation of their principles,

asserting that "they were so nearly right to be so wrong.”48
For Smith, the modernist view a maintained by the
Fugitive/Agrarians was in danger of perpetuating racist and
dehumanizing positions towards the world's population.
Though Smith was herself a modernist in that her foremost
concern as a writer involving the dehumanizing effects of
the modern world on the individual, she cautioned against
the modernist penchant for seeking answers to the future by
turning to the mythical past.

She believed this tendency

signaled a dangerous trend in intellectual thought that
ignored the dehumanizing effects of white supremacy:

"The

basic weakness of the Fugitives' stand . . . lay in their
failure to recognize the massive dehumanization which has
resulted from slavery and it progeny, sharecropping and
segregation. ”49
Smith hoped to "unlock the future"50 by tapping into
the resources of southern childhood.

Laurel Falls Camp

presented her with an opportunity of writing about childhood
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ways of learning and remembering and with the opportunity to
design other options for her region.

She presented the Old

South and its impact on segregation and sharecropping as
undemocratic, unchristian, and physically and emotionally
unhealthy.

She de-romanticized the Agrarian memory of the

Old South and sought "new words, new ways of interpreting
the earth-shaking hour"51 in which she believed herself a
participant.

She maintained that segregation was a symptom

of the modern condition:
Segregation is a symbol of all we lack: a symbol of
hollow men, of emptiness; a symbol of brokenness.
We
cannot limit this word to race relations.
Our entire
lives are fragmented; we are split off from the source
of wholeness; we are not deeply related even to
ourselves.52
In Smith's analysis, acquiescence to segregation not
only leads to death but is analogous to death; therefore,
she interweaves defining elements of southern culture— the
people, the land, the mythical ways of remembering— to
restructure southern economic, political, and social
practices.

One way she achieves this textual interlacing is

by replacing the domestic, segregated, divided space of the
Big House— which separated mind, body, land, and memory—
with that of the cabins situated on Laurel Falls Camp, a
space where Smith could implement her vision of wholeness
and health.

In her text, she politicizes domestic space.

The home, the body, and memory find themselves brought
together and placed in her text in the region's cemeteries.
The house sits in the haunted graveyard, as a mausoleum
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maintaining the myths of the Old South.

Memory is

identified in the dead body, finding representation in
phrases such as "tombstones stiffened in the mind" and the
"forgotten graves of memory."

Memory is dead and buried,

only to be raised from the dead in the form of ghosts and
specters haunting the landscape, haunting the homes of
southern tradition.

Memory, as maintained by the white

South, is half-formed, but it also divides others in half.
Ghost-like and ethereal, it is also divisive and chasmic,
creating fragmented, schizophrenic selves.

But in the

cabins of Laurel Falls, Smith finds reason for new hope, for
a new beginning for the campers she leads.

Having taken the

campers out of southern homes, she provides them with
opportunities to follow the life of the mind.
As she redefines domestic space through the transition
from the plantation home to the cabins at Laurel Falls,
Smith redefines the white woman's body.

By borrowing images

of the woman's body, she discusses the region's fear of
positive change, describing the "collective fear and fury"
as an "umbilical cord uncut."53

To experience change, Smith

writes, "meant leaving one's memories, one's sins, one's
ambivalent pleasures, the room where one was born."54
Again, she combines the home, the body, and memory to
discuss the nature of the southern psyche.

The white

woman's body, as representative of the South, holds grids of
sexual and racial segregation:
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Now, parts of your body are segregated areas which you
must stay away from and keep others away from.
These
areas you touch only when necessary.
In other words,
you cannot associate freely with them any more than you
can associate freely with colored children.55
In this example, segregation permeates the culture even unto
the body politic.

It is mapped across the human body,

creating divisions that once again draw together sexuality
and racism.

As Smith indicates, the body is a walking

metaphor for segregation, walking across a segregated
landscape.

The sin of segregation is staged and exemplified

on the body.

Segregation is embodied, and embodied, wrecks

havoc on its host, creating physical and emotional chasms,
refusing to allow the southern child freedom to associate
naturally with his or her body.

At Laurel Falls, Smith

openly discussed issues of masturbation and other areas of
sexuality, attempting to bridge the chasms created here by
traditional religious and racial notions.
On January 22, 1949, just months after closing Laurel
Falls Camp and before publishing Killers of the Dream, Smith
wrote an article for "A Southerner Talking:

Adventures in

Race Relations," a column she published in The Chicago
Defender.

In the column she discusses Garry Davis, a man

who had abandoned his American citizenship for the purposes
of becoming a "world citizen."56

Smith admired Davis'

actions and rebuked those who ridiculed him, arguing that
those who opposed him posed a greater threat to world
security:
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Some say his rejection of nationalism is as futile as
spitting on a stone wall and they have laughed and
tried hard to forget him.
But last week Time honored
him by calling him "dangerous." What is he dangerous
to, Time did not state, though we can guess. He is
dangerous, isn't he, to a worn out age; to war-mongers
and dictators, to States-Righters, and national
chauvinists, dangerous to all the greedy ones of the
earth who keep pushing up walls that are falling of old
age and dry rot; dangerous to a status quo that no
longer exists except in men's moldy memories.57
Again, memories stand in the way of Smith's vision of
progress.

She defines them as moldy, outdated, designed to

maintain the status quo and preserved in the rhetoric and
rituals of nationalism.
Smith believed that the United States, a nation
committed to "the high adventure of making a world fit for
human beings to live in," required a leader with
imagination.58

In Killers of the Dream, she introduces this

leader, referring to him as the New Man, allowing him to
evolve in the context of her work and beginning a process
towards many years of evolution.

In a risky literary

technique, Smith introduces the voice of God to describe the
leader of a new culture.

Evolution, as Smith "quotes" God,

depends on the actions and aspirations of human beings who
must move forward, who must be willing "to live on many
levels simultaneously and in many communities of thought
whose laws are different— such as science and art and
religion. "59
In the new man, Smith is fashioning— through the voice
of God— a human being versatile, ambidextrous, open to
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multiple levels of existence.

Smith describes the actions

of "human being evolving":
I believe every creative act, every poem, every
painting, every honest question or honest dissent,
every gesture of courage and faith and mercy and
concern will count; every new awareness will count;
every time we defend the human spirit it will count;
every time we turn away from arrogance and lies, this,
too, will count in the project called Human Being
Evolving.60
Smith emphasizes that the progression of human evolution
depends on the decisions made and the actions taken by human
beings.

In God's opening words— as Smith relays them— God

declares human beings responsible for their own self
creation: "From now on, you do it; use your own culture, the
knowledge you have accumulated, your own ideas and dreams,
your skills and technics and inventiveness— and become what
you like."61

This philosophy contrasts sharply with the

image she describes of Protestant congregations singing
"Wash Me Whiter than Snow, God."

As Smith interprets this

hymn, the congregation depends on God for the remaking of
self, most especially for the remaking of a white, thereby
"pure" self.
In a speech titled "Autobiography as Dialogue Between
King and Corpse," Smith again discusses the responsibilities
of a leader, again using the metaphor of the dead body in
the context of the language of autobiography and the memory
of autobiographers.

When she delivered the speech at the

University of Florida, Smith had lived nine years with
breast cancer, having had a radical mastectomy in 1953.
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In this lecture, Smith used the Hindu story of the King
and the Corpse as translated by Heinrich Zimmer to discuss
what she believed to be the responsibilities of the writer
of autobiography in relation to a society.

In the story, a

king is visited for ten years by a presumed holy man who
gives the king a piece of fruit on each visit.

The king

gives the fruit to his treasurer, who throws it without
thought into the treasure house.

On the tenth year, the

holy man again presents the king with a piece of fruit, but
this time a monkey belonging to the king's concubine begins
to eat the fruit and discovers a large jewel in its center.
The treasurer races to the treasure house and discovers
jewels in the nine other pieces of fruit.
The holy man then speaks, requesting that the king
begin an extremely important and dangerous quest; the king
agrees and is sent during the night to a burial ground
"where thieves and murderers and other criminals were
executed and cremated."

The graveyard, as Smith describes

it, "was full of corpses, ghouls, smoke, smells and ghostly
howls."62

Zimmer writes that when the king "approached the

dreadful burial ground, he became increasingly aware of the
tumult of the specters and demons hovering about the uncanny
place, feasting upon the dead."63
When the king arrives, the holy man asks him to walk
across the burial ground to a corpse hanging in a tree,
where he is to cut down the corpse and give it to the holy
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man.

The king cuts it down, but the corpse/ghost begins to

moan, then jumps off the king and hangs himself back in the
tree.

Zimmer notes, "To fetch a dead body: what a curious

taskl"64

Smith is intrigued by the task, too, using it to

structure her thoughts about autobiography and to reiterate
her points about how the dead body symbolizes cultural
values.
When the king retrieves the body, the corpse begins a
story about people innocently murdered because of the
actions of others.

He asks the king to consider who was

guilty for the death of the innocent and adds a warning
concerning his answer: "If you know you must tell me or your
head will burst in a hundred pieces."

Guilt, as the king

decides, is often deceptive; he cannot give a complete
answer, and the body moves back to the tree.

After the

corpse tells a cycle of twenty-five stories, the king admits
he is so confused by how people are tangled together in
relationships with one another that he has no clear
understanding of who is guilty.

At this point in the tale,

the ghost gives up the body and allows the king to take it
from the burial ground.
Smith connects this story to the writer of
autobiography who is multi-faceted, who lives (as does her
New Man) on multiple levels but who is nevertheless tempted
to tell only one side of the self.

For example, she

examines Churchill's autobiography as an example of the
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predominance of the kingly self who never admits: "'This I
do not understand; this is a place where evil and good,
right and wrong are so braided together that I cannot
disentangle them. ,l,b5
Smith writes that women have always been a danger to
the kingly self since "women, including women writers, have
this tendency to deflate the hero's ego."°6 She relates a
tale about a politician's horror at hearing his childhood
nurse exclaim, "Bless him, I put his first diaper on him."°7
In a reverse of feminine stereotypes, Smith argues that
women's relationships with the body make them less romantic
about affairs than men.

"Maybe much of it comes," she

writes,
from their age-old task of changing diapers and washing
them; laying out the dead (in old days), giving
medicine and enemas, doing the homey, dirty, naked sort
of things that only women and doctors and today's
undertakers are familiar with.ort
White women as caretakers of the newly born and the
recently dead tend to focus on the individual rather than
the collective, on the single body rather than the
collective one, leading, as Smith claims, to conflicting and
sometimes confusing values concerning segregation and white
supremacy:
Freud once said that woman is not well acculturated;
she is, he stressed, retarded as a civilized person.
I
think what he mistook for her lack of civilization is
woman's lack of loyalty to civilization.
Southern
women have never been a loyal to the ideology of race
and segregation etc. as have southern men. The
southern woman has always put the welfare of one
individual above the collective welfare or collective
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values.
Many of them have been betraying White
Supremacy for two hundred years but most who have done
so could not reason with you as to why.
Instinctively
woman chooses life, wherever life is, and avoids death,
and she has smelled the death in the word
segregation.69
Here, as earlier, Smith draws together death and segregation
and establishes the woman's body as a possible site of unity
and reconciliation.

Yet she argues that women have

historically failed to write excellent autobiographies and
reasons that though women were early evidence of an unsolid
South, they lived in an environment that ignored the
individual self, an environment that concentrated instead on
how regional identity is maintained through individual
submission.

As regional identity ruled out the possibility

of self-critique, the region's writers found it difficult to
form their own individual representations beyond the
structures of oppressive racial policies:
She could not form a gestalt and say: This has been my
life and my people's life. The Reconstruction was not
good psychological soil for contemplation or selfcriticism, for men or women.
Ordeal can become so
heavy a thing that the individual, in his anxiety,
merges with the collective self and region, and loses
his own identity. Of all the sad results of the
South's long-drawn out and unresolved ordeal, this, to
me, has been the most tragic: that even writers of the
South could not hold on to their own Self, could not
find out who they were, and settled for being merely
white southerners. 0
Smith tells her audience at the University of Florida that
in spite of the publication of Killers of the Dream
she, too, has never written her autobiography, has never
formed the gestalt of her existence, but has merely told it
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from the tangled,

imprisoned, restricted vision of a white

southerner.
The story she unfolds in her speech warns of the
dangers of focusing on one self in the creation of
autobiography, of the dangers of telling the story of one
self in the multiple selves within individual identity.

The

story of the king and the corpse is also a story of the
South that Smith writes of in Killers of the Dream.

Like

the king, she had entered the graveyard, had discussed with
death questions about human responsibility, had risked her
own life in addressing the questions, had pondered the
possibilities of being exploded and divided into many
segments.

Her answer, like the king's, went back to human

relatedness.

She concludes that the defeat of white

supremacy rests on human beings who accept responsibility
for changing both individual and collective minds of the
South and who are unafraid of asking provocative questions:
To write the perfect autobiography would of course
require a man able to accept and bring all his selves
together; one who has reached down into the depths and
wandered through the human race's burial ground, and
there talked with the spectre who, in turn, has
talked with death; and at the same time he would need
to be the king who has played a responsible,
intelligent role in the public and semi-public life of
his times.
This man would need to take his past and
find the exact point where it joins his future; he
would need to know the archaic depths of the
unconscious and at the same time criticize these depths
with a rational, logical mind; he would need to accept
his childhood as well as his present; and he would,
finally, need to be a man who knows a great story never
gives an answer to its listeners but instead asks a
great question.71
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But having told only one story, Smith falls short of her own
vision of the person she sees as so desperately needed for
southern reconciliation and peaceful existence.

She tells

her audience that Killers of the Dream is the story of one
self, of a white conformist attempting to free herself from
the "web" of segregation; she writes as a white southerner,
as every white southerner, but nonetheless in the singular
context of a white writer addressing issues of power and
control.

Of course, these are no small issues and it could

easily be argued that Smith's Killers of the Dreams follows
through on all the requirements she establishes for "the
perfect autobiography": the attention she draws to the
various selves of one's existence, the emphasis on walking
through the human race's cemetery— speaking with its ghosts
and learning about the complexities of death, guilt, and
power— the role she sees for the leader of a culture as a
rational being who asks the important questions about a
culture's existence.

But perhaps Smith believed she fell

short in Killers of the Dream because her autobiography does
more to point out the schisms hidden in regional identity
than it attempts to heal them.

Or perhaps after offering an

possibility for healing in her text (that of man evolving),
Smith could not envision this possibility coming to fruition
until the passage of a million years.
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The ghost of the hanged body asks the king to consider
human relatedness.

In the turn-of-the-century South of

massive lynching, this image calls to mind racial issues of
the region.

But this body is also indicative of the worship

of the Lost Cause dead in regional graveyards.

In the Hindu

story, the ghost warns the king against worshiping the dead
body if the king desires to overcome his own weaknesses.

In

turn, Smith warns her listeners to reexamine their
perspectives on race relations and race relatedness formed
in the burial grounds of segregation.
For Smith, segregation and death and separation were
metaphorically synonymous.

Segregation created a cultural

schizophrenia that could be read across the landscape of the
region and the bodies inhabiting it; segregation led to
insanity, to a split in the psyche; segregation permeated
the region, creating scars in the minds of its children.

To

make her point, she travels to where traditional southern
memory was maintained with zeal: she goes to the cemeteries
of the region. There, she critiques southern memory (the
houses that store it, the policy makers who maintain it, and
the ministers who preach it) , particularly with its emphasis
on white supremacy, traditionalism, and the status quo.
From there, she offers a new vision for the way the region
might identify itself: as a land allowing for individuals
composed of multiple heritages, personalities, and
potentials.

And, by 1966, she will go yet again to the dead
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body for an example, but this time, the body will be her
own.
On September 28, 1966, Smith died from cancer.

She had

taken care to plan her own funeral and requested that she be
buried at Laurel Falls Camp.

The gymnasium where the Prince

had struggled with Southern Tradition had long since been
torn down, but Smith had left the tall chimney of the
building standing.

In her will, she asked that the chimney

be used as her own monument, establishing out of her
memorial a site where meaning rested not in the mausoleums
of plantation homes, but in the midst of her cabins where
she had envisioned a New South.

Her epitaph, which she

chose from her work The Journey, called upon memory to
overcome death, memory to overcome segregation:

"Death can

kill a man; that is all it can do to him; it cannot end his
life.

Because of memory.

..."

In her death, Smith

establishes a new marker for memory, creates a different
meaning for it and for the death it remembers.

If death had

been synonymous for segregation, Smith works her way out of
segregation's stronghold by making certain death is overcome
by memory.

And memory as she defines it here is not based

on the politics of racial oppression, but on the theory of
the South's creation of a new gestalt based on tolerance.
In her will, dated October 2, 1954, Smith asked that at
the appropriate time, Laurel Falls be reopened as a
desegregated camp for either mentally or physically
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handicapped children.72

When that wish occurs, the body of

Lillian Smith— the woman Ebony magazine called "one . . .
the symbols of integration" of the 1940s— will lie on its
grounds, underneath her own words and her own chosen
monument.
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Chapter IV
The Graveyard
"Frederick, is God Dead?"
epitaph of Sojourner Truth
Battle Creek, Michigan
On Thursday, July 4, 1985, The Washington Post ran a
series of articles and advertisements of the sort one might
expect to find in most American newspapers over the
holidays.

Abigail Adams had been "granted the privilege of

a commemorative stamp."

The Statue of Liberty, undergoing a

restoration, assumed an almost southern image of her own in
"The Liberty Belle: Looking Forward to the Time When the
Lady will Shine Like New."

Advertisements found their place

in the celebration, helping local and national businesses
create and manipulate American identities in the
marketplace.

Safeway promoted itself as "America's Favorite

Food Store," and Peoples Drugs, noting that "Illness Doesn't
Take a Holiday," nevertheless acknowledged the nation's
birthday with a $9.99 sale on its United States flags.

The

store's rallying cry to proud Americans was short, but
emphatic:

"Show Your Colors."

Over on page C4, out of the mainstream of the parades
and statues, removed from the flags and the fireworks, the
obituaries reminded readers that not all was festive on this
day of celebration.

The leading headline announced the

184
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death of

the Rev. Dr.

Pauli Murray,explaining:

The Rev. Dr. Pauli Murray,74, the nation's first
black female Episcopal priest, who also had been a
writer, poet, lawyer, educator and activist in the
civil rights and women's movements, died of cancer July
1 at her home in Pittsburgh.1
The obituary scrolled through her achievements: her position
as a lawyer in a prestigious New York law firm, as deputy
attorney general of California, as vice president of
Benedict College in South Carolina, and as professor of
American Studies, law and political science at Brandeis
University.

"Along the way," it continued, "she also helped

found the National Organization for Women, participated in
civil rights
in Accra

marches,

and garnered

taught law atthe University of Ghana
awards from numerous colleges and

professional organizations."

The obituary also named

schools where Murray had received degrees:

Hunter College,

Howard University Law School (Cum Laude), the University of
California at Berkeley (Master's degree in Law), Yale
University (Doctorate in Constitutional Law), Virginia
Theological Seminary, and General Theological Seminary in
New York (Master's degree in Divinity).
This brief biography devoted only one sentence to her
career as an author, noting that she had written The
Constitution and Government of Ghana, Dark Testament (a
collection of poems), Proud Shoes: The Story of an American
Family, and articles for various technical journals.
works, however, were more extensive than this
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acknowledgement indicates and included articles and speeches
addressing issues of law, religion, civil rights, and the
women's movement.

In 1987, Song in a Weary Throat: An

American Pilgrimage was published posthumously.

Murray was born in Baltimore, Maryland, on November 20,
1910.

After her mother's death in 1914, she lived with her

maternal grandparents and two aunts in their home on Cameron
Street in Durham, North Carolina.2

Here she grew up next to

a segregated Confederate cemetery, a site she uses in Proud
Shoes as a representative landscape of the South, most
especially the Civil War South.

In her text, Murray resists

the signs of Confederate memory within the graveyard— the
monuments, the flags, the decorations displayed for Memorial
Day— by establishing her own images of countermemory in the
bodies of her family members, particularly her grandparents
Robert G. Fitzgerald and Cornelia Smith Fitzgerald.

She

battles the forces of Confederate memory by using the bodies
of Confederate soldiers as they are represented in the
graveyard and by using the bodies of her grandparents, whom
she transforms into monuments of African-American memory, to
discuss African-American leadership in the context of racial
oppression.

In her representation of her grandmother,

Murray creates a monument honoring her prophetic abilities,
honoring her mastery of the language of the Old and New
Testaments.

In her representation of her grandfather, she
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focuses on his position as a soldier in the Union Army,
establishing him in opposition to the Confederate soldiers
buried next to her home and establishing his body in
opposition to the ideology the Confederate soldier embodied
in Lost Cause mythology.
The black soldier as a symbol of freedom and dignity
played an important role in African-American memory.

In

1867, William Wells Brown captured the spirit of this
message in his The Negro in the American Rebellion, arguing
that the presence of the black soldier was once again proof
of the incongruities implicit in slavery.

In the following

passage, he discusses the funeral of Captain Andre Callioux-an African-American soldier who died during the Civil War—
explaining how Callioux' body symbolized new hope for
African-Americans held in slavery:
The long pageant has passed away; but there is left
deeply impressed on the minds of those who witnessed
this extraordinary site the fact that thousands of
people born in slavery had, by the events of the
Rebellion, been disinthralled enough to appear in the
streets of New Orleans, bearing to the tomb a man of
their own color, who had fallen gallantly fighting for
the flag and his country,— a man who had sealed with
his blood the inspiration he received from Mr.
Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation. . . . Are these
men who have been regenerated by wearing the
United-States uniform, these men who have given their
race to our armies to fight our would-be oppressors,—
are these people to be, can they ever again be, handed
over to the taskmaster?3
Joseph T. Glatthaar notes that even when the AfricanAmerican soldier was degraded by the policies of white
supremacy, black veterans chose to make their presence known
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in the public arena, keeping the message of their actions
and the meanings inscribed on their bodies in full view.
Glatthaar describes a Fourth of July parade held in the
North where black veteran marchers were placed at the end of
the line.

The veterans chose to march because they wanted

"to remind the local citizenry that blacks sacrificed for
the country and to show everyone how proud they were to have
taken part in the war for reunion and freedom.1'4

The United

States and its white citizens, as Glatthaar notes, "had a
very selective memory of the performance of black soldiers
in the Civil War and after."5
In Proud Shoes, Murray works to reestablish memory of
the Union soldier as represented in her grandfather by
entering a site where regional memory was stored and where
vestiges of the War were retained.

She goes to the

Confederate cemetery, a site of Civil War reenactment, a
space in the text where war is fought in metaphor, where
Confederate memorials and those she erects from the lives of
her grandparents are moved like chess pieces to fight the
battle of memory.
As with Lumpkin and Smith, cemetery monuments are
important in the way they affect and represent memory and in
the way they perpetuate tradition.

In this case, Murray

uses Maplewood as a microcosm of regional identity
reflecting white racist views of the South's past as well as
its segregated plans for its future.

In "Pauli Murray's
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Histories of Loyalty and Revolt" Jean M. Humez writes that
the cemetery is "the symbol of white supremacy in Proud
Shoes.

. . . [and] represents for Murray the post-

Reconstruction white determination to keep blacks 'in their
place.'"6

Murray borrows from an established, Lost Cause

tradition in which the cemetery serves as a site of
segregation and a place where memory as an ideological
weapon articulates a message of racial discrimination.

Like

Lumpkin and Smith, Murray will establish a discourse in the
cemetery by providing counter-memories about the South.
Like Smith, Murray will use the image of the ghosts to
represent white supremacists, but she will rid herself of
those ghosts by turning to African-American memory as a
source for her images and by calling on the promises of the
American Dream.

"Proud Shoes," Murray writes, "became . . .

the exorcism of ghosts of the past," an exorcism of the
ghosts she meets in the Confederate cemetery.7
Murray fights white southern memory by using the
cemetery, a place close to the hearts of Lost Cause
devotees, as a battleground for the distribution of memory.
She fights to regain ground, to establish a countertradition
to the Confederate Cause.

Her tradition celebrates American

achievement through African-American efforts.

She uses her

grandparents as representatives of the tradition, observing
them engaged in battle against the Confederate forces
invading their home.
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In Proud Shoes, Murray writes that her family
recognizes the Confederate cemetery as an "intruder," a site
her grandfather "battled against," where their home stood as
"a fortress against imaginary ghostly legions," where cannon
balls from the markers "would thunder down a bricked
alleyway and crash into the cement base of the wire fence
with a terrifying impact that shook the house."
South images create the atmosphere of war:

Other Old

"There was also

something sinister about the Confederate gun at the top of
the hill— mounted on a square base and decorated by a pile
of black cannon balls at each corner— which pointed downhill
directly at our back door."6
The cemetery "haunted family conversations," coming "to
life" when "dancing ghoulish arms and legs of indefinable
shapes made of wind and shadow would move slowly across the
faces of the tombstones."

At night, Murray watches as

Confederate forms move closer to her home:

"The walls faded

and I could see the ever-present formless gray and white
shapes just beyond the door."9 And as new plots were added
and the graveyard grew, "tombstones began to march down the
hill" towards the back door of the family home.10

Murray

establishes the cemetery as an aggressor, as an attacking
force invading the land of her family, as yet another symbol
of white supremacist militant behavior toward AfricanAmericans.
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In the midst of this Confederate stronghold, Murray
introduces her grandparents, delineating their very
different backgrounds and the ways in which she absorbs
elements of both.

Her grandfather Robert G. Fitzgerald,

born a free Black in Delaware, moved to Pennsylvania with
his family and attended the Institute for Colored Youth,
later named Cheyney State Teachers College— where he heard
speeches given by Harriet Tubman, Frederick Douglass, and
Susan B . Anthony.
After two years, he returned to his family and attended
the Ashmun Institute (renamed Lincoln University) until the
Civil War began, when he left Ashmun to join the Union
forces and where he would battle both Confederate and Union
racism.

He struggled for equal pay, for the right to wear

the Union uniform, and for the respect and dignity allowed
white soldiers.

After the war, he laid down his sword and

returned to school, this time as a teacher.

He moved to

Virginia, where he assisted in the education of the
freedmen, then to North Carolina, where he met his future
wife and Murray's future grandmother, Cornelia Smith.
As Fitzgerald was absorbing the speeches of Douglass,
Tubman, and Anthony, Smith listened to the legal theories of
her lawyer/father Sidney Smith "just as if she were the
judge or member of the jury."11

In her father's plantation

study in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, she learned to read,
to be proud of her ancestry, but to rebel "against
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everything Negro slavery encompassed.1,12

She rode in the

family's white carriage to the Episcopal Church on Sundays,
where she was confirmed with the daughter of an ex-Governor
of North Carolina.
Cornelia Smith was "vivacious and high spirited,"
"quick witted and alert."

She had inherited her mother's

beauty and had earned the respect and admiration of her aunt
and guardian Mary Ruffin Smith, who "liked the girl's fine
intelligence and spirit and was deeply drawn to her."13
When Union troops marched into Chapel Hill, Smith helped her
Aunt Mary bury the family's silver in the yard.

Her

grandmother was, Murray writes in Proud Shoes, a southern
aristocrat.

Yet even more, she was a southern slave.

Her

image denoted an upper-class, Old South, slave-holding
heritage, but no one was deceived by this appearance of
aristocracy.

Cornelia Smith was a slave of the Smith

family, bound by the laws of a slave-holding society.

She

was the daughter of Sidney and of a Cherokee slave named
Harriet.

One night Sidney brutally raped Harriet.

Cornelia

was born a slave out of the rape and into a confusing,
twisted legacy.

Taken from her mother, she was brought to

the Smith house where she was raised by Sidney and by his
sister Mary Ruffin Smith.

Three other children born to

Harriet and Sidney's brother Frank lived in the large
household.

Murray writes that the children's background
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created conflicts of identity in themselves and in the Smith
adults:
The Smiths were as incapable of treating the little
girls wholly as servants as they were of recognizing
them openly as kin. At times the Smiths' involuntary
gestures of kinship were so pronounced the children
could not help thinking of themselves as Smith
grandchildren.
At other times their innocent overtures
of affection were rebuffed without explanation and they
were driven away with cruel epithets. 4
When Sidney died, his sister Mary became Cornelia's primary
guardian, treating her in many ways like a daughter but
refusing to manumit her.
until Emancipation.

Cornelia's freedom was not granted

Still, Cornelia thought of herself as

an heir rather than as a slave, insisting she was free even
if she had been born into slavery.15
In 1869, Robert Fitzgerald moved to North Carolina.
One evening that summer, he, Cornelia and Mary Ruffin Smith
enjoyed an unusual sit-down dinner in the Smiths' plantation
home, discussing among other lively topics Fitzgerald's
intentions towards the younger Smith.

Not often in the

South did an aging southern belle, a woman both aristocrat
and ex-slave, and a Black Union soldier enjoy one another's
company over dinner, but Murray writes that Mary Ruffin
Smith found the conversation "refreshing" and Fitzgerald
"intelligent, informed, of impeccable manners, and not the
least overwhelmed by her unorthodox courtesy."16

Murray

does not say what Fitzgerald thought of his future aunt.
Regardless, the marriage occurred on August 8, 1869, a union
of opposing backgrounds and lifestyles.

Murray recognizes
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the contradictions implicit in her grandparents' marriage,
particularly the ways in which it creates her own
northern/southern, black/white, free/slave heritage.

She

does not, however, see the arrangement as unusual to
American culture:
. . . Proud Shoes and its portrayal of the entanglement
of the races is not a unique story.
Over more than two
centuries, enough criss-crossing of racial lines and
recirculation of genes within designated races has
occurred to make the notion of racial purity a highly
questionable biological concept for many future
Americans. Multi-racial origins of both blacks and
whites are realities; they may be ignored but not
wholly discounted.
The acceptance of the possibility
of relatedness would do much to defuse the highly
charged discussions on race.17
In Proud Shoes, Murray begins integrating the different
cultures of her background, and that of her nation's, by
placing her grandparents within the midst of a metaphorical
conflict.
graveyard.

In the text, the conflict occurs in the
There, among the cannonballs, the angels, and

the gray and white forms, we find her grandparents, not only
as warriors struggling to keep their home in the midst of
the graveyard's assault, but as actual monuments, as granite
markers, standing for something other than segregation and
oppression.

Her grandfather, Murray writes, "looked like

one of the stone figures in the cemetery behind our house."
His facial features— forehead, nose, jaw, and chin— "were
like tinted marble."

"He might have been," she says, "a

carved stone image" as "even his eyes had the fixed and
faraway look of a statue."18

Her grandfather takes his
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position in the text and in the graveyard as soldier, as a
"symbol for liberation"19 and represents for Murray and her
family a "colossus.1,20

"If the Rebels had their monuments

and symbols, we had ours," she writes.21

Fitzgerald's

weapons are more than outmoded Civil War antiques to the
family; they are relics representing a tradition of
endurance and significance:
Under Grandfather's bed lay his musket and rusty saber,
his bayonet and cavalry pistol, an 1856 Springfield
model. The saber's blade was as dull as its back and
the firearms had not been loaded for years, but their
lack of utility made them no less significant in our
eyes. They were symbols of courage and of a tradition
which made us stand tall.22
His position in the Union Army provided the family with
proud shoes, saving its members from considering themselves
"as nobodies."23

Murray's family reminded her often of her

grandfather's role in the war, a reminder she sometimes
found overwhelming since "a soldier's granddaughter must
have courage, honor and discipline."24

After her

grandfather becomes an educator in the South, he identifies
himself as a "soldier in a 'second w a r , ' this time against
ignorance.1,25

As a teacher, he uses language as a weapon,

emphasizing the orthodox, the academic, the standard.

Part

of Murray's training requires that she master the language
of the classroom, of the academy.
The other part, what Murray learns from her
grandmother, rises from the voice of the prophet instead of
the soldier.

If her grandfather is the soldier, the
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standard bearer for the family, her grandmother is the Old
Testament prophet, crying in the wilderness, giving voice to
her fragmented situation, emphasizing language and memory.
If her grandfather is a "symbol for liberation," her
grandmother is a symbol of "relatedness," of
"reconciliation" between the cultures.26

Her physical

presence and her magnificent voice give her a commemorative
position within the text. "Like Grandfather," Murray writes,
Grandmother too looked as if she had walked right off
one of the cemetery monuments.
She had the same sharp
features, long sensitive nose, thin lips, prominent
cheekbones, strong chin and pink-and-gray hue as the
marble angels when sunset fell on them."2
But she differs from these angels in significant ways.
Like a prophet, "she had fire in her dark eyes

and a

restless energy in her weatherbeaten hands.1,28

Her voice

will not be repressed.

Even as a child, her words carried

power and were delivered without fear.

"She blurted out

exactly what she thought," Murray writes, "and was afraid of
no one."29

She compares stopping her grandmother's rampages

to trying "to stifle a volcano" and says "that the house was
like a tomb when she wasn't shouting to the hilltop."30
Murray's grandmother tells her husband, "The Lord gave me a
mouth and I aim to use it whenever and wherever I 've a mind
to."31

And when she uses her voice to chastise her

neighbors, Murray says it travels across the land, "ringing
to the hilltop, bouncing back across the Bottoms to the
tombstone behind our house and sailing back to the hillside
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again in many voices.”32

She "refused to be silenced.

. . .

nobody would put a stopper in her mouth as long as she could
breathe."33
However, one element of the grandmother's past is
capable of altering her voice, leaving her at times
poignantly repetitive, at times, voiceless.

When she speaks

of her own mother, of her mother's rape, of her mother's
position as slave, or of the way her mother lost her
children, she would sometimes stop, would eliminate language
as a means of expression.

"She would forget I was there,"

Murray says, "and sit nodding her head and rocking back and
forth, her eyes fixed on red embers, as if she were caught
up in some strange ritual of memory."34

At other times, she

told the story repetitively, expressing her grief to her
granddaughter:

"I don't think she realized it but she

repeated this story again and again with such passionate
single-mindedness it was like the recounting of a longburied wrong which had refused to die and which she expected
me to right somehow."35
The opening chapter of Proud Shoes introduces both
grandparents, the soldier and the prophet, and the ways they
expect their granddaughter to carry on their traditions and
their dreams.

In this chapter, her grandfather teaches

Murray to read the newspaper, to pronounce, articulate, and
understand its vocabulary.

Her grandmother teaches her

what it means to prophesy— to speak with the voice of God—
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and teaches her the language of The Word.

Murray will

master both by the end of this opening chapter, finally
using the Bible to reason with, out-maneuver, and console
her grandmother.
Murray opens the chapter with a portrait of her
grandfather, already monument-like, marching down the stairs
for their daily reading and spelling session.

Then six

years old, Murray stands ready to recite her lessons when
she hears her grandmother singing, "By a n ' by, when the
morn-in' comes."36

"It was a bad sign," Murray writes,

"when Grandmother began to sing that song."'17

It means she

is angry, "on the warpath," fighting with her neighbors over
her "special fighting piece": their constant trespassing on
her property.38
Throughout the chapter, the words to the song have a
double meaning, working on both literal and metaphorical
levels to reflect Murray's future as a writer and scholar.
For instance, when she spells ammunition, preparedness,
allies, etc., for her grandfather and he compliments her,
saying she "may make a fine scholar some day," her
grandmother sings from outside, "We will tell-1-1 the stoiry
how we over-come-m-m-me.1,39 When Murray reads the news to
her grandfather, stumbling occasionally over words she does
not understand, her grandmother sings, "An1 we'll
understand-d-d it bet-ter-r-r by an' by."90

Murray, as she

unveils this double-voiced scene, establishes herself and
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her text as instruments for the propagation of language; she
will learn to master words, will one day reveal the private
tragedies of slavery while speaking in several tongues and
across several layers of meaning.41
But more immediately, the song is directed at her
neighbors, particularly the ones responsible for freeing a
horse that ate her grandmother's corn the night before.
battle is about to begin.

A

The Fitzgeralds know it but are

powerless to stop it; the neighbors know it but do not wish
to stop it.

"They seemed to know just when she was ripe for

a preaching," Murray writes, "and took delight in setting
her off."42

As the grandmother simmers, Murray continues

her lessons with her grandfather.

"You'll start to school

next year," he tells her, "and I want you to have good
manners and speak well. . . . Now, let me hear you pronounce
those words."43
yard.

But he is distracted by the scene in the

"At ease," he instructs his pupil, and in a last

second effort to avoid the impending conflict, sends Murray
outside to tell Cornelia that he is hungry, hoping in vain
that domestic duty might divert his wife's attention.
"He'll just have to wait until I'm done here," Murray's
grandmother returns.

"Rome wasn't built in a day."44

is the poet-prophet speaking.

This

If Murray the child is unable

to understand her grandmother's meaning, certainly Murray
the adult knows the cliche is intended as more than a
flippant response to her grandfather's request.

Her
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grandmother is building a civilization, one to which Murray
is expected to add meaning.

Her grandmother teaches her how

to use language as a metaphor, how to play with words even
when the game is serious, how to use language to create a
new vision of her world.

Murray drives home this point by

writing her grandmother into the scene where language games
communicate Cornelia's response to trespassing, an offense,
as we will see, that cost her much in her life.
"In later years," Murray writes in her introduction to
Proud Shoes, "it . . . occurred to me that my grandfather's
impact on my life may have been responsible for my decision
to become a civil rights lawyer, while my grandmother's
influence may have led me finally into the ordained
ministry."45

In her grandmother, Murray discovers a

spiritual guide, a spiritual foremother, someone to teach
her Biblical language and the gifts of the prophet.
Kimberly Rae Connor writes that African-American spiritual
life developed in strong measure because of the divisions
generated by the position of African-Americans in slavery:
The spiritual legacy of black life in America is one of
creating a sacred world in the midst of a world that
denied meaningful forms of personal integration,
thereby providing the opportunity for a meaningful
attainment of a status, a self.4b
In his discussion of nineteenth-century spiritual
autobiography, William Andrews notes that spiritual women
attained personal validation and individual agency by
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invoking God's blessing.

Citing Sojourner Truth's narrative

as one of several examples, Andrews writes:
They all testified to God's providential care for an
independent black woman in a racist as well as sexist
society.
Furthermore, two of these three
autobiographies insisted on God's selection of a black
woman to be his spokesperson to the unsaved and the
spiritually recalcitrant of the white as well as the
black race.47
When she entered the ministry, Murray would absorb this role
laid out by her spiritual ancestors.

She would maintain

that her ordination into the Episcopal priesthood will allow
her to dismantle distinctions between region, race, and
gender.

Like her grandmother, she learned to utilize the

Word to address her concerns in these areas.
But Murray also examines and in a sense incorporates
the life of Sojourner Truth.

In an interview she gave just

before her ordination, Murray said that Truth was her "great
heroine" of the nineteenth century.
kept a picture of Truth.

Above her bed, Murray

When asked to give a closing

statement in the interview, Murray chose to read Truth's
speech to the women's rights convention in Akron, Ohio, and
noted that "Sojourner Truth was a slave . . . but she had
tremendous insight and appreciation into the women's
movement as well as the abolition movement in the nineteenth
century."48

Truth's use of the spiritual as a means of

alleviating sexism and racism proved to be instrumental in
Murray's understanding of her own role within the church.
Murray, as a life-long crusader for equal rights— whether
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race- or gendered-based, whether defined by Jim Crow or Jane
Crow— found a meaningful way to connect her own work with
Truth's, just as she found a means of interpreting her own
work in the light of her prophet grandmother.

In Murray's

text her grandmother stands stronger than the marble angels;
she is the weatherbeaten prophet of old, and unlike the
white angels, she is lucid and articulate.
But a prophet hath no honor in her own country.

And

Bessie, a newly arrived neighbor from South Carolina, has
little respect for the grandmother's prophecies.

On this

opening morning of Murray's text, when Murray reads the
newspaper to her grandfather and when her grandmother
expresses intense irritation about the horse and its
careless owner Lucy Bergins, Bessie persuades a town
eccentric named Crazy Charlie to trespass on the Fitzgerald
property.

After dismissing Charlie, the grandmother

launches into a war of words with Bessie and the rest of the
neighborhood, beginning with vicious insults, progressing to
more potent "fighting words," ending with prophecy and
fulfillment.

"I'm onto you wenches up there on the hill,"

the grandmother yells, "sitting 'round all day on your asses
not doing a lick of honest work and meddling with other
people's business."49

Murray, both from her post in the

yard and her perspective as an adult, narrates the scene,
noting that "the neighbors howled and guffawed and threw
their aprons over their heads."50

Her grandmother continues
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the onslaught on Bessie, who had until this point enjoyed
the show:
You're lice, that's what you are.
I got as much time
for nasty, dirty, stinking, low-down, ornery, mean,
trifling, trashy, no-count niggers who ain't worth
shittanmolassas as I got for an egg-suckin' dog or
rattlesnake.
In fact, I got more for a rattlesnake.
It's more respectable.51
"Now," Murray writes, "Grandmother had drawn blood."52
Bessie retaliates by calling the grandmother a "half-white
bastard," but the grandmother, hardly disturbed, continues
her sermon, telling Bessie and the neighbors, "a jailhouse
is too good for trollops like you.
under the jail."53

You ought to be down

Everyone gathered on the hill to listen:

The more scathing Grandmother's tongue the more the
neighbors seemed to enjoy it.
She raged back and forth
in the field, knee-deep in briars and cockleburs which
caught her skirt and hiked it over her bright red
flannel petticoat. Her white hair blew about her face
like dandelion in the wind.
The Bottoms rang with
"Amens," catcalls and loud handclaps.54
In the middle of her jeremiad, the grandmother again spots
the reprobate horse eating her corn and Lucy Bergins
standing by, assuming a mock helplesssness.

"I saw you turn

that horse out for pure meanness," the grandmother accuses.
"You come home every day from school and lay up there with
other women's husbands," she continues,

"while your poor

mother's working her fingers to the bone to make something
of you."55

Demanding Lucy take responsibility for her own

property, she yells, "You get that devilish horse outa my
corn, you hear?"56

Lucy, caught up in the drama, confronts

the grandmother:
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Dozens of eyes were following every move. The
neighbors were waiting, listening. That horse had
plagued Grandmother for a long time. Now she had
caught both Lucy and the horse in the act. Lucy put
her hands on her hips and tossed her head.
"You want the horse out, you catch 'im and put 'im
out yourself.”57
The grandmother, already attempting to remove the animal,
threatens to harm Lucy, who is taking bows in front of the
neighbors.
witch."58

Lucy returns, "You just try it, you crazy old
The grandmother, mattock in hand, marches towards

the Berginses' porch.
Still watching, Murray takes immediate action,
retrieving the old Smith Bible from the parlor and running
after her grandmother, grabbing her elder's leg as she
crawls over the fence.

Murray persuades her to climb down.

In this family where language means much, even the whisper
of its smallest member carries weight.

Murray uses her

advantage to appeal to her grandmother's other weakness:
"Granma," I whispered, "I know it ain't Sunday but
I got the big Bible on the front porch, the one Miss
Mary Smith gave you.
Come down to the house right now,
and I'll read it to you in the Psalms.
I'll even read
a little about 'Zekiel in the valley of the dry bones
and Dan'l in the lion's den."59
"Grandmother," she writes,

"had utmost respect for the Holy

Word," and "I touched on . . . two favorite Bible
selections."60 Realizing she has been beguiled, the
grandmother turns to Lucy and offers one last word of
warning:
You're going to bring sorrow and shame on your people.
That animal don't know right from wrong, but you do.
As the Lord is my witness, you and that horse is marked
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for a bad end.
will repay.61

Vengeance is mine saith the Lord, and I

While grandmother and granddaughter retire inside to read
about the prophets of old, the commotion outside continues.
That afternoon, the Berginses* horse breaks its leg and has
to be destroyed.

Several months later, Lucy Bergins

discovers she is pregnant and is forced to leave school.
"The neighbors," Murray writes, "never doubted Grandmother's
prophecies after that."62
One reason the grandmother finds trespassing an
especially abhorrent offense is that it makes more
precarious her already tenuous position in her community.
In discussing her own place in a segregated society, Murray
writes: "In a world of black-white opposites, I had no
place.

Being neither very dark nor very fair, I was a

nobody without identity.,,6i

Her Grandmother Cornelia is

caught between the same set of segregated dichotomies where
fractions define her, isolating her both from her ancestors
and her neighbors.

"The dead behind us," Murray writes,

"were closer and seemed more friendly at times than the
living neighbors in front of us.l,M

But this admission in

no way indicates that the Fitzgeralds deny their AfricanAmerican heritage in search for acceptance from the white
community.

Though they often talk with the white visitors

of the graveyard, lending them any tools they might need to
clean the plots, they refuse to fulfill any stereotypical
notions the visitors might have of them.

Murray tells the
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following story about her grandmother and a white woman
working on a family plot:
Then one day a woman came down to the back fence and
called to Grandmother, who was hanging up clothes in
the backyard.
"Aint-ee," she said, "kin you lend me a hoe?"
Grandmother didn't answer or turn her head although she
wasn't ten feet away from the woman.
"Aint-ee over there, I say kin you lin me a hoe?"
Grandmother walked to the back door and picked up the
hoe leaning against the house.
She turned around and I
saw that her eyes were blazing.
"Don't you 'aint-ee' me, you pore white trash.
I'm
none of your kinfolks! she snapped as she went inside
and slammed the door shut in the woman's face.65
Later reflecting on her own situation within a segregated
society, Murray says she "was on better speaking terms with
and knew more about the dead white people" than she was with
their living descendants: "There were no barriers," she
writes,

"between me and the silent mounds. "b6

Murray's use of "speaking terms" keeps language at the
center of her debate with white supremacist thought.

The

white woman's use of "Aint-ee" negates the power of language
to address and create individuals.

Instead, her use of

stereotypical language empowers her to name subservient
positions out of the bodies of other individuals.

Language

itself becomes a barrier, a form of segregation.
Segregation creates division on both the physical
landscape and on the human body.
grandmother "half-white."

Bessie calls the

The grandmother corrects the

mistake, saying she is an octoroon, or one-eighth black.
These fractions seem precise, dividing the human body into
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fixed, circumscribed zones of segregated flesh.

Murray

discusses the complex, intricate design color identity
creates:
Folks were never just folks.
They were white folks!
Black folks!
Poor white crackers!
No-count niggers!
Red Necks! Darkies! Peckerwoods!
Coons!
Two shades lighter! Two shades darker!
Dead white!
Coal black!
High yaller! Mariny!
Good hair!
Bad
hair!
Stringy hair! Nappy hair! Thin lips!
Thick
lips! Red lips! Liver lips!
Blue veined!
Blue
gummed!
Straight nosed!
Flat nosed!67
Yet, no matter how complex the design grew, it came back to
two things: "They and We - White and Colored."68
The dichotomy of color identity converged on the bodies
of the Fitzgeralds and their granddaughter and invaded the
land they inhabited.

They were attacked by the Confederate

graveyard on one side and the Bottoms on the other.

This

segregated land works as a metaphor for the people, and the
people represent the condition of the land.

The grandmother

finds herself the victim of emotional, physical, historical
trespassing.

The guestion of ownership is of extreme

importance to her.

Murray writes that as the cemetery grew,

the city of Durham confiscated her family's land at will,
stealing their property to house white bodies in a
segregated graveyard.
It was not the first time the grandmother's property
had been stolen.

At the death of her guardian Mary Ruffin

Smith, Murray's grandmother felt betrayed by the small
inheritance she received from the estate.69

Trespassing for
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the grandmother included a violation of the body, an act her
father had committed when he raped her mother.

As a result

of the rape, Cornelia finds herself holding— within her
body— images of both white racist privilege and slave
vulnerability.

It is small wonder she needs "lots of

space"70 and small wonder the cemetery's encroachment and
her neighbors' trespassing leave her enraged.

The cemetery

is a space where white supremacy reigns; it is an intruding
symbol of what has already been taken from her.

It holds

white bodies and their ever-present ghosts, but it also
speaks to her own body, to her position as octoroon as 1/8
black and 7/8 white.

It speaks to her mother's rape.

In later years, the cemetery terrifies her.

Murray

relates the following series of events that occurred when
she and her grandmother were left alone overnight for a
period of time.

In this passage, the Confederate cemetery

is linked with her grandmother's fear of the Ku Klux Klan:
Grandmother's obsession that Ku Kluxers or robbers
might break in on us at night made me dread the
approach of darkness, especially because our house,
which was behind the Maplewood Cemetery, was in deep
shadows, isolated from other houses in the neighborhood
and far from the protective glow of street lamps.
Every evening at dusk, Grandmother and I would begin to
fortify the downstairs, locking and bolting all the
doors and windows and securing them with crossbars.
Then we would set an oil lantern on the stair landing
and carry a slop jar, a pail of water, food, and dishes
upstairs to Grandmother's bedroom.
Once inside it, we
barricaded the door and windows from floor to ceiling
by piling barrels, chairs, tables, and baskets of
clothing against every opening.
Sealed in as we were,
we would never have gotten out alive if there had been
a fire.
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Grandmother always kept Grandfather's Civil War
musket, bayonet, and saber, along with an ax, under the
bed, and she hid a pearl-handled revolver under her
pillow.
She had no ammunition for the guns, but it
seemed to comfort her to have them there. When she had
completed her defenses, she would cook our supper in
the fireplace, usually potatoes roasted in the ashes,
greens boiled with salt pork, and cornmeal bread fried
in a black iron skillet. By that time I was so scared
I had lost my appetite and would force down a few
mouthfuls, undress quickly, dive into the big double
bed, burrow down in the feather mattress, and pull the
covers over my head.
I wanted to go to sleep while
Grandmother was still stirring about; also I hoped that
by sleeping I could avoid the ordeal I knew was coming.
It never worked.
Sometime after midnight I would
be awakened by heavy thuds and scraping on the bare
floor under the bed. Grandmother, convinced that an
intruder was breaking in downstairs, was dragging the
ax back and forth and pounding on the floorboards.
"You get away from my window, you devil!" she would
shout.
"If you don't, I'm going to pour a kettle of
scalding water down on your head." She would listen
for a few seconds, then the draggings and thumpings
would continue until she was exhausted and fell into
bed.
Pretty soon I would hear her snoring and would
lie there trembling, listening to the creaking of the
walls as the old house settled and jumping up in bed
when a tree limb scraped against the porch roof. Too
frightened to go back to sleep, I would wait until I
could see the first hint of dawn through the window
barricades, then throw on my clothes, pull the
barriers from the doors, and flee from the house into
the morning twilight.71
When Murray carries out her grandmother's wish to
"right" things, to heal the wounds caused by Sidney Smith
and the many others guilty of trespassing on her, she will
go to her own body, using it as a site of regional
reconciliation.

She will use her African-European-Native

American heritage to place herself, her body, within the
heart of American identity and will use her grandmother's
voice, will speak the language of the Holy Word, to
reconcile and integrate the pieces of her culture.
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process occurs outside the boundaries of Proud Shoes, though
the text hints at the process, particularly in her 1978
Introduction to the book where Murray offers her body as a
new world experiment.
At the age of sixty-two, Murray entered Virginia
Theological Seminary for admission to holy orders.

She

celebrated her first Holy Eucharist on February 13, 1977, at
the same church her grandmother was baptized in during the
previous century.

Standing at a lectern given in memory of

Mary Ruffin Smith and using her grandmother's Bible, Murray
wore a bright orange kenta cloth stole from Ghana to
acknowledge her African ancestry and a turquoise ring to
acknowledge her Native American ancestry.

Charles Kuralt

brought his On the Road show to film the story and recorded
Murray's perspective of the events that morning:
I think reconciliation is taking place between
individuals groping out, reaching out towards one
another and the six hundred people who packed that
little chapel on Sunday were reaching out, and I think
this is what made it moving.
It was not I as an
individual; it was that historic moment in time when I
represented a symbol of the past, of the suffering, of
the conflict of one who was reaching out my hand
symbolically . . . and they were all responding.72
In reference to the southern people and their role in this
drama, she says in the same interview:
This is the fascinating thing about the South. Black,
white, and red are related by blood and culture and
history and by common suffering. And so what I am
saying is "Look, let's level with one another.
Let's
admit that we are related and let's get on with the
business of healing these wounds.
And we are not going
to heal them until we face the truth."7'
’
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The truth as Murray defines it here exists when the
people of a society recognize and acknowledge their
individual and collective identities.

Conversation begins

as the barriers of segregation are lowered, when dialogue
occurs between groups of people who are fundamentally
similar.

Murray allows this exchange to occur on the site

of her own body, which represents both the conflict of and
the conclusion to her grandmother's struggles.

If her

grandmother's body is a site of racial oppression— a crux
signifying rape and slavery, loss of mother and loss of
inheritance— Murray redefines the meaning of that body by
allowing disparate forces to find a home in the text of her
own body and to be accommodated according to her plan of
reconciliation,

within her body, Murray holds and

reconciles different races, genders, and regions.

Her body

maintains difference; it provides a site of diversity.
While remaining whole, it accommodates various portions of
the population.
a gestalt.

Her body becomes, in Lillian Smith's terms,

Murray returns to her grandmother, to her

grandmother's ability to translate and interpret the Word,
to find a meaningful site for reconciliation to occur.
Her grandmother's shoes are not the only ones Murray
will need to fill to break down the barriers of segregation
in the South.

Had her grandfather not fought in the war

against slavery and, later, in the war against ignorance,
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Murray writes that her family "might not have walked in such
proud shoes and felt so assured of its place in history":
What he attempted— far more than what he finally
achieved— made him our colossus and beacon light.
Because of him we felt that we belonged, that we had a
stake in our country's future, and we clung to that no
matter how often it was snatched away from us.74
On calm days, when Murray had completed her lessons and her
grandmother rested from her own work, Murray's grandfather
told her stories about his childhood in Delaware and
Pennsylvania, about his experiences as a soldier in the
Civil War, about his move to Virginia to establish schools
for children after the War, and about his willingness to
fire his gun when the Ku-Klux Klan attacked his school.

"I

loved these stories best of all," Murray writes, because "it
made me feel proud to know how brave Grandfather was and how
he had fought for freedom, although I did not understand
then what freedom really was."75
As with her grandmother, Murray establishes her
grandfather as a monument in Proud Shoes, then relives his
life— and death— through the construct of the memorial.

The

Civil War is reenacted partly in the textual graveyard,
where Confederate memorials are used to fight a battle of
memory, a collective memory represented in Murray's text by
forces associated with both white supremacy and AfricanAmerican leadership.

This war of memory is fought in other

strategic places throughout the book's South, including
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Petersburg and Amelia, Virginia, and Goldsboro, North
Carolina.
This war is fought on the body, through the injuries on
the body, and even on the clothing of the body.

For

Murray's grandfather, as for many black soldiers who fought
in the Civil War, the right to wear a uniform was an
essential symbol of his citizenship, of the country's
willingness to include him in a democratic society.

Her

grandfather's body, both during his life and later at his
death, carries for Murray fundamental, self-evident truths
of American democratic principles.

"For many of these men,"

Murray writes,
their uniforms measured their leap almost overnight
from chattel property to manhood.
So precious was this
battle gear to them that unlike many soldiers at the
front who threw away their equipment in actual combat,
they held on to it grimly under all circumstances.76
His body also carries another creed, remembers another
ideology, serves, as a site of memory for another system of
belief.

When he was a young man, his parents hired him out

to a farmer named Hoskins, who beat him with a leather strap
during a disagreement.

Though Fitzgerald escaped,

"throughout his life whenever he was frightened or upset,
great red splotches jumped out on his body as if he had been
beaten with a lash."77

His body stores memories of an

oppressive racial system in which African-American bodies
are vulnerable to the acts of white supremacists.

Murray

writes that slaves "had not owned their own bodies and at
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times doubted that they had owned their souls"; freedom
ended the slaves' sense of being nobodies.78
When he became a soldier, the grandfather finds his
American citizenship and gains civil control over his body.
He imparts the military tradition to his daughters and to
his granddaughter, teaching them to march, to stand
straight, to be courageous and dignified.

"He'd press hard

on my shoulder," Murray writes, "when he wanted me to get in
step. . . ."79 Fitzgerald maintained his military demeanor
as a civilian, always willing to discuss the Civil War and
always prepared to pass his knowledge to Murray:

"As a

child I heard the names of mysterious places where
Grandfather had been and fought— Harper's Ferry, Antietam,
Culpepper, Fredericksburg, Petersburg, Appomattox River,
•

Boston, New Orleans— magic names which stuck m

my memory.

80

Marching down a memory lane of war and reconstruction,
Murray presents a South that had seldom been shown in either
historical texts or popular fiction of the 1950s, a South in
which black soldiers participated in a war that established
their independence, in which, for example, the Petersburg
battlefield was the site of important African-American
contributions.

She follows her grandfather to Petersburg,

where he "could see the Stars and Bars of the Confederacy—
hated symbol of enslavement and oppression— fluttering on
the top of the Rebel fort."81

As a soldier in the 5th

Massachusetts, he assisted in driving panicked Confederate
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soldiers back to the city.

Though Petersburg did not fall

immediately, the courage of the members of the 5th
Massachusetts
would be an armor of pride for their descendants, for
there were those in later years who would have these
descendants believe that freedom was a gift bestowed
upon them by the magnanimous North to whom they owed an
eternal debt of gratitude.82
The regiment's resolution in battle was, as Murray writes,
"enough to give Robert Fitzgerald a pride which would be
felt throughout his family for the next century."83
The grandfather's victory in the face of overwhelming
obstacles gives Murray a means for fighting Confederate
memory.

She celebrates her grandfather's body and uses it

as a weapon to carry on her own struggles against racist
policies, particularly concerning the laws and practices of
segregation.

His body becomes her symbol, grows in her

consciousness as an agency of accomplishment.

In her text,

she raises his body into a monument to counteract the
Confederate monuments of Maplewood.

Fitzgerald not only

supplies Murray with a tangible symbol of achievement, but
he also recognizes, as Murray realizes, that the image must
find an outlet in language.
When Fitzgerald moves South to teach after the War, the
battleground shifts to the mind, into what W.J. Cash calls
"a fairly definite mental pattern. ,|8‘
’ Murray describes the
mental battle between the Old South and its opponent as a
system of beliefs still at war:
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What grandfather did not fully realize then was that
only the guns were silenced at Appomattox.
Two
powerful beliefs, more impregnable than fortresses,
battled on in the dark treacherous recesses of the
mind. One was the belief in the equality of man; the
other, that a black man had no rights which a white man
was bound to respect.85
Fitzgerald turns to language to fight the war of equality.
Murray, as her opening suggests, values her grandfather's
use of language, incorporating in her own work his ability
to use language to fight racially-motivated battles.

Words

serve as linguistic battlefields, as sites where the war of
memory moves across the signs of language, into denotations
and connotations,

into naming and renaming.

Throughout her

text, Murray acknowledges the power of naming, whether the
name be "Aint-ee," "Uncle,” "Nigger," "Coon," "Mister," or
"Master."

Fitzgerald, as Murray explains, is poised to

revise the language of racism perpetuated by Confederate
strongholds in areas of language distribution.

In one of

his early revisions of language use, he renames his AfricanAmerican students, throwing off the derogatory naming of
African-Americans by whites and exchanging Mister for Uncle
and Mrs. for Aint-ee.
To show how her grandfather fights these battles,
Murray must first establish the sites of war, must first
show where Confederate strength remains secure.

In her

text, she recreates the fields of battle, beginning with
Amelia Court House, the site where Fitzgerald addressed
language as an instrument of war.
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The Confederacy is entrenched in Amelia Court House,
the site of his first school.

Murray describes the town as

she found it in the 1950s, writing that it had changed
little since her grandfather’s time:

"The village has a

population of nine hundred, a few dozen houses, one or two
filling stations and a cluster of stores facing two sides of
the courthouse sguare in which rises the stone soldier
memorializing the Confederate dead.1,86

She notes that

Edmund Ruffin, the father of secession and the man who fired
the symbolic first shot in the Civil War, lived in the
county before he shot himself, refusing to take the oath of
loyalty after the South lost the war.

She also writes that

the village was sixty miles east of Appomattox Court House,
therefore "in the path of L e e ’s retreating army."87
In this Confederate landscape, Fitzgerald revises his
students' self-images, giving them new identities through
language:
It would take some of them quite a little while to move
the awkward distance from saying "Master" to saying
"Mister," but it had taken them no time at all to
respond with glowing faces to "ladies" and "gentlemen"
and "scholars." It gave them a new image of
themselves.
Such images lifted them up and made them
strive and helped them blot out the images they saw
when they learned to read the newspapers— "negro city
buck," "moon in eclipse," "flat-nosed, bullet-headed,
asp-eyed little darkey," "brazen-faced lady of color,"
"kinky-headed culprit," "decrepit old negress," and the
like.
In the lessons for his students, Fitzgerald revises how the
body conveys meaning, how it is represented in language,
counteracting the Confederate use of derogatory naming while
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revising Confederate meaning in the naming of ladies and
gentlemen to include the freed men and women before him.

By

renaming his students, he establishes new identities for
them.

He allows their bodies to be bastions of dignity.

No

longer "asp-eyed little darkies" or "kinky-headed culprits,"
Fitzgerald's students find new meaning in their bodies,
meaning based on their intellectual and leadership abilities
rather than on contrived associations with ignorance and
subservience.
When Fitzgerald resigns his teaching position in 1868,
he leaves "behind him a school valued at $250, an enrollment
of 160 scholars and a freedman's store."89

Almost ninety

years later, Murray visits Amelia County and meets Willis
Wilkerson, the lone remaining survivor of her grandfather's
former students. Wilkerson had owned and maintained a
successful farm in the area after attending Fitzgerald's
school.

Murray establishes him as a monument to offset the

Confederate one in the square:
A man more than one hundred years old, white-haired,
with beetling white brows and snowy mustache accenting
his strong bronze face, standing almost erect despite
his century of living, still strong of voice and clear
of memory, he was the last survivor of the pupils
listed in Grandfather's enrollment book in 1867. . . .
Willis Wilkerson stood a monument to that period of
deepest effort.90
By creating a monument out of his body, Murray establishes
another means for remembering Civil War and Reconstruction
events and, with her grandfather, redirects the course of
Lost Cause memory and sentiment.

Wilkerson becomes a symbol
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of the financial independence acquired by African-American
during Reconstruction and a symbol of her grandfather's
successful efforts in securing that independence.

As with

her grandparents, Murray transforms the body of Wilkerson
into a monument, erecting his image into a site where the
Confederate Body collapsed and where Confederate leaders
succumbed.
In Murray's text, Amelia Court House— as her
grandfather redefines it— stands for the death of the
Confederacy, where one of the its patriarchal figures
commits suicide and another retreats to surrender, where an
ex-slave answers to "gentleman," an ex-master to "mister."
A county with a high percentage of mulattos, Amelia is an
ideal site to undergo this transformation within the text.
"Although people spoke of the 'white Andersons' and 'colored
Andersons,' or 'white Harrisons' or 'colored Harrisons,' it
was hard," Murray writes,

"to tell from looking at them

which was which."91
For Murray, the body of the mulatto holds the American
Dream.

She identifies herself as part of this tradition,

stating in her introduction to Proud Shoes that during the
writing of this memoir she began to perceive herself as a
hope and symbol for a more tolerant America:
. . . I began to see myself in a new light— the product
of a slowly evolving process of biological and cultural
integration, a process containing the character of many
cultures and many peoples, a New World experiment,
fragile yet tenacious, a possible hint of a stronger
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and freer America of the future, no longer stunted in
its growth by an insidious ethnocentrism.92
Murray had not always seen herself as a model for the
American Dream.
American.

As a child, she "was strongly anti-

. . . and hated George Washington.1,93

Even though

her grandfather had written a patriotic song to the tune of
"We'll Rally Round the Flag, Boys," Murray only "mumbled the
oath of allegiance to the American flag" and hesitated to
rise for the singing of The Star-Spangled Banner.94
When Murray was nine years old, her grandfather died
and with his death, she changed her approach to American
nationalism and assumed her grandfather's proud shoes.

The

transition begins when she runs across the cemetery to
inform her aunts of her grandfather's failing condition.
Though "terrified" of braving the cemetery alone in the
dark, she manages to confront the "crazy-leaning tombstones,
vaults, and marble angels."95

"Grandfather was dying," she

writes, "and it seemed that in death he was to give me the
courage I had never found during his life,"9b giving her the
courage to take, she continues, her "first step toward
walking in Grandfather's shoes."97

The next day, when

Murray views her grandfather's body in the parlor, she
•

•

•

wonders why his shoes were missing.
metaphorically now wears them.

90

Murray, of course,

In her discussion of

Murray's treatment of her grandfather's death, Humez writes
that his death allows Murray the opportunity to confront the
implications surrounding the cemetery:

"Her grandfather's
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death propelled her into confronting the ambivalent
fascination with the graveyard— with white supremacy, and
the threat of death it used to keep blacks in line."99
In her grandfather, Murray finds an image that sustains
her, allows her to create out of both his life and his death
a metaphor for her newly-found position in American society.
She will incorporate the image into her text, finally
raising a national landmark out of her grandfather's grave,
which lies segregated by an iron fence from Maplewood
Cemetery and its Confederate memorials:
Every Memorial Day or Decoration Day, the cemetery
hillside was dotted with crossbarred Confederate flags.
As a Union veteran, Grandfather was entitled to a
United States flag for his grave, so every May I walked
proudly through a field of Confederate flags hugging my
gold-pointed replica of Old Glory. . . . and planted it
at the head of Grandfather's grave.100
This act "tied me and my family to something bigger than the
Rebel atmosphere in which we found ourselves," she writes.101
The death of the family's standard bearer requires that
another family member take up the flag.

Murray accepts the

call, acknowledging that the flag gives her a sense of
heritage, identifies her as an American, abolishes in her
consciousness "the signs and symbols of inferiority and
apartness."102

She volunteers to continue what her

grandfather began:

"I could only look forward to a time

when I could complete Grandfather's work, which had been so
violently interrupted during Reconstruction"103
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She uses language as a renaming force, as a means— to
borrow a metaphor perhaps more appropriate for her
grandmother— of conversion, of revising the bodily meaning
and message of the African-American.

She takes her body

into a site of segregation, plants a symbol of American
equality into her grandfather's body, and proclaims her
position as an American standing for freedom and equality.
Having created monuments of this freedom and equality from
the bodies of Wilkerson and her grandparents, she erects her
own body as a site of American memory, with language as the
vehicle of transmission.

In her body, she absorbs various

sources of national identity defined by race, region, and
gender.

Murray will examine ways to transfer her textual

graveyard, her monuments to the dead she maintains in
language, into a site of national significance.

She turns a

site of Confederate memory into a site of American identity:
"At my grandfather's grave with the American flag in my
hands, I could stand very tall and in proud shoes."104

She

places the African-American body, a body defined by dignity
and leadership into the Confederate cemetery as a means of
revising regional memory.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Murray attempted to
have the family graveyard declared an historical site.

John

B. Flowers, president of the Historical Preservation Society
of Durham, recommended that the Fitzgerald family restore
the site, then deed it to the city.

Murray mailed a letter
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to her family members in an attempt to raise funds for the
project, indicating to them that they were "part of a
dramatic story" as told in Proud Shoes.

But, she pointed

out, the family cemetery was in disarray:

"I am ashamed to

say that the family private burial ground which figures
prominently in the ending of Proud Shoes is a disgraceful
eyesore adjoining Maplewood Cemetery on one of our most
travelled thoroughfares.

. . .»105

she explained what

repairs were needed before the city would assume the
property:
. . . we believe that if we can clear off the plot,
remove the dead trees, grade and fill the land, seed it
with grass, fence it in, and plan a simple slab with
the names of known persons interred there engraved
thereon, we can ultimately convince the city to
designate it as a historical monument.
We, however,
must take the initiative.106
Murray advanced over two thousand dollars to the project,
naming herself as its coordinator.

Though never completed,

her project of restoring the family's burial ground
testifies to her concerns about how her grandparents would
be remembered, suggesting that the perpetuation of memory is
both an individual and collective responsibility and is
dictated by both action and interpretation.

She indicated

to the members of her family that thecomparison between
Maplewood and the Fitzgerald land was "humiliating," mailing
them contrasting photographs of the two cemeteries.

Also

concerned about how Proud Shoes would be remembered, she
wrote to her family that "people who have read the book
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often write me that they have visited Durham and looked up
the sites mentioned in the book."
This site, standing as a reminder to her grandparents
and to her own contributions to the history of the nation,
necessitated her commitment to its survival.

Not only did

it symbolize and memorialize the lives rendered within the
pages of Proud Shoes, but it also validated her own life,
validated her struggle to position herself as the American
heroine.
In 1985, when the Statue of Liberty was being prepared
for its second unveiling, Pauli Murray was dying of cancer.
She requested in her will that her funeral be held in the
Washington Cathedral, known also as the National Cathedral,
where she was ordained in 1977 as an Episcopalian priest.
She describes her ordination in Song, writing that the
moment of her consecration was sanctioned from above:
. . . just as Bishop Creighton placed his hands upon my
forehead, the sun broke through the clouds outside
and sent shafts of rainbow-colored light down through
the stained-glass windows. The shimmering beams of
light were so striking that members of the congregation
gasped.
When I learned about it later, I took it as
the sign of God's will I had prayed for.107
The Washington Cathedral is the site of an intriguing
juxtaposition of religious icons and national symbols in a
nation sometimes embarrassed by the display of civil
religion.

Statues of George Washington greet visitors both

in and outside the Cathedral.

Abraham Lincoln is
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represented, his words engraved along side him.

Others have

added their own words to his memory:
Abraham Lincoln
Whose Lonely Soul
Is Here Remembered
By A People
Their Conflict Healed
By The Truth
That Marches On
Martin Luther King, Jr., who preached his last sermon at the
Cathedral three days before his assassination, is remembered
by a small statue above four immense words: "I Have A
Dream."
Across the nave, the Lee-Jackson Bay honors the two
Confederate generals with, among other things, "flags
associated with the careers of the two men."

Lee is again

distinguished in the Chapel of St. John, along with Lincoln,
Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and
one hundred and seventy-three other American notables whose
names are stitched into the chapel kneelers.
Murray's funeral service was held in the Cathedral on
July 1, 1985.

She asked in her will that the service be

observed with "joy and thanksgiving."

She requested her

body be cremated and, if possible, her urn held at the
Washington Cathedral.

Her ashes, however, remain in a

cemetery in Brooklyn, New York.
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That Murray wanted her death to be representative of
national pride and democratic tolerance is not surprising,
nor is it that she chose the Cathedral as the last home for
her remains.

Washington's first bishop, Henry Yates

Satterlee, once wrote that the Cathedral should symbolize "a
spiritual home to which men of every class, rich and poor,
statesman and laborer, may come without money and without
price, with the consciousness that it is their common
Father's house."108
Murray understood her ordination into the church to be
a force integrating the various elements of her life,
resulting again in regional reconciliation through Biblical
assurance:

"Now I was empowered to minister the sacrament

of One in whom there is no north or south, no black or
white, no male or female— only the spirit of love and
reconciliation drawing us all toward the goal of human
wholeness.109

The spirit of her grandmother led her to one

element of wholeness, the spirit of her grandfather to
another.

In the National Cathedral, where Ezekiel stands

next to Washington, King next to Lee, Murray found a final
site for the memory of her own spirit, even if her nation
has not yet recognized its significance.
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identification with American achievement a step further, not
only asserting African-American involvement in the American
democratic system, but calling on African-Americans to
assert their rightful leadership.
In her 1965 speech,
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1980, Pauli Murray Collection, The Schlesinger Library,
Radcliffe College.
106.

Ibid.

107.

Murray, Song, 435.

108.

Guide to the National Cathedral, 8.

109. Murray, Song, 435.
In this statement, Murray turns to
the body of Jesus as a site of reconciliation, a body that
negates imposed definitions on its members.
In this way,
Murray breaks down race and gender identities as well as
identities based in regional and national thought.
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CHAPTER V
To Meet Her Maker
'"He's dead,' Coffin Ed said."
Chester Himes
After the 1956 publication of Proud Shoes, Lillian
Smith wired a telegram of congratulations and encouragement
to Pauli Murray, who responded, "You may not have detected
it in the finished product, but you should know that your
spirit was looking over my shoulder through every chapter."1
Murray often cited Smith's work as an important influence on
her own, revealing in a speech delivered during National
Children's Book Week that Smith's Killers of the Dream and
The Journey were milestones in her own development as a
writer with social concerns.2

Besides her role as a

literary role model, Smith also read and commented on the
opening chapters of Proud Shoes.

In the book's

acknowledgments, Murray recognized her as someone "whose
Southern heritage, Christian convictions and powerful pen
were brought to bear upon the manuscript.

. . ,"3

In 1954,

when Murray was in the midst of writing Proud Shoes, she
wrote Smith to comment on her mentor's interesting use of
southern symbols, particularly her use of the graveyard as a
metaphor for the South.4
Smith, too, acknowledged similarities between the two
of them and the implicit ironies in their relationship as
234
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writers.

She asked Murray to participate with her in a

taped conversation in which the two of them would discuss
the influences of segregation on their very different
southern childhoods:
Once, long ago, we talked of doing two pieces which
would appear at the same time in a magazine. They were
to be my story of my southern childhood and your story
of your southern childhood: from the point of view of
segregation, how it affected each of us and how we
looked upon it, how it troubled us and injured us, each
in her own way. . . . Two southern women, talking
together honestly.5
In another letter Smith wrote to Murray, Smith asked her to
prepare a paper for publication and supplied not only the
topic but dictated the tone, temperment, and outcome of the
piece as well:
I am very anxious that you write out your little
autobiographical piece about your early childhood, your
first awareness of color; how you felt; how your family
felt; what "their" philosophy was about it all; whether
or not you ever felt hate towards white folks; if so,
how you changed; what your feelings were: fear,
anxiety, shame, or just a kind of "this has to be"
fatalism.
All this in a piece about 18-25 pages
long. Personal, reminiscent, soft, forgiving, but very
honest, and with sudden sharp insights. Then how you
came to put the human being above color; you, yourself,
learning to accept people no matter how different they
are.6
And in the same letter Smith discussed a second project, one
the two of them would complete together:
October, you and I can do our Dialogue.
Women, Talking.

Or something else.

"When you come in
We may call it: Two

It could be a little

masterpiece in communication.1,7
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Though Smith served as Murray's editor and, at times,
advisor, Murray often commented on Smith's own work, giving
criticisms with her compliments:
I've read Strange Fruit. Threw aside my law books and
sat up half the night finishing it in one reading.
You
haven't pulled any punches and I'm inclined to think
you've packed a wallop for this century equal to what
Uncle T o m ’s Cabin did for the last century.
Have you
taken out extra insurance? Do you expect the book to
be burned in the South? . . . Every character lived
fully for me except Nonnie.
I found her hard to get
at— and perhaps t h a t 's exactly what you intended— and
it was not until things began going round in her head
when Mrs. Brown was talking to her while fixing the
funeral flowers that she really lived for me.®
Murray would graciously revise and expand on Smith's work in
the field of autobiography, moving the issues surrounding
white southern identity into her own project and offering
immediate solutions to Smith's unanswered questions
concerning the fate of the region and of the nation.

Still,

while Murray acknowledged Smith as a prominent influence in
her writing career, Murray was also heavily indepted to
African-American literary traditions, including the
tradition of signifying, as well as to traditions flowing
out of the spiritual narratives.
Like Smith and Lumpkin, Murray created her own
metaphorical southern community, revising traditions
previously established by the Lost Cause caretakers of
southern memory, but she emphasized a regional community
from an array of human beings who together formed a body
politic, a community where African-Americans assumed a
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leadership role in the preservation of that body.

Unlike

Lumpkin and Smith, Murray was writing from the other side of
segregation, from across the iron fence she establishes as a
symbol in Proud Shoes.

Though Smith and Lumpkin knew white

supremacy had damaging effects on black children, they
focused their attention on the damage done to white
children, putting "more emphasis," as Anne C. Loveland
writes of Smith, "on the harm segregation did to whites."9
Murray, however, was writing about discrimination from the
position of the one discriminated against.

Her trauma was

based not on the guilt of allowing or benefitting from
victimization, but from being the victim herself.

In

Petersburg, she had been jailed for confronting a bus driver
working for a segregated bus line.

It was her grandfather

who had been beaten, not— as in the case with Lumpkin— an
unrelated cook.

Her great-grandmother had been repeatedly

raped under the system of slavery.

Her grandmother, born

from the rape, watched the Klan circle her home after she
married Robert Fitzgerald.

Cornelia Smith suffered from the

repercussions of that terror until her death.

Murray's

father had been killed by a hospital attendant determined to
"get that nigger later."

Murray knew the terrors and

dangers resulting from white supremacy from the perspective
of a black woman.

She had a different angle from which to

approach white supremacy as it was maintained in regional
rites of memory.

When she enters the Confederate cemetery,
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she draws from her memory as an African-American and she
pulls from African-American traditions to fight white
supremacy.
Lumpkin and Smith address these issues somewhat
differently.

Lumpkin goes to the cemetery as a figure from

an epic, watching the heroes and heroines of her culture
create a gloried past.

Lumpkin will demystify this past,

purposefully creating out of her autobiography a failed
epic, one that would border on a mock epic if not for the
tragic consequences of its message.

Lumpkin, in other

words, uses her autobiography as a means of housing the
epic.

In the culture in which she is reared, her

autobiography fails— as she points out again and again in
her text.

And by having the epic narrative within her

autobiography crumble, she can address the problems for a
white woman living in the context of white supremacy.
While her textual graveyard represents the burial place
and the memories of the epic hero, Smith's textual cemetery
is filled with ghosts,
home for the insane.

is haunted and guilt-ridden,

is a

Her text cringes, trembles with guilt.

Even as a child, she feels it.

When Janie is returned to

the African-American community, Smith must repress that
memory until adulthood, the guilt being too great for her
psyche, leaving her emotionally divided in the way she
argues that other white minds of the region are divided.
These issues create divisions on her body as well as chaos
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in her text.

She argues that in order to write a worthy

autobiography, one must return to the graveyard and attempt
to pull the pieces of the self back together:
To write the perfect autobiography would of course
require a man able to accept and bring all his selves
together; one who has reached down into the depths and
wandered through the human race's burial ground, and
there talked with the spectre who, in turn, has talked
with death.10
Certainly Smith and Lumpkin return to one of the sites
of Lost Cause memory by returning to the cemetery where
monuments and memorials were dedicated to the Confederate
dead.

For Lumpkin, the site was home to many failed

promises and for Smith, home to the ghosts of the region.
And for Murray, the cemetery was also filled with failure,
with signs and symbols of segregation, with ghosts, but she
calls on other traditions to sustain her, playing these
traditions out in her text.

She goes to traditions well-

established in African-American culture and in its literary
community.
When, in the opening of Proud Shoes, Murray's
grandmother berates her neighbors, she tells Murray that her
anger results from their "'signifying' about her."11

In The

Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African-American Literary
Criticism, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., discusses "the language
of Signifyin(g)

. . . as a metaphor for formal revision, or

intertextuality, within the Afro-American literary
tradition," coming out of "moments of self-reflexiveness."12
In this opening scene, not only is the grandmother being
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signified upon, but so are the readers and writers of other
southern texts, most immediately those entrenched in the
language and traditions of Anglo-American writing who have
perpetuated racial stereotypes, writers such as Page, Dixon,
and Mitchell.

But Murray is also signifying upon her friend

Lillian Smith, who must certainly view the graveyard from a
perspective much different than Murray's.

The language

between the grandmother and Murray, between Murray and the
grandfather, between Murray and Smith, and between Murray
and her readers is open to multiple meanings and allows for
the interpretation of many voices.
revision through Signifyin(g)

Gates writes that

"is at all points double

voiced" and is located in the oral and written traditions
prevalent in African-American literary history:
. . . the literal and the figurative are locked in a
Signifyin(g) relation, the myths and the figurative
Signified upon by the real and literal, just as the
vernacular tradition Signifies upon the tradition of
letters, and as figures of writing and inscription are
registered, paradoxically, in an oral literature.13
As discussed in the previous chapter, Murray opens Proud
Shoes negotiating between her grandfather's emphasis on the
written tradition and her grandmother's emphasis on the
oral.

Both grandparents had become masters of their

languages, the grandmother perhaps supernaturally acute in
the understanding of prophecy.

With the education she

receives from her grandparents, Murray is expected to tell
the story— and to tell it well— of her family's noble
history in the context of oppression and degradation.
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Murray opens her text by situating herself as the
mediator, as the agent and arbitrator between the written
and the oral, between the standard word and the intangible
Word, between the soldier and the prophet.

In her opening

chapter, she listens (as does the reader) to the sound of
her grandfather's use of "pre-par-ed-ness," as well as to
the rhythms of the grandmother1s song.

The languages of

reference and reverence are pulled together and interpreted
by Murray the writer who follows her written child self in
the process of mediation, culminating in the reading of
Daniel and Ezekiel.
But Murray as writer is also negotiating language as
represented in her autobiography.

She must find a means to

present herself and her mixed heritage in the context of her
written identity.

Gates argues that this weaving of western

and vernacular dialogue is a prevalent characteristic of the
African-American literary tradition.14

Murray's use of the

double voice falls into a long-standing tradition of
African-American texts created from multiple language
sources, one signifyin(g) upon the other, forming open-ended
possibilities in interpretation and identity.

In Murray's

case, both self and regional identity take root in this
coupling of experience and representation.
In Murray's works, the cemetery is battlefield, both a
literal and figurative city of the dead, where Old South
causes in their New South manifestations continue to wage
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war on the disenfranchised.

In Proud Shoes, Murray wages

her war within the cemetery, marching with the American flag
through the Confederate cemetery to her family's burial
ground just across the fence.

She uses Proud Shoes to

signify upon both southern and American identity, insulting
their oppressive elements while revising their meanings,
creating an America that gives credence to her grandfather's
accomplishments and to the lives of her other ancestors.
She stands as a black woman in that graveyard, as a black
woman who holds many experiences, many races, many ideals
and customs in her body.
Murray appeals to American democratic principles while
denouncing the white leaders who maintained American
mythology without extending its benefits to Native Americans
and to African-Americans.

She makes a distinction between

the American tradition as represented by George Washington
and the American tradition as lived by her Grandfather
Fitzgerald.

"My thin knowledge of history," Murray writes,

"told me that the George Washingtons and their kind had
stolen the country from the American Indians, and I could
lodge all my protests against this unforgivable piece of
thievery."15

In the end, Murray stands in the cemetery

tending to her family's plot, establishing herself as an
American heroine, though one decidedly different from the
Founding Fathers.

Even the American flag she carries with

her symbolizes an America Murray refuses to define in a
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Founding-Fathers ideology:

"In those early years there was

little identity in my mind between the Union flag which
waved over my grandfather's grave and the United States flag
upon which I looked with so much skepticism.

. . ."16

As Murray revises memory as represented in the
graveyard, she also revises white collective memory as
rendered in autobiography— in the textual sites of self
memorial.

Here, she signifies upon Smith's Killers of the

Dream, even though Smith's text was considered so
revolutionary at its publication that it created havoc with
Smith's writing career.

But even given its radical message

as espoused in a pre-civil rights text written by a white
woman, Smith betrayed race, class, and gender biases in her
autobiography, particularly in regards to the black woman.
For instance, when discussing the prevalence of mulatto
children in the South, Smith reinforces the stereotype of
the black woman as promiscuous, ignoring the politics of
rape:
What the white race termed as "savagery" in slaves who
were much less cruel than their masters, was due to a
method of child-rearing which was probably common to
many African cultures.
But to our grandfathers this
"method," with its cheerful results, was a threat to
their own system of punishment and sin and guilt. And
yet here these black women were in the back yard,
turning white beliefs into silly lies, and tempting men
beyond their endurance.17
Here, Smith places— replaces— the body of the black woman in
a dangerous position, particularly given the context of
white supremacist thought that imagines her body as lustful
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and salacious.

Smith returns the guilt to the victim,

presenting the black woman as a temptress and a Jezebel.

In

this discussion, Smith also puts emphasis on the black
woman's instinct rather than her intellect, thereby
perpetuating another racial stereotype.
Murray counters Smith's argument in her description of
Sidney Smith's rape of her great-grandmother Harriet.
Unequivocally, Murray vindicates her great-grandmother while
holding Sidney responsible for acts motivated by power and
cruelty:
After that first night, Harriet went into fits of
hysterical screaming whenever Sidney came near her.
The more she reviled him the better he seemed to like
it. He raped her again and again in the weeks that
followed.
Night after night he would force open her
cabin door and nail it up again on the inside so that
she could not get out. Then he would beat her into
submission.
She would cry out sharply, moan like a
wounded animal and beg for mercy. The other slaves,
hearing her cries, trembled in their beds and prayed
silently for her deliverance.18
Murray continues to revise the image of the black woman
in Smith's work by assuming for her own identity Smith's
representation of the New Man, who would develop and combine
all his talents into becoming a figure who could live on
many levels at once and "in many communities of thought at
once.19

This New Man who, for Smith, would finally evolve

over a million years, finds a home in the body of Murray who
represents herself as evolving from many heritages.
answers the call of God as depicted in Smith's text,
mastering diverse fields and building bridges between
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diverse elements.

She need not wait a million years, as her

manifold life history placed her in a "world of unbelievable
contradictions,"20 giving her the resources to address
American multiplicity within the confines of her own body.
Smith calls for a person who believes that wholeness for the
individual occurs with the recognition and acceptance of
those who exist in the margins of the population: "You are
only a broken piece of life, remember, and cannot live
without the Others.

To live as a man you must somehow find

ways to relate to Me, to yourself, to other men.

. . .1,21

Murray co-opts the New Man and revises him, creating in her
body the evolved human being prepared to lead the world into
the future.
In Murray's revision, this New Man is a Woman.

She is

also African-American, Native American, and Anglo-American.
The revision of the New Man is a revision of the Universal
Self, the male normative body that developed out of the
Renaissance against which other bodies were measured.22
Murray assumes responsibility for the Universal Self and
creates a body constituted of "otherness," rather than one
serving as a site from which to measure otherness.

And yet,

in the process of creating this body adapted to confront a
new world, she collapses the racial and regional markers of
identity inscribed on it, bringing the notion of identity
into question through her association with the Episcopal
Church.

By concluding she was called upon to minister
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through One in whom regional, gender, and racial boundaries
were non-existent, by concluding she was called upon to
minister through the Word, Murray abolishes her own body as
a site of sexual and racial identity and places her body
into language.

No longer marginalized and excluded as a

result of being a minority, Murray gathers her body into a
symbol of wholeness, completeness, and restoration.
Murray's ordination also opened other doors of identity
tor her and gave her an even more powerful position from
which to debate regional memory as represented in the burial
of the dead.

First, she must break down walls of

discrimination that segregated women from the most important
rituals of the church.

Sondra O'Neale writes that black

women have had to fight limited and stereotypical
representations.

One of the ways heroines escape from the

image of the "maladjusted tragic mulatto" is in a mysticism
deemed more appropriate for women than the patriarchal
roles assumed by men in the hierarchy of the church.
"Mysticism . . .," she writes, "may be a choice forced upon
heroines by the black, male-dominated church, which has made
no room for aspiring women preachers."23

By breaking down

walls of discrimination within the church, Murray
establishes it as a site for female intellectual power as
well as for feminine nurturing.
By entering the church in a position of power, Murray
also continues to revise the language of the graveyard.
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writes that she was first called to the ministry after the
death of her adopted mother, Aunt Pauline.

In 1955, while

writing the closing of Proud Shoes, Murray kept vigil as her
aunt suffered a major heart attack.

Just before her aunt's

death and unable to find a priest to administer the Holy
Communion, Murray read to her from the Order for the
Visitation of the Sick from the Book of Common Prayer,
though feeling inadequate and guilty in assuming a
responsibility she "then believed was authentic only when
performed by an ordained member of the clergy."24

Assuming

responsibility for her aunt's death rituals, Murray
discovers a new way of interpreting her position within the
community.

In part, she takes responsibility for ushering

in death, for giving it meaning within the context of her
aunt's life, for easing her aunt's passage into darkness.
Eighteen years later, the death of her close friend
Renee Barlow finalizes her decision to become an Episcopal
priest.

Murray cares for her friend and her friend's family

through the ordeal, finally serving as a minister to her
dying friend.

However,

in the process of caring for her,

she begins to think of death in different metaphors than the
ones associated with her vision of the Confederate cemetery.
She considers the construction of Death's identity and how
she might alter those images:
Then I went outside and sat in the solarium nearby,
thinking about death.
I had always been terrified of
death and had avoided funerals as much as possible.
Now I had to watch death approaching my closest friend,
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and I could no longer avoid pondering the ultimate
mystery of life. All kinds of images were conjured up
to help me accept what my mind resisted.
Suppose death
is a "loving mother" waiting to enfold us in a
protective embrace rather than the grim reaper that
haunted my childhood; or perhaps death is a friend who
waits just outside the door until we are ready to
go.
Why should one fear what is as natural as birth,
or what is, perhaps, merely crossing a threshold?25
These images are ones Murray also uses to describe her own
role in caring for the dying women and contrast sharply with
her earlier roles in the deaths of her family members.26
Envisioning death as a mother and a friend, Murray
finds herself ministering to the dying.

She writes that the

impact of the experiences led her to the ministry:
For the second time in my life I had been called upon
to be with a devout Christian whom I loved in the
crisis of death and to minister in ways I associated
only with the ordained clergy. As I reflected upon
these experiences, the thought of ordination became
unavoidable.
Yet the notion of a "call" was so
astounding when it burst into my consciousness that I
went about in a daze, unable to eat or sleep as I
struggled against it.27
Murray answers the call and once again enters a profession
entangled in gendered politics.

Heated, arduous debates

occurred during the 1970s over the ordination of women as
priests.

Murray entered the arena, attending the unofficial

ordination of eleven women at the Philadelphia Ordination in
1974.28

In 1974, at the General Convention in Minneapolis,

the Episcopal Church approved the ordination of women into
the clergy.

The following January, Murray was ordained at

the National Cathedral.

But before the ordination occurred,

she had one final rite to undergo in training: "Ministry in
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the presence of death."29

She passed through this rite

during the death of Adina Steward Carrington, a close friend
of Murray and someone she referred to as her second mother.
Carrington died in the December just prior to Murray's
ordination.

Murray prepared the body "with tenderness," she

writes, "as if Moms was still alive and could respond to
us"30 and describes her response to the death as peaceful
and courageous:

"My final test came when I took part in

Moms' funeral as a member of the clergy and read the Ninetyfirst Psalm without letting my voice falter."31

Murray

names this chapter "Full Circle" and describes why she sees
the conclusion of her life at the roots of her life's
beginnings: "All the strands of my life had come together.
Descendent of slave and of slave owner, I had already been
called poet, lawyer, teacher, and friend."32
Murray— who had earlier accepted death as a means for
keeping African-Americans in a segregated place, as a social
construction used by segregationists to maintain power—
begins to examine ways in which she, too, can determine the
meaning of death.

In her text, she not only disregards her

notions of death as a grim reaper but also participates in
administering the death rituals in ways formerly closed to
women, breaking down doors of sexual discrimination.

She

thinks of death as a way of establishing bonds with those
around her rather than as a segregating force.

And she

rethinks her own body, creating out of her own existence a
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universal body against which others are measured, a Body
that houses "otherness," is constituted of "the other"
normally excluded to the margins of national identity.

And

after uniting identities into a whole body, she examines
identity as a construction and collapses its meaning by
removing its boundaries.

As priest, lawyer, professor,

poet, as one who pulled from the talents of a prophet and
the skills of a soldier, as the descendent of a slave and a
slave-owner, and as one who claimed descent from white,
black, and Cherokee populations, Murray used her body as a
"symbol of healing,"33 as a site where the divided,
segregated, schizophrenic strands of human relationships
might find a home.
Today, Murray's ashes are held at Cypress Hills
Cemetery in Brooklyn, New York, rather than in the hidden,
overgrown land in Durham, where Murray's grandparents were
buried.

And though her grandmother's body lies obscured in

the overgrowth, Murray revived her grandmother's message in
Proud Shoes and returned her through memory to the "full
circle" of Song in a Weary Throat.

The prophet, the

interpreter of the Word, the daughter of rape and of slave
owner and slave, Murray's grandmother opened doors for
Murray's entrance into the ministry, teaching her
granddaughter to negotiate difference, to recognize
"relatedness."

Her grandmother stood, for Murray, as a

symbol for "the possibility of reconciliation between races
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and classes, however fragmentary the symbol may have
seemed."34
This reconciliation can also be found in the boundaries
of Murray's text.

Murray weaves traditions of standard

English and the black vernacular, allowing her text to work
as a symbol in the same way her own body worked as a symbol
of reconciliation during her return as a priest to Chapel
Hill.

Her text becomes a site of personal memory that

simultaneously holds various messages and voices.

Murray

had hoped to carry this symbol a step further by having her
ashes interred at the National Cathedral, therefore
integrating the genre of autobiography by reaching out from
her grave to provide it with an ending.

"Autobiography

completes no pictures," as Janet Varner Gunn writes.35 They
resist conclusions.

Murray attempts to provide closure to

her autobiographies by allowing her death and burial to
speak to the issues of segregation and identity that she
raises within the texts.

But even though her ashes are not

in the National Cathedral, they are held in another
significant site of national identity:

Cypress Hills

Cemetery is a national cemetery built on a Revolutionary War
battle site and home of many Civil War casualties.

Here,

her remains recall the traditions of her soldier grandfather
and to the way Murray learned to use language from his
experiences.
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Unlike Murray, Lumpkin and Smith find integration
difficult within their texts, find it difficult even to
speak from the position of a white woman in the segregated
South.

Smith shows that segregation leaves the woman writer

too few options, too few ways to present the complexities of
her existence.

Lumpkin simply finds it difficult to end her

work after spending the first half of it in the
parenthetical asides.

Through their eyes, segregation is

divisive and destructive, played out across the region's
landscape but infiltrating the minds and bodies of the
people.

Murray, however, refuses to allow segregation to

shut down her voice, refuses to allow segregation to place
her voice into the margins.

Murray uses her body to

integrate the genre (this genre vulnerable to splits and
divisions) by allowing for the play of ethnic or regional
diversity on her body and in the body of her text.

She

grants multiple meanings to the woman's body, not only to
the southern woman's body, but to the national body.
Murray began the process early, noting in Song in a
Weary Throat that she wrestled with the issue of memory as a
child.

She describes her dilemma on Mother's Day of not

knowing whether to wear a white flower in memory of her dead
mother or a red one in honor of her Aunt Pauline.

"It was

characteristic of my way of resolving dilemmas," she
concludes,

"that I wore both."<b

This process of

reconciliation followed her into her writing, not only in
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terms of content but also in the way her body learned the
mechanics of the writing process.

She was left-handed but

was discouraged as a child from using her left hand.

Murray

becomes ambidextrous, but the process, she writes, was
difficult, "I learned to write with either hand, but I
suspect my efforts to conform took their toll."37
Murray also acknowledged that no guarantees existed in
spite of her efforts towards reconciliation between peoples.
She was cautious in her analysis of white America's ability
to succeed in racial understanding and reconciliation.

She

considered, for instance, the possibility that the nation
might refuse reconciliation, might in fact share a fate
similar to that of ancient Israel and ancient Babylon:
I'm not even sure . . . that America will win this.
I'm not even sure that America isn't like the Israel of
the Old Testament, that she is not standing under the
judgement of God, if we want to use theological
language. . . . What I'm really trying to say is that
it is perhaps deeper than thinking that America, the
entity America, will have a conscience, will ever solve
the racial problem.
I frankly don't know.38
Here, she assumes her grandmother's role as prophet, warning
the people against their propensity for self-destruction.
Ezekiel, the prophet whose words young Murray read to
her enraged grandmother, entered the graveyard— the valley
of dry bones— to prophesy.

He watched the four winds

breathe life into the dry bones and recounted how God opened
the graves and placed the people back into their land.
Ezekiel speaks in metaphors about the land and its people
and relays God's message in the language of the poet:
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he said to me,

'Son of Man, these bones are the whole house

of Israel.’"
Using bones, bodies, deaths and burials, Katharine
DuPre Lumpkin, Lillian Smith, and Pauli Murray entered the
graveyards and cemeteries of the South.

They paid

particularly close attention to how dead bodies were
remembered and how that memory affected the living.

They

lived in a society that had trained them well in this
aspect, a place where how the dead were remembered carried
tremendous social ramifications.

To enter a graveyard and

breathe life into dead bones in no small task.

For these

three writers, the attempt carried an array of consequences,
but it also provided a vehicle for their voices, a means of
discussing the damage done by segregation to the landscape,
to the bodies and minds, and to the literature of the
region.

That they carried this message into their own

deaths and burials indicates the gravity with which they
spoke and their constant willingness to hope for change.

In

her analysis of her culture, Smith saw tremendous
similarities between death and segregation, but offered hope
through the text of her grave marker we will visit one last
time:
Death Can Kill A Man;
That Is All it Can Do To
Him; It Cannot End His Life
Because Of Memory. . . .
Characteristically, she leaves the reader responsible for
completing the ellipsis.
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